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“AT THE THROAT OF THE REPUBLIC ”

John Reed Exposes the Whole Preparedness Plot

Jim Larkin on the Irish Rebellion

Lincoln Stefl'ens on Mexico

Max Eastrnan at the White House

Dante Barton Describes the Pittsburg Strike

Pictures By

BOARDMAN ROBINSON MAURI
I

ROBERT MINOR I K. R

GEORGE BELLOWS ART “Q

CORNELIA BARNS KARL PEARsUN'Q

JO DAVIDSON
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Artists’ Materials 4
', -

Picture Frames

S. HALPERN

3 East 30thSt., NewYork
Telephone,6928MadisonSq

Bush Car Free
5-Pass..28ll.P. --andagencyforyourterritory.
ElectricStarting5 RideinaBushCar.Payforit, ~; outofyourcommisslons, ones5.Drivingagents

fibussrus/
HIS Magazine is Own

ed and Published Co
operatively by its Ed

itors. It has no Dividends
to Pay, and nobody is try
ing to make Money out of
it. A Revolutionary and
not a Reform Magazine; a
Magazine with a Sense of
Humor and no Respect for
the Respectable; Frank; , ._
Arrogant; lmpertinent; r

Searching for the True
Causes; a Magaiine Di
rected against Rigidity
and Dogma wherever it is

-- / THE WAR
IN EASTERN
EUROPE

Described by John Reed

Pictured by Boardman Robinson

I

wan ineverycom", . munity.Seearsshipped1 “toagentsinMarch.103i inApril.Bigprofitsfor‘ ~ you.Writeatonceformy40-pagecatalogue.
AddressJ. H. BUSH,President,Dept.635.
BUSHMOTORCOMPANY.BushTemple,Chicago,Ill.f _ 4'

I Do Business by Mail
It'sprofitable,withaccuratelistsofpros

Ourcataloguecontainsvitalinforma
tiononMailAdvertising.Alsopricesand
quantityon6,000nationalmailinglists,99%guaranteed.Suchas:

WarMaterialMfrs. WealthyMen
CheeseBoxMfrs. AxleGreaseMfrs.

'
“It is so frankly human and fraternal and so good-naturedly

and tolerantly humorous that not only does it give a new view of
war-time life that is entertaining and illuminating but also offers
much valuable information concerning the peoples and coun

found; Printing what is ' tries on the eastern front.”——N. Y. Times. ShoeRemum Au“,0mm,
Contractors TinCanMfrs.too Naked or True for a
Dragging F m’Em

Writeforthisvaluablereferencebook;also
pricesandsamplesof'fac-snnileletters.
HaveuswriteorreviseyourSalesLetters,

Boss-Gould,814OliveSt. 7 _

Rnpg‘lgsg
-G0!! IdLists St.l.ouis

Money-Making Press; a
Magazine whose final Pol
icy is to do as it Pleases
and Conciliate Nobody,
not even its Readers—A
Free Magazine.

“COmbines two qualities which are
rarely found together. It is gorgeous—

ly picturesque and it is vastly inform
ing.”——N. Y. Tribune.

EDITOR
Max Eastman

MANAGING EDITOR
Floyd Dell

“A vivid account of various peoples
under war conditions—an account
faithfully reflecting the lights and
shadows, the humor and the pathos,
the hope and the despair of terribly
troubled times.”—N. Y. World.

$2.00 not.

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS

FAKES
AMERICAN JOURNALISM

By Max Sherover
A new edition of this big selling
book of 96 pages.
It takes you behindthe scenesand

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
LITERATURE

John Read
Louis Untermoyor
Howard Brubaker

Mary Heston Vorse

ART
Arthur Young
K. R. Chamberlain
Cornelia.Barns
GeorgeBellows

g
:

gilliignkamp Agfiifr Efiiiggg exposesthe tricks of the newspaper
John Barber Wm. English Walling game- _. .
RobertMinor Floyd Del) Tells Lie,
BoardmanRobinson Frank Bohn you Falsify,

how and Suppress
r-o-r why the The

papers Facts
BUSINESS MANAGER “You don’t supposewe are going to

T
l

E

blackenour own face, do you?” said
John Lyons - one editor when asked"to review it.'“

LOS ANGELES counrr cnuronnrnr
2" ““‘S "““a‘d

SUBSCRIPTION RATES , Three Copies for 50 Cents
One Dollar a Year. Foreign, $1.25 The Masses BookYearly. Rates on bundleordersand

to newsdcalerson application

1.0—!

Enteredas second-classmatter,Decem
ber 27. 1910.at the postofiiceof

New York City. undertheAct‘ of March 8. 1879.

Published Monthly by
The Masses Publishing Co.
Editorial and Business Ofilcs,

88 \Vcst 14th St., New York.

Anthology o
f

Magazine Verse

FOR 1915 and

Year Book o
f

AmericanPoetry
Edited by WILLIAM STANLEY
BRAITHWAITE. Price $1.50

CONTAINS
The one hundred distinctive

poems of the year selected by
William Stanley Braithwaite.

A critical summary of fifty
notable‘volumes of poetry of the
year.

A summary of the contents of
the notable volumes"of the year
dealing with poets, poetry, and
the art of poetry, togetlier with a

list of articlesrand essays on the
same subjects. ._

The Titles and Authors of every
poem in twenty of the most im
portant magazines.

t_.\

(IWe are conducting extensive
agricultural, horticultural and
stock raising departments to
gether with the varied indus
trial enterprises.

([This is a Co-operative Commu-
'

nity and it has no official con
nection with the organized
Socialist Party.

([No mention was made of this
Colony in the Book of Revela
tions or in the Eighteenth Bru
maire. That is deplorable, of
course, but it has not prevented
the Colony from making a
wonderful demonstration of
success during the past two
years it has been operating.

([We have startled and offended
the dogmatists and the doctri
naire debating clubs. We have
won the distinction of the dis
like of the leading labor hater
of America.

LLANO DEL RIO COMPANY
OF NEVADA

Formerly Nevada Colony Corporation

RENO, NEVADA

([We are aiming at the goal of
10,000 residents in our new
city in 1918.
of your comrades have borne
the brunt of the pioneering. Do
you want to join them now?

([Subscribe for The Western
Comrade Magazine, 50 cents a
year, and follow the wonderful
developments of this wonderful
community. We have no con
nection with any colony but
the Llano Del Rio Colony in
Southern California. Write to
day for full particulars.

4" -_ NO MONEY_IN ADVANCEI '~ _ . _.- ~\lVeWillsendanyPure,Blue-whiteDiamondoranyotherarticle .

) selectedfromourcatalogonapproval—allCHARGESPREPAID. ~~' . if satisfactory,pay20’“ofthecol!—balance10%amonth.. '“ GuaranteewitheachDiamondcoveringquality;exchangeableat -_,
7 ~/ , ' /‘ FULLVALUE.Transactionsconfidential.Allhonestpersons~‘ t

givencredit.\VritctodayforCATALOGNo.20containing‘
_‘4000photographsofDiamonds,Watches,Jewelry,Silverware,

- IQNQES a*WATcrue-sir:: 6'

eta—it'sFREE. 109‘DilcountAllowed'ForAll Cash.
\ l

. - ' !

Est'd .. ’RGPIAN 1896 37 iii-.VVCAQE [\éli’é

..‘

Several hundred ,

33 West 14th St., New York

sa-ys'CirenvilleKleiser.famousSpeechSpecialist.Heridsyou o
f

limidity~givesyouconfidencein yourself.developsyour
powerandpersonality.Givehimfifteen
minutesofyourtimedailyathome—andhewrllspeedilyteachyou,bymail,howto

Speak with Power and Purpose
at Lodge Meetings~Make Polit
ical _Speeches—Address BoardMeetings—Deliver Alter-Dinner
Speeches—Propose Toasts—Sell
Goo_ds—<Converse and Tell
Stories Entertainingly.

lf you_can'ttalk to thepoint,youcan'tcarry
convrctron—youcan'twin! Don’t you want
to be a winner? Then writeto-day. Let
ustellyou b

y

mailall aboutthishelpfulCourse
and prove its value.
You robab ' '
t. ...2.....Jr.“anteriornationsninesif youwilladd isname‘anda recsWewillsendhimtats so—wrthoutmentioningyourname.
Funk & WagnallsCompany,Dept.660,NewYork
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FICTION
The Best Short Stories of 1915 and

the Year Book of the American
Short Story. Edward J. O’Brien,
Editor. The twenty short stories in
this volume are those selected by
Mr. O’Brien as the best that were
written during the year 1915. His
survey of the whole field formed
the basis of his authoritative article
published, as an annual estimate of
the output, in the Boston Evening
Transcript, an article which has
attracted wide discussion. Net,
$1.50.

The Amateur, by Charles G. Norris.
A very realistic picture of New
York Bohemian life by the brother
of Frank Norris. Price, $1.35.

The Scarlet Woman, a novel by Jo
seph Hocking. Price, $1.50.

s.
'

{es

Behold the Woman! by T. Everett
Harré. In the character of Mary,
the powerful Alexandrian courtesan
whose beauty was “the glory of
Egypt,” the author presents the
struggle of womanhood in its integ
rity and nobility with man’s age—
long exploitation. $1.45postpaid.

Stamboul Nights, by H. G. Dwight.
Front. by W. T. Benda. Tales of
Constantinoble enacted behind the
jealous walls of ancient Turkish
houses. $1.25 net.

The Return of Dr. Fu-Manchu, by Sax
Rohmer. A new collection of the
charmingly weird mystery stories.
$1.35 net.

Beggars on Horseback, by F. Tenny
son Jesse. Short stories that range
from fantasy to realism. $1.25post
paid'.

The Bomb, by Frank Harris. Emma
Goldman says: “It’s not the monu
ment at Waldheim that will keep
alive these great heroes—heroes in
their innocence and simplicity—but
it will be ‘The Bomb.’ ” Published,
$1.50; onr price, 75c.

Korolenko"s “Makar’s Dream and
Other Stories,” translated by Ma
rian Fell. This living Russian’s
writings have been likened to “a
fresh breeze blowing through the
heavy air of a hospital.” $1.60post—
paid.

Green Mansions, by W. H. Hudson;
introduction by John Galsworthy.
A romance of the tropical forest
which combines scientific observa
tion of nature, poetic imagination,
and polished style. $1.40.

The Genius, by' Theodore Dreiser.
A novel of monumental proportions
and significance. $1.60,postpaid.

His Bold Experiment, by Dr. Henry
Frank. A thrilling novel. 50 cents
postpaid. S. S. Penn, Room 1117,
1123Broadway. N. Y.

Little Lady of the Big House, by Jack
London. $1.50.

Our Miss York, by Edwin B. Morris.
Story of a successful business wo—
man who had' to choose between her
career and marriage. $1.25 net.

Nan of Music Mountain, by Frank
Hamilton Spearman. “A veritable
‘Lorna Doone’ served with the
sauce piquant of American gun
play.” $1.45postpaid.

The Pastor’s Wife, by M. A. Arnim.
An_ irresistibly funny and bitineg
satiric story of a marriage. $1.35.

History of Mr. Polly, by H. G. Wells.
“Mr. Wells at his best.” Price,
$1.35.

The Revolt of the Angels, by Anatole
France. Contains a “chapter which
all revolutionists ought to read for
the good of their souls and minds.”
$11-75

The Idiot, by Dostoievski. The great
Russian’s best novel. Price, $1.50.

The Harbor, by Ernest Poole. A
novel of remarkable power and vis
ion in which are depicted the great
changes taking place in American
life, business and ideals. Under the
tremendous influence of the great
New York harbor and its workers,
a young writer passes, in the devel
opment of his life and work, from a
blind worship of enterprise and effi
ciency to a deeper knowledge and
understanding of humanity. Send
$1.50.

The Conscript Mother, by Robert
Herrick. “Perhaps the finest bit of
short fiction the war has produced.”
60 cents postpaid.

The Master Detective, by Percy James
Brebner. Further stories about the
old Professor of Philosophy who
works out the solutions of mysteri
ous crimes. $1.35 net.

The Strange Cases of Mason Brant,
by Nevil Monroe Hopkins. Illus
trated in color by Gayle Hoskins.
$1.25net, postage extra. The author
is a scientist of international repu
tation. A more fascinating charac
ter than Mason, you’ll never find—
more weird problems, as suggested,
have been portrayed.

Taras Bulba: A Tale of the Cossacks.
Translated from the Russian of Nic
olai V. Gogol by Isabel F. Hapgood.
Send $1.35.

1%

[ii

,“
ii/ é”)

Fair Haven and Foul Strand, by
August Strindberg. These stories
show Strindberg in a comfortable
mood. Send $1.25.

The Little Angel, by L. N. Andreyev.
You are acquainted with Andreyev's
plays. But his stories represent his
best work. Ask anyone who knows.
Here are fifteen of them. $1.25.

Yvette—A Novelette—and Ten Other
Stories, by Guy de Maupassant.
Translated by Mrs. John Galswor
thy. Introduction by Joseph Con
rad. Send $1.40.

"Wood and Stone,” by John Cowper
Powys. A new departure in English
fiction. It suggests Dostoievsky
rather than Mr. Wells, and Balzac
rather than Mr. Galsworthy. In its
attempt to answer some of the more
dangerous dogmas enunciated by
Nietzsche, it does not scruple to
make drastic use of that great
psychologist's devastating insight.
More than 650 pages. $1.50net.

The Man of Promise, by Willard H.
Wright, author of “Modern Paint
ing,” etc. One of the most penetrat
ing and unusual novels of this gen
eration, marking a new epoch in
American fiction. Net, $1.35.

\____.
The Confession, by Maxim Gorky.

The Old House and Other Stories.
Translated from the Russian of
Feodor Solog'ub by John Cournos.
Price, $1.50.

Translated and with introduction by
Rose Strunsky. Gorky’s most artis
tic and philosophical work. A re
markable piece of fiction with a

vivid Russian background. $1.35
net.

SCIENCE AND ART
Thinking as a Science, by Henry Haz

litt. Telling us how to think, and
how to search for the rules and
methods of procedure which will
help us in thinking creatively, origi
nally and, not least of all, surely,
correctly. Net $1.00.

The Psychology of Relaxation, by
George Thomas White Patrick. A
notable and unusually interesting
volume explaining the importance
of sports, laughter, profanity, the
use of alcohol, and even war as fur
nishing needed relaxation to the
higher nerve centers. $1.25net.

Magazine.

or not.
or stamps to

The Masses Book Shop helps us to get out the Masses
It helps you by personal attention to your

tastes, prompt and efficient service, and thorough
knowledge of the book-publishing trade. We can obtain
for you anything you want, whether it is advertised here

Send checks, express or money orders, cash

THE MASSES BOOK SHOP, 33 West 14th St., New York City
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Psychology of the Unconscious, by
Dr. C. G. Jung. Authorized transla
tion by Beatrice M. Hinkle, M.D.
The work is an outgrowth of
Freud’s method of psycho-analysis.
The translator is a member of the
Neurological Department of Cornell
University and the New York Post
Graduate Medical School. $4.

The Psychology of Reasoning, by Al
fred Binet. Translated by Adam
Gowans Whyte. 35c.

Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought, by F. Max Mi'il
ler. 35c.

Science of
35¢

Three Lectures on the
Language, by F. Max Mi'iller.

The Diseases of Personality, by Th.
Ribot. 35c.

The Psychology of Attention, by Th.
Ribot. 35c.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms,
by Alfred Binet. 35c.

Diseases of the Will, by Th. Ribot.
Authorized translation by Merwin
Marie Snell. 35c.

HISTORY
Trojan Women of Euripides, by Pro

fessor Gilbert Murray. One of the
Greek series recommended by THE
MASSES editor. Price, 85c. postpaid.

The New History, by Prof. James
Harvey Robinson. Rev1ewcd in the
June issue. Price, $1.50.

The Russian Empire of To-day and
Yesterday, by Nevin O. Winter.
The country and its peoples and a

review of its history and a survey
of its social, political and economic
conditions. Send $3.25.

EDUCATION
Honesty; a Study of the Causes and

Treatment of Dishonesty Among
Children, by William Healy, Direc
tor of the Juvenile Psychopathic In
stitute. $1.00 net.

Self-Reliance, by Dorothy Ca’iifield
Fisher. This book helps children
to help themselves which every sane
mother knows to be true, but_which
they may fail to practice in the
hurry and press 01 domestic Inc.
$1.00net.

Mothers and Children, by Dorothy
Canneld Fisher. Second edition.
Author of "A Montesorri Mother."
A book to help in the most compli
cated and important enterprise-—
the rearing of children. Send $1.35.

The Montessori Manual, by Dorothy
Canfield Fisher. Shows how the

mother or teacher may apply Dr.
Montessori’a principle: in a practi
cal way. Send $1.35.
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MASSES BOOK SHOP

Poetry and Drama
Three new plays just received from

England:
Youth, by Miles Mallison. 40 cents.
The Dear Departing, from the Rus

sian of Andreyef. 25 cents.
Theatre of the Soul, from the Russian

of Evreinof. 25 cents.
The three books sent for $1.00 post

paid.

The Poet in the Desert, by Charles
Erskine Scott Wood. A series or
rebel poems from the Great Amerip
can Desert, dealing with Nature,
Life and all phases of Revolution
ary Thought. Octavo gray boards.
Price, $1.00.

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. The
famous Mosher Ed'ition made on
Van Gelder paper, boxed. Send
$I-ss

The Hate Breeders, by Ednah Aiken.
A one-act play written to preach
the doctrine of universal brother
hood. 75 cents net.

Daughter of the Storage, and Other
Things in Prose and Verse, by Wil
liam Dean H'owells. “A book to
make you laugh—and make you
think, too.” $1.45 postpaid.

Sonnets of a Portrait Painter, by Ar
thur Davison Ficke. “One of the
three best sonnet cycles in the Eng
lish language.”—-Floyd Dell. Price,
$1.00.

Spoon River Anthology, by Edgar Lee '

Masters. “The richest mine of the
new poetry that has yet been opened
up." Price, $1.25.

Poems, by G. K. Chesterton. Con
tains among other things one of
the most stirring war-poems ever
written, “Lepanto.” $1.25.

Trojan Women of Euripides, trans
lated by Gilbert Murray. “Profes
sor Mlurray’s verse translations
make Euripides a contemporary.”
85 cents.

Chicago Poems, by Carl Sandberg.
$1.30 net. Distinguished by its
trenchant note of social criticism
and by its vision of a better social
order. Carl Sandberg wrote the
famous “Billy Sunday” poem in The
Masses.

Others: An Anthology of the New
Verse, edited by Alfred Kreymborg‘.
Contains selections from the work
of about fifty American poets who
are exponents of the new verse
forms. $1.50.

Songs and Satires, by Edgar Lee Mas
ters. The author of “Spoon River
Anthology” has here a new collec
tion of poems showing the same
qualities that won attention to his

_ first volume. $1.25.

Good Friday and Other Poems. John
Masefield’s new book. Cloth, $1.25;
leather, $1.50.

Anthology of Magazine Verse for 1915
and Year Book of American Poetry.
Ed. by Wm. S. Braithwaite. $1.50
net. .

“—-and Other Poets," by Louis Unter
meyer, author of “Challenge,” etc.
$1.25 net. The modern Parnassians,
Frost, Masefield, Masters, Yeats,
Amy Lowell, Noyes, Pound, “F. P.
A.,” etc., are the victims in this ir

reverent volume of mirth and
thought provoking parodies.

My Marjonary, by Robert Carlton
Brown of THE MASSES. Phantasy
and verse, of distinct originality and
personality. One of the few fesh
notes sounded among American
writers of to-day. Boards, net, $1.

Goethe’s “Faust.” Translated by
Anna Swanswick, LL.D. Introduc
tion, etc., by Prof. Karl Breul. Bohn
Library. Price 40c. postpaid.

Towards Democracy, by Edward Car
penter. With portraits. 530 pages.
This is Mr. Carpenter’s greatest
work. In ways it resembles Walt
Whitman’s “Leaves of Grass,” but

it 15more modern, more an interpre
tation of our own age. $2.00 net.

SOCIOLOGY
The Socialism of Today, edited by

William English Walling, Jessie
Wallace Hughan, J. G. Phelps
Stokes, Harry W. Laidler, and other
members of the Intercollegiate So
cialist Society. About 500 pages.
$1.50net.

Socialism and the War, by Louis B.
Boudin, author of “The Theoretical
System of Karl Marx.” It is the
first book of its 'kind published in
this or any other‘country. Price,
$1.

Inviting War to America. A timely
book by Allan L. Benson, the So
cialist candidate for president. $1.00
net.

The Diplomacy of the Great War, by
Arthur Bullard. “Well worth the
study of all Americans who love

their c0untry.”-—N. Y. Times, $1.50.

Above the Battle, by Romain Rolland
(France), author of “Jean Chris
toph.” These essays were sup
pressed in France because they de
nounced war and'called upon social
ists in France and Germany to de
clare a strike. $1.00net.

tbufjs'v'?zen of the United States.

The Principles of Suffrage, by Na
thaniel C. Fowler, Jr. “Presents rea
sons in favor of votes for women
which cannot be punctured or de
stroyed.” Price, 30c. postpaid.

How to Obtain Citizenship, by Na
thaniel C. Fowler, Jr. Plain and
simple directions for the alien or
foreigner who would become a citi

Price,
$1.00postpaid.

Woman and Labor, by Olive Schrein
er. “A heart-stirring book, con
ceived and brought forth with pro
phetic ardor.”-Currrent Literature. >

$1.35.postpaid.

Why the Capitalist? by Frederick
Haller, LL-B. In this book a law
yer throws down the gauntlet to the
defenders of capitalism. The book

is a brief in refutation of the doc
trines prevailing in Conventional
Political Economy. Send $1.00.

Socialism in America, by John Macy.

A vivid and interesting description
of Socialist principles and tactics
from the revolutionary point of
view. Price. $1 net.

The Negro, by W. E. Burghardt Du
Bois, author of “Souls of Black
Folks,” etc. “At once authoritative,
scholarly, and sympathetic, and so
interesting.”—The Living Age. 55c.

\
\‘

.

An Economic Interpretation of the
Constitution, by Prof. Charles A.
Beard. $2.25, postpaid.

Economies of Liberty, by John Bev
erly Robinson. Proudhon in tabloid
form. 50 cents postpaid.

Socialized Germany, by Frederic C.
Howe. A book that foreshadows
the future. $1.50 net.

The New Womanhood, by Winifred
Harper Cooley. Indispensable popu
lar studies; a sane exposition on
Feminism by a noted writer. Price,
$1.00.

Business—A Profession, by Louis D.
Brandeis. An absorbing, vital, con
structive work. It is the great text
book of business ethics. Net $2.00.

The Story of Canada Blackie, by Anna
P. L. Field. Introduction by
Thomas Mott Osborne. A truly
wonderul as well as a wonder
fully true story is this. Net, $1.00.

Socialism in Theory and Practice, _by
M'orris Hillquit. Former price
$1.50, now 56c.

Women as World-Builders, by Floyd
Dell. “An exhilarating book, truly
young with the strength and daring
of youth,” says Chicago Tribune.
Send 55 cents.

An Introduction to the Study of So
ciology, by Professor Edward
Cary Hayes, University of Illinois.
The latest, most up-to-date volume
in its field. 710pages. Send $2.65.

Within Prison Walls, by Thomas Mott
Osborne. A human document
of humor and pathos and of un
usual revelations. A volume every
person should read. $1.62 by mail.

'SOcial Forces in American History, by
M. Simons. An economic inter

pretation of American history, de
scribing the various classes which
have ruled and functioned from time
to time. $1.50.

Feminism; Its Fallacies and Follies,
by Mr. and Mrs. John Martin. $1.60
postpaid.

Future of Democracy, by H. M. Hynd
man, “The Grand Old Man of the
English socialists movement.” Fore
sees the triumph of social democ
racy in the great social upheavals.
$1.10 postpaid.

‘

HEALTH
Eat and Grow Thin, by Vance

Thompson. Common sense advice'
on a question of national impor
tance by “one who knows.” Price,
$1.00.

The Art of Living Long, by Louis
Cornaro. New edition. $2.00net.

Science of Muscular Development, by
Albert Treloar, assisted by Miss
Edna Tempest. The author is the
winner of the $1,000 prize for the
most perfectly developed man in
the world. $1.00.

New Hair Culture, by Bernarr Mac
fad'den. “This valuable work gives
the natural and perfectly rational
methods for cultivating the strength
and luxuriance of the hair.” $1.00.

Meatless Cookery,’by Maria McIlvaine
Gilmore. Intro. by Dr. Louis F.
Bishop. “Eat less meat.” the doc
tors say, and here are meatless
menus that are delicious. $2.00net.

The Evolution of Man, Boelsche.
Darwinism up to date, in simple
language, with complete proof. [1

lustrated, cloth, 50c.

Why Be Fat? Rules for weight reduc
tion and preservation of youth and
health. By Amelia Summerville.
Advice from the actress’s own expe
rience and that of friends who have
followed her example. 85 cents
postpaid.

Diet for Children, by Louis E. Hogan.
What food to give children and at
what times. 75 cents postpaid.

Twenty Books
Recommended by

Louis Untermeyer
Describedin June issue

The Psychology of the Unconscious.
by Dr. C. G. Jung, $4.00.

The Sexual Question, by August Fo
rel, $1.60.

Mothers and Children, by. Dorothy
Canfield Fisher, $1.25.

.The Child and the Book, by Gerald
Stanley Lee, $1.50.

Are Women People? by Alice Duer
Miller, 60 cents.

The Cry for Justice, edited by Upton
Sinclair, $2.00.

Anthology of Magazine Verse for
1915, edited by W. S. Braithwaite,
$1.50.

Sp‘don River Anthology, by Edgar
Lee Masters, $1.25.

Ntérth
of Boston, by Robert 'Frost,

1.25.

Ch$icago
Poems, by Carl Sandburg,

1.30.
Six French Poets, by Amy Lowell,

$2.50.
What Nietzsche Taught, by Willard

Huntington Wright, $2.00.
Drift and Mastery, by Walter Lipp

mann, $I.50.
The Weavers, by Gerhart

mann, $1.00.
Plays, by John Galsworthy, $1.35.
Justice, by John Galsworthy, 75 cents.
The Art of the Moving Picture, by

Vachel Lindsay, $1.25.
Youth, by Joseph Conrad, $1.35.
God’s Puppets, by William Allen

White, $1.25.
The Research Magnificent, by H. G.

Wells, $1.50.

SEXOLOGY
Being Well-Born, by Michael F. Guy

er, Professor of Zoology, Univer
sity of Wisconsin. Deeided'ly the
best of American Texts on Eugen
ics. Price, $1.00.

Sexual Life of Our Times, by Prof.
Iwan Bloch. “The most radical and
profound study of sex yet pub
lished.” Price, $5.

Love’s Coming-of-Age,

Haupt

by Edward
Carpenter. The truth about Sex. told
frankly. boldly, wisely, charmingly.
Price, $1.00.

Sex in Relation of Society, by Have
lock Ellis. An indispensable book
to the student of social problems of
sex. Price, $3.25 postpaid.

Problems of Sex, by Profs. Thomson
and Geddes. Regular price, 50c.; by
M. B. S.. 35c. postpaid.

Sex Problems in Worry and Work, by
William Lee Howard. M.D. 4th edi
tion. Discoveries of tremendons im
portance t0 the welfare of race and
individual are here set forth for the
first time—the most important book
in a decade. $1.00 net. 5

(Continuedon Page33)
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WHAT I THINK OF THE MASSES
Arturo Giovannitti
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BELIEVE that THE MASSES, next to the masses

of Organized Labor, the Preamble of the I.

W. W., the Panama Canal, Jess Willard and

the Woolworth Tower is the biggest thing

America has produced so far. It belongs to the

realm of miracles as well as to the empire of por

tents.
The reasons for holding this somewhat exagger

ated view are many, but the chief of all is that THE

MASSES grew out of nothing and lived for fully five

young years, coming out regularly every month,

growing considerably in size, becoming more and

more important, and all this without ever demand

ingv a single cent of contribution from its readers,

as all journals which are not published for business

'

purposes are bound to do sooner or later.

More still, it proved that the best magazine in

America could be run without any of the generally

accepted qualifications of success: without money,

patronage, publicity and acquiescence in the statu

quo,.which is Latin for this rotten system of affairs.

Its success, for it has been bewilderingly successful,

was chiefly due to its stern policy of steering rigor

ously clear of all things that are successful: suc

cessful politics, successful business methods, and

successful journalistic humbug. It tried to be as

unpopular as possible; to speak as little good and

see as much evil as its loud mouth and unchaste

eyes allowed; to tell the truth when it did not pay,

and to tell a lie when it would prove that truth

absurd. It tried to publish real literature in an

age of drivel, and talk common sense in a period of

universal insanity, while it brought the warmth of

humor into the cold storages of serious-minded stu

pidity and the’ freshness of laughter and song into

the sweat-shops of ready-to-wear intellectual bunk.

It stood for all the shocking realities, not because

they were shocking but because they were realities;

it entered the union halls with a silk hat on and at

tended the fashionable “radical” dinners in flannels

and overalls. It stood for all things that stand for

destruction and for one great vision of rebuilding;

it was with the I. W. W. when this organization

was doing its best, and for the A. F. of 'L. when it

was preventing the bosses from doing theirs; it

stuck to no one particular creed, but tried to beat

all isms into one: indeed it was Socialistic, Anarch

istic, Syndicalistic, Feministic, optimistic and pessi

mistic and all sorts and varieties of istics whenever

these awful things implied walking ahead—impetus,

the leaping forth across the wastes of patience and

resignation.

It considered motion as the sole reason of life,

and therefore it was never static. It believed that

to stand meant to take root and to rot. Accordingly

it moved along with its namesake, advancing and re

treating, sallying forth and falling back, rioting

and pleading, shouting and praying, plotting, plan

ning, scheming, dreaming, singing, weeping, laugh

ing, cursing and living its life in all its tumults and

its passions, in all its contradictions and incon

sistencies, its loud revolts, its silent broodings, its

unseen renunciations. Born without any ringing of

bells and chanting of priests out of the meretricious

relations of Prosperity and Cowardice—unpedi

greed, unchristened, unregistered in the records of

any official movement norin the family Bible of any

established party—this bastard child of the sinful

concubinage of the Ideal and Reality followed in

the tracks of the parental impulses and stuck faith

fully to the downward path, wherever it led. It
had no eternal truths to reveal, no unappealable

decalogues to proclaim—it took itself too seriously

to attempt to be always serious. But it held as its

destined end the transformation of the world, and

it knew that the world could be transformed solely

by those who made it, or allowed it to be as it is.

And so whenever a crowd assembled, whether to

sing or to mourn or to riot, THE MASSES was there.

Wherever ominous clouds gathered, it ran into the

thick of them. Wherever a tumult roared, a battle

raged, an old terror groaned, a re-shaped truth re

surged, an artery of the world bled, a wing of life

was broken, and above the din and the thunder rose

the battle shout of the oppressed embattled against

their tyrants, there this unconscripted and un

uniformed free-lance of Revolt rushed in yelling,

calling, inciting, prompting, picking up the wounded,

blessing the dead, hurling magnificent insults and

holding aloft the red rag of the Rabble, the rent

and gambled peplum of the murdered Christ.

If it did not go to jail, it wasn’t because it did not

honestly and faithfully try to; if it did not starve

to death it was not because its enemies did not wish
it, but because its editors were used to the fast

cure; if it was not lynched by a mob of Christian
gentlemen, the fault lay not with it but with Chris

tianity and gentlemanliness; if it was not electro

cuted or shot at sunrise it was not because it did

not deserve it, but rather it was due to its persistent

hard luck. However, if you look over the back files

of this paper and read the names of those who have

appeared in it either in person' or by proxy, you

will see filing before your eyes several centuries in

the penitentiary and the biggest challengers of the

times. The MacNamara boys, Haywood, Schmidt
and Caplan, Tanenbaum, Pat Quinlan, Ben Legere,

the alleged dynamiters of Saint Patrick’s Cathedral,

Joe Ettor, John Brown, Emerson (not the Boston
one), Joe Hill and, in the last issue and this one,

Emma Goldman and Ben Reitman, all came here a

visiting and were received with honors. Modesty

compels me not to mention my name, but I also am
here, however much I would like to disguise it.

It cannot be charged, therefore, that THE MASSES
ever tried to be respectable; the worst that can be
said against it is that it tried very hard to be un
respectable and failed. But here are some of the
things that really happened to it within one year
or a little more: The Associated Press sued it for
libel and had two of its editors arrested. It was

thrown out of the New York Subway stands on a

charge of blaspheming the Divinity and was forth
with fined a large amount of its circulation every
month for life, without trial and without the com
plaining divinity appearing either in person or by
power of attorney. And finally, two months ago, in

the very midst of a great crisis, it was refused ad

mittance to Canada, thereby losing another large

number of subscribers. If these are not good and

honorable counts in the cause of Social Revolution,

then I dont know what gallant behavior before the

enemy means. Had all these things happened to

any other radical magazine, its editors would have

raised a cry to the seventh heaven, appealing for
funds, mobilizing all land and sea forces, invoking

the wrath of God and, incidentally, increasing their

circulation one hundred per cent., which would have
been a perfectly good and legitimate thing. But did

THE MASSES Editors do that? They did not. They
made some funny cartoons about their troubles,

wrote a few lines of humorous nonsense, and pro

ceededto do the same great stunts with a reduced
income. Awfully clever, these MASSES chaps, don’t
you think?

Well, this must stop.

helped by the masses.
increased;

THE MASSES must be

The circulation must be
the subscribers it has been robbed of

must back more numerous than ever.
There is no reason why this magazine should
not have a circulation of 100,000 copies a month
within one year. If that reason exists, I want to

In the meantime, I want every red-blooded
man and woman who has been a reader of this mag

azine to become a booster of it and a missionary for
it. I want the readers to consider it as their organ,

their property, their mouthpiece, and to show it to
their friends and make them subscribe at once. We
must have by\ all means from five hundred to one
thousand new subscriptions every week in order to
go ahead as we have so far, and no excuse will hold
or be accepted. Who will help? Who 'will come

forward?

come

know it.

It’s an easy job and an easier glory. It does not
require any great effort to get another subscriber
or to send in a dollar and the name of your best

friend. That’s all I ask of you; just now. I don’t

ask you to go to jail for your principles, nor to risk
your life, not even to lose your job. I only want
you to understand this journal in its true essence
and then proceed to do for it what is strictly your

duty.

This paper belongs to the proletariat. It is the

recording secretary of the Revolution in the making.

It is the notebook of working class history. As a
recorder of great deeds and great faiths, it is the

lineal descendant of the Book of Exodus and the
Acts of the Apostles. Its nearest ancestors sleep in

the stately vaults of the Worlds’ Pantheon. Its
grandfather is Marat’s “L’Ami du Peuple”; its

father is Garrison’s “Liberator.” It is NOT meant

as a foray of unruly truant children trying to sneak
into the rich orchards of literature and art. It is

an earnest and living thing, a battle call, a shout, of
defiance, a blazing torch running madly through the
night to set afire the powder magazines of the world.

Friend Reader, we want you to come and work
with us. Whoever you are, no matter in what field
you militate, if you are moving along, if you are not
dead nor yet wishing to die, if you have a soul to
save and a song to sing; if you have seen beauty
and want to share it with other eyes; if you have a

dream to retreat into in your hour of distress and
a dungeon you want to break out from; and, above
all, if you have an ideal of social justice and human
brotherhood which you want the world to revere
and honor as you do; then, my friend, this is YOUR
voice—your power—the orifiamme of your blood

floating in the winds of the gathering storm of the

Revolution.
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\At the Throat of the Republic

Sixteen Munition-maker's on a dead man’s chest,

I'o-Ho-ol And Universal Military Service!
Shoot, and Wall Street will take care of the rest,

Yo—Ho—o! And Universal illilitary Service!

—-Patri0tic Hymn.

American Militarism

EW YORK’S Preparedness Parade, and plans

for similar demonstrations in other cities, show

that the country is being rapidly scared into

“an heroic mood.” Like VVall'Street’s other

demonstration, the Sound Money Parade of holy mem—

ory, this one included in its ranks many unwilling pa~

triots who were given the opportunity of marching or

That was to be expected; but the

fact that the paraders carried the American flag in—

stead of the Jolly Roger, only added another stain to

the many which ornament our national banner: the

Mexican War, the water—curein the Philippines, the

burning of the tent-colony by the militia at Ludlow,

child-labor upheld by Congress, the arrest of the

losing their jobs.

Magons, etc., etc.

The process of frightening people into “an heroic

mood” is an old game. Europe was in “an heroic

mood” in August, 1914. We Americans used to know

all about that; before the war our newspapers and

magazines used to comment with amused contempt

upon “the European peoples staggering under a huge

weight of senseless armaments,” and there was much

sympathy for “the poor conscript, forced to fight a

tyrant’s battles, whether he wants to or not.” Do you

remember how we laughed when Parliament discov

ered that the Coventry Ordnance Co. was spreading

lies about Germany’s naval program,~in order to boost

English “preparedness”: when the Reichstag discov—

ei'ed that Krupps and the Waffenfabrik were bribing

Paris newspapers to publish false information about

French armament increases, in order to boost German

“preparedness”; when, during the last two years, the

great Japanese scandals burst, revealing monstrous cor

ruption of army and navy officers by the munition—

makers? We laughed when we read how the Navy

Leagues of Germany and England had been proved to

be the tools of the armor—platemakers and the ship—

builders. We knew it all.
And knowing these things, suddenly the American

people went mad. Denouncing “Prussian militarism,”

we suddenly began to shout for Universal Military

Service, and applaud General John O’Ryan, commander
of the New York National Guard, when he said:

“We must get our men so that they are ma—
chines, and this can only be done as the result of
a process of training.

“When the feeling of fear—the natural instinct
of self-preservation—comes over a man. there
must be something to hold him to his duty. We
have to have our men trained so that the influence

John Reed

of fear is overpowered by the peril of an uncom»
promising military system, often backed up by a
pistol in the hands of an officer. We must make
the men.unconsciously forget their fear. All these
matters of standing at attention and ‘Sir, I havethe
honor to report,’ are valuable to put him through
the biological and social process by which he be
comes a soldier.

“Therecruits have got to put their heads into
the military noose. They have got to be ‘jacked
up’—they have got to be ‘bawled out.’"

Mind you, this is only the Militia. Don’t be fooled
by the talk of the “Swiss system" or the “Australian
system”; neither of them can stand up against “Prus
sian militarism.”

\Ve shudder over “the horrors of war”—and yet
once a month regularly (sometimes oftener), Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt calls everyone who prefers peace
to war a “coward” or a “white worm.” We are prop
erly indignant at the doctrines of General Bernhardi;

and yet some people want to elect President the man
.who is responsible for this:

“\Ve must play a great part in the world, and
. . perform those deeds of blood, of valor,
which, above everything else, bring national re—
nown. By war alone can we acquire those virile
qualities necessary to win in the stern strife of

' 'actual life.”

And of later date, that it is—
“ . through strife and the readiness for

strife that a nation must win greatness.”

Of course that is bosh, and the public knows it. If
all the Preparedness advocates used that line of argu

But they don’t. They
appeal for.a gigantic standing army and navy, univer

“for de

In
By the fighting nations of Europe

after peace is declared, to recoup their gigantic losses.

ment their cause would be lost.

sal conscription, tremendous fortifications,

fense.” Defense against what? Against invasion.
vasion by whom?

The German submarine question, the Japanese im—

migration question, the Mexican intervention question

now being settled, it is difficult for these gentlemen to

name our enemy. Even Colonel Roosevelt, who calls

for a navy “able to meet and master any opponent

from over the seas,” doesn’t adv0cate arming against

England. They must mean some future enemy; and

later we will show how these same men are providing

future enemies for the United States to fight.

Invasion?
As

sistant Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt,

an advocateof a larger navy, said on October 15,1915:

Suppose America were to be invaded today.

“Strictly speaking, if national defense applies
solely to the prevention of an army landing on our
Atlantic or Pacific coasts, no navy at all is neces
sary.”

Strictly speaking, gentle reader, what the devil do

you think national defense does apply to?

Military experts tell us that no overseas nation

would attempt an invasion of the United States with

less than four hundred thousand men. Does the pub
lic realize what it means to transport such a’force, its
guns and supplies across three thousand miles of ocean,

and land them in the face of a modern navy, sub

Just
refresh your memory with the story of what happened

to England at the Dardanclles.
Early last year, 33,000unequippqdtroops were trans—

ported from Canada to England. \Nith England in

absolute control of the sea, it took 31 transport ships

and 62 ships of war 33 days to move those men from

one friendly port to another friendly port; and even
that force couldn't have been landed fast enough to

defend itself, except in harbors with extensive dock
ing facilities.

'

General Nelson A. Miles has had more military ex
perience than any other officer in the United States
Army; and in January, 1916,he said before a Senate

committee:

marines, mines, or even coast defenses alone?

“The placing of an army on American soil is the
last thing any European government would at—
tempt; it could never be re-embarked. It would
dissolve like snow beneaththe midday sun. VVhen
ever it has been attempted it has resulted in dis
aster.”

Then the General burst out:

“These overseas expeditions spring from' the
minds of men writing about preparedness, who
know less about preparednessthan anything else!”

The General is herewith nominated associate editor

of THE MAsses!

Are We So Helpless?
Reader, have you listened to the recent calumny

heaped upon our Army, Navy and Coast Defenses?

Are you not astonished to suddenly discover that the
military and naval establishmentsof the United States,

only two years ago declared to be so efficient, so pow

erful, are now “contemptible,”“inadequate” and “ridic—

ulous”?
Let’s look‘ into it.

In the last five years

we have spent $653,000,000for naval purposes, as
against Germany’s, our nearest competitor’s, $546,000,

000, and Japan’s less than half our total.

This is an interesting question.

Take the Navy, for example.

Every year

we’ve paid out from $111,000,000to $i49,ooo,ooo on

that Navy of ours; only England has surpassed us

with $200,000,000to $270,000,000annually.

In 1914-15,the first year of the European war, we

squandered upon our Navy more than two of the bell

ligerent nations did on theirs; $30,875,387more than
Germany, and $75,757,063more than Japan! If we

haven’t got a first—classNavy for that money, what's

The patient reader will find it set forth

later on in this article.

In the meanwhile, it is instructive to note that, ac

cording to the last Naval Yearbook, the number of

American battleships built, building and authorized are

the reason?
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given as 40 to Germany’s 39, and our ships superior in

muzzle energy and broadside weight. In 1914 our

ships built, building or authorized were given as 40 to

Japan’s Ig—and all more powerful. These propor

tions have not greatly varied.

Admiral Fletcher, commander of the Atlantic Squad

ron, stated under oath before the House Committee on

Naval Affairs in December, 1914,that England is the

only nation with a navy that we could not success
fully resist; and that the last five American battleships

constructed were immensely more powerful than the

last five English battleships. How can two years, in

which we have spent vastly increasing sums of money

on the Navy, have so altered its status among the

navies of the world?
A month ago Assistant Secretary of the Navy Roose

velt branded as lies the reports that the Navy De

partment could not get men to enlist:

“We are taking only one man out of six who ap
plies,” he said, “and 85% of the men whose enlist
ment terms expire are re-enlisted—the highest per
centage in the history of the Navy.”

So much for the slanderers of Secretary Daniels, who

is disliked because he won’t play the Armor-plate

Ring's game. As for those who point with pride to

the Administrations of Presidents Roosevelt and Taft,

Assistant Secretary Roosevelt also has a word to say;

when the hero of San Juan Hill sent the fleet around

the world, many other ships and even shore stations

were stripped of men; and when Wild Bill “mobilized”

the Navy in New York harbor, many ships were in

bad physical condition, a great number short of officers

and crew, and the rest manned with naval militia and

short-term enlistments “of doubtful legality.” 1
What about our Coast Defenses? Haven’t we heard

a good deal of sneering lately anent the “toy pop-guns”

that guard our seaboard? We step aside to receive

the testimony of the United States Army officers who

are chiefly concerned with them.
Ex-Secretary of War Garrison, testifying before a

sub-committee of the Committee on Appropriations, in

February, 1916, when asked whether our Coast De

fenses were adequate, answered:
“Yes, sir; they certainly are adequate for the

purpose for which they were placed there, quali
fying to the extent that I do not mean to say that
some guns may not be on naval ships that can
shoot more effectively at extreme ranges, but when
you come down to that you see how small a part
that plays; those ships could not come in near the
shore; they would have to lie out there and occa
sionally shoot, perhaps shooting on the hit-or-miss
plan; and doing some damage or doing no dam
age."

Which is what we'should characterize as “reluctant

admission.”

General William Crozier, Chief of Ordnance of the

United States Army, member of the Board of Ord—

nance and our highest authority on guns and fortifi

cations, stated before the same committee:

“I am of the opinion, Mr. Chairman, that they
[our fortifications] will be of such power and will
be recognized of such power that naval oflicers
would not put their ships up against them in a fight.
The 12-inch guns which we have mounted in our
fortifications, after the alterations to which you
have alluded, will have with this heaviest projectile
a range of something over 17,000yards, and I have
not any belief that naval vessels, even when their
guns will permit them to fire at a greater range
than that would stand off at a greater range and
attempt to injure our fortifications by bombard
ment, becausethe chancesof their inflicting injury
would be so small that they would not consider the
waste of the ammuntion to be justified. ."

And finally, General E. M. Weaver, Chief of Coast

Artillery of the United States Army, and in direct

command of our Coast Defenses, said:
“My opinion is that our system of fortifications

is reasonably adequate for all defensive purposes
which they are likely to be called upon to meet. I
have been a close student of the whole subject,
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naturally, for a number of years, and I know of no
fortifications in the world, as far as my reading,
observation,and knowledge go, that compare favor
ably in efficiencywith ours.”

An interesting bit of testimony follows:

MR. McKELLAR—“It [our preparedness for de
fense] is in excellent condition, with the addition
of a few officers and men, such as have been rec
ommendedby the Department and by you ?”

GENERALWEAVER—“Yes, sir.”
MR. McKELLAR—“In your judgment, is it not

unfair and misleading to the American people to
have a public man make a statement that would
lead you to believe that the coast cities of our
country are wholly at the mercy of some invading
enemy?”

GENERALWEAVER—“I do not know that there is
any officer acquainted with the facts that would
make such a statement.”

MR. MCKELLAR—“Any public man; I do not say
an oflicer?"

GENERAL WEAVER—“I hesitate to criticise public
men.”

Have you all seen that stirring moving-picture, “The

Battlecry of Peace,” wherein a foreign army easily

captures New York and disembarks at the Battery?

Now what do you think of such a cheap fabric of

lies?

Why Not Reform the Army
There still remains the Army proper. What’s the

matter with it? It’s cost more than England’s army.
According to the Preparedness shouters, the only

trouble with our Army is
,

that it is too small. Mr.

Hudson Maxim, who had the impudence to assert re—

cently that “Any one of them [the Great Powers]
would be able to land a million men on our coasts in

a few weeks,” wants the biggest army in the world.

The others are content with a modest half million

under arms in peace—time,and all the rest of us trained

for war.

But let me call your attention to something, which

may help to explain why these gentlemen are so in

sistent upon Universal Service. When Pershing went

into Mexico, Congress authorized the recruiting of the

Army up to full strength—an addition of some 30,000

men. In spite of all inducements—you’ve seen the

posters, “See the World, Learn a Trade, Get Rich on

$13 a Month and Expenses”——theArmy has only been

able to get some two thousand recruits up to date.

Why? Becausethe Army is the last resort of wretched

men; a breeding-place of vice and disease; a world

subordinated to the insulting dominanEe of a snobbish

military aristocracy;'a job from which there is no

escape, if you don’t like it; a life that makes one man

(lependentlupon another man’s will, and unfits him for

thinking citizenship. Did you read what General
O’Ryan says about the making of a soldier?

There is hardly an army in the world so undemo

cratic as the American Army. With its West Point,

for the manufacture of “officers and gentlemen,” it

has attempted to create a caste modelled on the old

English military now largelyaristocratic system,

abandonedsince the Boer war.
'

We certainly don’t want any more of this kind of

Army. Why not, instead, reform the one we’ve got?

The records of courts-martial, for example, in the

War Department, show cases of the most shocking in

justice and tyranny toward the enlisted men; the rec—

ords of venereal diseasesin the ranks are horrible; the

Army is notoriously rotten with intrigue; and as a

typical example of Army inefficiency, take the official

European war-map, published by the War College

under supervision of the General Staff, and sold to the

public. That map was constructed of three or four old

French maps pasted together, of so ancient a date that

they don’t even show the Kiel Canal! Why not, for

instance, find out why our Army, supposed,after three

years on the Border, to be properly equipped for just

this kind of work, took five days to get ready before

going into Mexico? Why were the Border patrols

withdrawn before the Columbus raid? Two days be

fore the raid, American soldiers knew it was going to

happen; why weren’t some precautions taken? Let’s

make public the results of the investigation of the

Aeroplane Corps scandal in California, in which young

officers were killed so uselessly. If it’s defense we

want, then the remedy is not to increase the present

Army, which would only be to increase evils that

should never be there at all.

As a matter of fact, why increase the army at all?

The Navy League orators say that with an adequate

navy we could prevent the landing of any foreign in—

vader. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy says that

when it comes to preventing the landing of a hostile

force on our coasts, no navy at all is necessary. The

Chief of Ordnance and the Chief of Coast Artillery

both say that our forts would repel any foreign fleet.

Why this talk of army increase, then? Well, you’ve

got to have a large Army if you want to perform

“those deeds of blood” for which Colonel Roosevelt

thirsts—and also to shoot down workingmen on strike.

The Preparedness Boosters and their

( raft.
Let us examine some of the organizations who are

flooding the country with panic—breedinglies in the
campaign for an enormous Army and Navy. Perhaps

we can discover the reason why they are frightening
America, as Europe was frightened, into “an heroic
mood.”

The National Security League shouts for a Big

One of its most valuable propagandists is Mr.

Hudson Maxim, inventor and now manufacturer of

He wrote a book called “Defenseless

Army.

war-munitions.

America,” painting an appalling picture of what would
happen to the United States if attacked by a foreign
nation; and Colonel Theodore Roosevelt heartily en—
dorsed the book.

From that book they made the moving—pictureplay
“The Battle-cry of Peace,” which persistently misrep
resented almost every condition of modern warfare,

ridiculed the United States Army and Navy, and de—
liberately insulted every peace-loving American. There
appeared on the screen Colonel Roosevelt, General
Leonard Wood, and Mr. Hudson Maxim himself, all en
dorsing the facts and opinions presented. Mr. Maxim,
so prominently played up as a “patriot” by the Na
tional Security League, was shown holding up an in—
strument of warfare invented by himself.

Shortly after the picture appeared, the stock report
of Harvey A. Willis & Co., New York City, carried
the following:

“The stock of the Maxim Munitions Corporation

is the latest candidate for favor among the Curb
war stocks. It made its appearancethis week at 12
and was actively traded in at 12 up to 141/2. This
company is a $10,000,000concern recently organ—
ized for the purpose of manufacturing munitions
of war of all kinds, except explosivematerials.

The company has arranged to take over the
important inventions of Hudson Maxim for the
manufacture of aerial torpedoes, bomb-throwing
devices, aeroplanes, guns, etc. Mr. Maxim him
self will be President of the comflany.”

Just two weeks later, November 27, 1915, the front
page of the New York World carried the following
dispatch:

“St. Louis, Nov. 26.—Many members have re—\
signed and others are threatening to resign from
the Committee of One Hundred appointed by
Mayor Kiel to urge the preparednessprogram upon
Congress. This action resulted from the advertise
ments in St. Louis newspapers this morning of a

$10,000,000Maxim Munitions Corporation offering
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Drawn by Maurice Becker.

WHEN STRIKING IS TREASON

'Employer to sons of strikers): “Here, boys! Put a little lead into “emqu -

“Landon, representing the Chamber of Commerce of the State, well and

unfavorably known as an enemy of labor . . . declared that he

wished labor unions to understand that the State should have not only

universal military service, but also universal industrial service. . . .

He shouted: “A strike will be treason!” ~.\'e\v York Call.

“1 want. a young man, when he is spoken to by some one in authority, to

stand up and look him in the face, and then do what he is told without

question.”—General Wingate (who introduced military training into the

New York high schools, with the confessed object of making “loyal

employees”). ' .
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Composite Photograph of Interlocking Boards of
Directors of Patriotic Organizations Boosting

Preparedness

stock for sale at $10 a share. Hudson. Maxim ap
peared two days ago before the Business Men’s
League to urge defense of the National defense
program.

“‘That’s a pretty swift beginning,’ said former
Solicitor-General of the United States,Frederick T.
Lehmann, in announcing his refusal to serve on the
committee.

“ ‘One cannot help suspectingan ulterior motive,’
said Judge H. S. Caullield, in declining to be a

committee man.
"‘If the activities o

f the National Security
League, at the instance of which this committee
'was appointed, the appearanceof Mr. il-"Iaxim,and
the twomulgation of the adeertismnent,can be con—
nected, it is treasonahte,"said john H. Gundlach,
former President of the City Council and member
of the committee."

\

The italics are ours.

Isn’t

hook,

plight; then the moving picture, “The Battle-cry of

First the

our
this a clc\.~"t"i"sellirrgcampaign?

“Defenselcss America,“ showing hapless

Peace," in which Mr. Maxim is tentatively introduced

advertising his own wares, which will save us; then

the organization of the Maxim Munitions Corporation.

with Mr. Maxim as president, for the purpose of salva

tion at a profit; thcu the Natiotu'il Security League to

stimulate the demand!

Among the directors of this “patriotic.” organization

we pick at random a couple of gentlemen interested in

or connected with munitions-making concerns:

Robert C. Bacon, a director of the United States

Steel Corporation.

Ralph D.

Electric. and Manufacturing Co.

The Navy League—---What It Is and Why

Next in order is the Navy League, with its grand

iloquent program of $500,000,000worth of bonds to be

issued to build a colossal Navy and Army—“for des

Mershon, employed by the \Vestinghouse

fense.”

After the scandals exposed concerning the Navy

Leagues of England and Germany, you would have

thought that the American branch would have exer

cised discretion. It might be imagined that our “de

fensive" Navy League would deplore the insane race

of armaments stimulated by its brothers abroad. But

no. It enthusiastically lauded the spirit and methods

of the British Navy League, the.German Navy League,

the French Navy League, the Belgian Navy League,

etc., etc.

of July, I003:
“Today Germany, thanks to enlightened states

manship and the support of the public, but most of
all on account of the Flotten Verein or Navy
League, whose astoimdim; results we shall strive to
emulate in this counter, may be looked upon as the
fourth sea‘power of the world."

That it has succeededin emulating at least the spirit

Listen to this, from the Nar'y League vfournui

of the German Navy League is proved by its official

organ, the “Seven Seas” magazine, which reveals that
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the Navy League stands not for defense, but for ag

gression and conquest. In the September, 19I5, issue,

is printed the following:

“The true militarist believes that pacifism is the
masculine, and humanitarian'ism is the feminine
manifestation of national degeneracy. .. World
empire is the only logical and natural aim of a na
tion.”

\rVell, well! Colonel Roosevelt has been telling us

that peaceful people are degenerate for quite some

time; but never before were we sneered at for being

decent and kindly!

Here’s another, from the issue of November, 1915:

“It is the absolute right of a nation to live to
its full intensity, to expand, to found colonies, to
get richer and richer by any Proper means such as
armed conquest,commerce,dlplomacy.”

Dear me! This is “Prussian militarism.” Roosevelt

or Bernhardi might have said it.

As we have seen in the case of Mr. Hudson Maxim

and the National Security League, so the Navy League
is also controlled by men who have something to sell—

war munitions. Of the 19 persons listed as “founders”

of the Navy League, the majority are connected with

concerns and establishments which directly, and
through interlocking directorates, monopolize the man

ufacture of war—munitionsin the United States.

The Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company, the

Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and the Carnegie Steel

’
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Composite Photograph of Interlocking Boards of
Directors of Munition-Making Corporations

Company, which compose the “Armor-plate Ring,” are

all “founders” of the Navy League.

The Harvey Steel Company, whose president and

counsel were “founders” of the Navy League, was part

of a world-wide corporation for the encouragementof

Preparedness, and the manufacture of war-munitions;

which was owned by the British munitions-making

firms of Vickers 8
:

Armstrong, the German munitions—

Krupp and the W'affenfabrik; the French
munitions-makers, Schneider & Co.; the American
munitions-makers, Bethlehem Steel Corporation; the

Italian munitions-makers, the Terni Founderie, etc., etc.
Let us look at some of the individual men who are

makers,

back of the Navy League.

Colonel Robert M. Thompson, a “founder” of the

Navy League and now its President, is chairman of the

board of directors of the International Nickel Com—

pany—a trust which dominates the nickel production on

the American continent. More than two-thirds of the

cost of metal used in the manufacture of armor-plate

is for nickel scrap or metallic nickel, and it is also

employed in all kinds of naval construction.

The Nickel Trust now interlocks, through its direct

orate, with the Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company,

the United States Steel Corporation, the Remington

Arms Company, the Orford Copper Company, etc. If
Colonel Thompson could persuade the American peo

ple to put through his program for a $500,000,000in_

crease in battleships,and so forth, his companies would

be paying 20 to 30 per cent. dividends.

that Patriotism pays.

The late I. P. Morgan, who organized the United

States Steel Corporation, (was “founder” and principal

It will be seen

contributor to the Navy League.

_I
.

P. Morgan, Jr., a director of U. S. Steel, is now

a director and contributor to the Navy League.

Edward T. Stotesbury, of J. P. Morgan & Co., a

director of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, which has

large munitions orders from the Allies, is an honorary

vice-president of the Navy League.

Robert C. Bacon, of I. P. Mogan & Co., a director

of U. S. Steel, a director of Pennsylvania Steel, is a

'director of the Navy League.

Henry C. Frick, director of U. S. Steel, is an honor

ary vice-president of the Navy League.

George R. Sheldon, director of Bethlehem Steel, di

rector of American Locomotive Company, which has

profited enormously from war orders, is an honorary

vice-president of the Navy League.

Beekman Winthrop, director of Lackawanna Steel, is

a director of the Navy League.

Ex-Senator \N. A. Clark, the Copper-king, is a di

rector of the Navy League.

Charles F. Brooker, president of the American Brass

Co., director of the U. S. Smelting, Refining and Min—

ing Co., the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Co. and large stock—holderin Bethlehem Steel—all of

which companies have profited heavily from war-0r—

ders—is an honorary vice-president of the Navy

League.

T. Coleman duPont, recently president of the duPont

de Nemours Powder Company, known as the “Powder

Trust,” was a vice—presidentof the Navy League, but

has now resigned.
i

A few other firms interested in making munitions of

war, who are represented on the Navy League, are

as follows:

Steel

Cambria Steel, Eastern Steel, Pacific Hardware and

Steel, Federal Steel, Illinois Steel, Minnesota Steel,

Union Steel, American Steel and Wlire, Titusville

Forge.

Copper

Union Copper, La Salle Copper, Superior Copper,

Centennial Copper Mining, Isle Royale Copper, \Vhite
Pine Copper, United Verde Copper, Copper Queen
Consolidated Mining, Detroit Copper Mining, Mocte
zuma Copper, Amalgamated Copper, Burro Mountain
Copper, Braden Copper Mines, Inspiration Consolidated
Copper, Utah Copper.

Composite Photograph of Interlocking Boards of
Directors of Foreign Exploitation Corporations
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Zinc, Lead and Brass
Riverside Metal, Matheson Lead, American Brass,

United Zinc and Chemical, Empire Zinc, Mineral Point
Zinc, New Jersey Zinc, Manhattan Brass.

Battle-ship Builders
San Francisco Dry Dock, Union Iron Works Dry

Dock, Fore River Shipbuilding, Cramp Shipyards, Har

lan & Hollingsworth Corporation.

Armor-Plate Patriotism
The Armor—plate Ring, consisting of the Midvale,

Bethlehem and Carnegie companies, which controls the
armor-plate business of the United States, has been

begging Congress not to establish a government plant

for the manufacture of armor-plate. It claims that,
through patriotic motives, it has never made a profit

_ from supplying armor-plate to the government.

Let us consider the “patriotic” record of the Armor

plate Ring.

In 1894, the House Committee on Naval Affairs

found that the Carnegie Steel Company, then Carnegie,
Phipps & Co., had been furnishing rotten armor-plate

to the Government. It was brought out that armor
plate containing “blow-holes”—~which were secretly

plugged and concealed from Government inspectors—

had been sold to the Government at exorbitant prices,

and used in battleships of the American navy. Mr.

Charles M. Schwab, one of the “founders” of the Navy
League, was superintendent of the Carnegie Company

when this fraudulent work was done, and knew of it.
Mr. William E. Corey, now president of the Midvale
Steel and Ordnance Company, a director of the Nickel
Trust and of twenty-four other munitions-making con~
cerns, most of them represented on the Navy League,
was in charge of the plant in which the frauds were
committed, and knew of them.

The Congressional report of the Carnegie Company’s
criminality says:

_“The company were hired to make the best pos
sible armor-plate and paid an enormous price for
so domg. They were hired to make an armor that
would stand the shots of an enemy,and upon which
the nation might rely in time of need. They were
paid between$500and $700a ton and thousands of

dollars a ton for so doing. Resting under these
obligations, the company or its servants have per
petrated manifold frauds, the natural tendency of

which was to palm off upon the government an in
ferior armor, whose inferiority might perchanceap
pear only in the shock of battle and with incalcula
ble damageto the country.”

And yet this did not impair the company’s standing

with the Navy Department.

The Carnegie Company was later absorbed by the
United States Steel Corporation, of which Mr. Schwab
became president. Then he went over to Bethlehem
Steel; and since he has been president of that concern,‘
it has been charged by Bethlehem workmen that the
same kind of frauds have been perpetrated upon the
government.

Improvements in armor-plate and designs, worked
out by our constructors in the'Navy Department, have
been sold to foreign governments by the Armor-plate
Ring. Secretary Daniels says:

_“Even now the improvements in armor and de
signs worked out by the Navy, have been embodied
in the war-ships of another nation, recently fin
ished by the Bethlehem Steel Company, and put
into commission.”

How about the Ring’s claim that it has never made
a profit out of government armor-plate? Since 1887,
the United States Government has bought from the
Ring 233,339tons of armor, paying for it an average
of $439 a ton, or a total of $102,504,292—notto men
tion millions for other war-materials. There have
been ten estimates by government officials as to the
cost of armor-plate manufactured in a government

Drawn by Ralph Pearson.
THE NEW EDUCATION

plant, and the average of those estimates, including all

overhead charges, is $250a ton.

Furthermore, the Armor-plate Ring argues that the

government should award contracts to private manu

facturers in time of peace, so that they may be relied

upon for patriotic co-operation in time of war. In

such an emergency, they promise to accept whatever

price is determined upon as fair by the Government.

Can we trust the Armor-plate Ring? When war with

SPain was imminent, the Midi/ale, Bethlehem and Car

negie comPanies got together and issued an ultimatum

to the United States Government, that they would not

make a single piece of armor-plate mzless the Gov

ernment would agree to pay $100a ton more than the

price fixed by Congress as a fair price!

Secretary of the Navy Daniels, in his annual report

for 1913,wrote:

“In this connection, it is well to note that the love
of country possessed by these companies did not
prevent them from furnishing armor—plateto Rus
sia, as reported to Congress in 1894,at $249a ton,
while they were charging the United States $616.14
a ton.

“Nor did it hinder them from furnishing armor
to Italy in 1911at $395.03a ton, while they were
charging their own government $420 a ton. And
er'en at the present day, according to information
that seems reliable, they are furnishing the armor
for the ‘Haruna,’ now being built by the Kawasaki
Company at Kobe, Jajmn, at $406.35a ton, against
the price ranging from $504 to $440 a ton which
they are now charging us for the armor of battle
ship N0. 39.”

Remember, these same gentlemen are warning us to

Prepare against Japan.

Powder Patriotism
The Powder Trust, or duPont de Nemours Powder

Company, which you have seen represented on the

Navy League by T. Coleman duPont, has the monopoly

of the manufacture of smokelesspowder on the Ameri

can continent, just as the Armor-plate Ring monopo

lizes the armor-plate industry. It has been begging

Congress not to establish a Government plant for the

manufacture of powder. '

In the last ten years the United States Government

has purchased $25,000,000worth of powder from the

duPont company, at prices ranging from 53 cents to

80 cents a pound. It is the same powder that the Gov

ernment has been making in its own arsenals for 34
cents a pound; and the Army officers in charge state

that the more we make, the cheaper we can produce it.

The duPonts also have a “patriotic” record. They

have made powder upon formulae furnished by United

States Army laboratories; and at the same time they

have had a contract, now abrogated, with' the Rheinisch

Westphalian Powder Mills, in Germany, to keep that

company informed of all improvements in the processes

of powder-making. Here is the tenth clause:

“That any and every improvement upon said pro
cessesor either of them made by either of the par
ties hereto at any time hereafter shall forthwith be
imparted to the other of the parties hereto.”

The thirteenth clause is still more striking:

“That the parties of the second part [the du—
Ponts] will, as soon as possible, inform the party
of the first part [the German concern] of each and
every contract for brown powder or nitrate of am—
monia powder received by the parties of the second
part from the Government of the United States or
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any other contracting parties, stating in detail quan
tity, price, time of delivery and all of the require
ments that the powder called for in such contract
has to fulfill."

If, during the clash between Admiral Dewey and
Admiral Diedrichs in Manila Bay in 1898,war had been
declared, the German Government would have known
our exact military resources, governed as they were by
the supply of ammunition.

Moreover, the duPont Company was a member of
the world—wide Powder Combine, and entered into an
agreement not to underbid European powder makers
in selling powder to their own governments, in return
for the promise of the foreign manufacturers not to
undersell the duPont Company in its prices to the
United States Government!

The Nigger in the Woodpile
Rear-Admiral French C. Chadwick, of the United

States Navy, said at Clarke University, on December
17, 1915:

“Navies and Armies are the insurance for capital
owned abroad by the leisure class of a nation. It is
for them that empires and spheres of influence ex
ist. The great war now raging is the culmination
of efforts to extend those spheres.”

Back of all this crude agitation on the part of the
munitions-makers is a more grandiose reason for Pre
paredness—a conspiracy of the great financial interests,
so enormous that its prospective loot makes the war
profits look like petty larcency. The real power be
hind the National Security League, the Navy League
and other such organizations, is Wall Street. Wall
Street does not talk of “defense.” No. Wall Street
is getting ready to launch the United States upon a
gigantic adventure in World Imperialism, for the.bene—
fit of the big financial speculators. And in order to do
this, Wall Street must have a great army and navy to
protect its foreign investments.

Now owing to the inextricable maze of interlocking
directorates and the anonymity of the real powers
which control Big Business, it is impossible to state
definitely just who is interested in what. But the con
nections of certain gentlemenvitally interested in Pre
paredness are significant. For example, Robert C.
Bacon is a director of the National Security League,
of the Navy League, of the United States Steel Cor
poration, and a member of the firm of J. P. Morgan
& Co.; and through Mr. Morgan, who is a director of
the National City Bank, Mr. Bacon also interlocks with
the great Rockefeller interests. Henry C. Frick, an
honorary vice-president of the Navy League, is also a
director of the U. S. Steel, and therefore connected
with the Morgan interests, and a director of the Rocke_
feller National City Bank. Colonel Robert M. Thomp
son, president of the Navy League, is head of the
Nickel Trust, whose board of directors interlocks with
that of U. S. Steel, Midvale, Remington Arms and
other munitions-making firms, and his immense finan
cial interests are identified with those of the Morgan
group—and through Mr. Morgan, of course, with the
Rockefeller millions. This will suflice to make clear
the fact that the munitions-making interests are con—
trolled by, or _allied to, the great speculative powers of
Wall Street. All financial roads lead to Morgan or
Rockefeller, broadly speaking; and these are now al
most indistinguishably interlocked. On one side the
Preparedness shouters are usually munitions-makers,
with something to sell; on the other side they are im
perialist bankers, who create the demand for munitions.
They take a profit coming or going.

In the middle of last December, Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt, chief Preparedness shouter—whose organ,
the Metropolitan Magazine, is owned by Harry Payne
Whitney, a “founder” of the Navy League, a director
with the late I. P. Morgan on many banks and cor

THE MASSES.

porations, and a director of the Eastern Steel Co—
was given a dinner which has been called the “Billion
dollar Dinner." The other guests were Judge Elbert
H. Gary, of U. S. Steel; George F. Baker, of I. P.
Morgan & Co., chairman of the board of U. S. Steel;

August Belmont, director of U. S. Steel, director of
the First National Bank; C. A. Coflin, of the General
Electric, munitions-makers, and director of several
Rockefeller corporations; Frank A. Vanderlip, presi

dent of the National City Bank; Henry Walters, di

rector of U. S. Steel; E. C. Converse, president of the
Bankers Trust Co., and director of U. S. Steel and of
the Baldwin Locomotive Works; Daniel Guggenheim,

the metal-mining king; George W. Perkins, director of
U. S. Steel and of the International Harvester Cor
poration; Jacob H. Schiff, contributor to the Navy
League, director of the National City Bank, and head
of the banking house of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.; Richard
B. Lindabury, counsel for U. S. Steel; A. Barton Hep—
burn, honorary vice-president of the Navy League, di
rector of the American Car and Foundry, munitions
makers, and president of the Chase National Bank;
and three or four others of that type.

The American International Corporation
Last autumn the National City Bank—upon whose

board of directors we meet our friends, I. P. Mor
gan, Henry C. Frick, Jacob H. Schiff, William E.
Corey, Frank A. Vanderlip, Beekman Winthrop, A. H.
Wiggin, and ]. Ogden Armour, one of the committee
who, under the auspices of the National Security
League, issued a statementcertifying the patriotism
of the Navy League—launched the $50,000,000Ameri
can International Corporation, with a charter, to quote
the official announcement,

“. broad enough to authorize the corpora
tion to carry on any kind of business. It can own
or operate or buy or sell shipping, railroads, street
car lines, lighting and water plants, docks, ware
houses, mines, factories and mercantile establish
ments.”

This means really that the Corporation can exploit
“backward countries,” establish “spheres of influence,”
own and operate governments, corrupt and oppress na—
tives, and perpetually embroil this country with other
rapacious governments who are competing for the

It means that the United States shall enter the
miserable race of exploitation in weak nations—the
business that has precipitated the present war in
Europe. And these gentlemen are Preparedness shout
ers. Their real attitude is indicated in a speech'by
Mr. Vanderlip, in which he said:

It

spoils.

. . . and this Government (the United
States) not only does not protect the lives of its
citizens; it does not evenprotect the interests of its
investors abroad.”

I quote further from the National City Bank’s official
announcementof the Corporation:

“The experienceof the year has constantly borne
in upon thesemen engagedin this work the impor—
tance of having the United States take a larger part
than heretofore in the industrial development of
other countries where capital is needed. Wealth is
accumulating so rapidly that a portion of it can be
spared for investmentabroad. . .

“To deal with the situation adequately,very large
means are required. No single corporation of its
own strength, or combination of banking houses.
out of their own resources, can furnish the capital
required. It can only be found by arousing the
interest and securing the co-operation of the en~
tire country. It is necessary to make it a na—
tional undertaking, and appeal to the confidence,
enterprise and patriotism of the American people.
In order to do this there must be a competentand
responsible organization to act as an agency of the
investing public, etc., etc.”

The Return of Dollar Diplomacy
Doctor Frederick C. Howe, United States Commis

sioner of Immigration, in his study “Why War,” points

out that “the countries where capital is needed” are the

weak and helpless peoples of Mexico, Central and

South America, of Morocco, Tunis, Persia, Africa,

China and the Insular Possessions of the United States.

He proves conclusively that while the expenses of Im

perialism are paid by taxing the people at home, the

profits all go into the pockets of private capitalists like

the American International Corporation.

“Dollar diplomacy,” he says, “navalism, and the
exploitation ,of weaker peoples have gone hand in
hand during the last twenty years. _The darkest
pages of this story will never be written, for the
records lie buried in the graves of- weak and de
fenseless peoples in every part of Africa, in A51a,
in Turkey, Persia, the Balkans; it is a story that
would have been written in the subjugation -of
Mexico, in Central and South America, had not
the Monroe Doctrine intervened.” r

The reader will remember the Belgian Congo, the

British rubber-camps in South America, the dreadful

slavery of Mexicans in Yucatan on properties owned

by American capitalists. The American International

Corporation is planning more of that kind of thing;

and when the harassed natives revolt under oppression.

we must be Prepared—to shoot them down!

“This is the program of preparednessoffered by
those who have monopolized the railroads andpub
lic service corporations, who have seized the iron
ore, coal and copper deposits of the nation, who
have enclosed the public domain and laid their
hands upon the banks and credit resources of the
nation, and who, having exploited proStrate Amer
ica, are now turning wistful eyes to the virgm op
portunities of weak and defenseless peoples in
other parts of the world.”

An examination of the interests behind the American

International Corporation shows that their relations are
'

in the field of monopoly, finance and speculation, and

not in the field of manufacture and commerce at all—

except the munitions-makers. Notice that they appeal

to the “patriotism” of the American people. One safe

rule to follow is
,

that nowadays when you hear people

talking about “patriotism,” keep your hand on your

watch.

Surplus Wealth
The prospectus says :

“Wealth has accumulated so rapidly that a por
tion of it can be spared for investment abroad.”

But none of it can be spared to abolish child labor, the
ten- and twelve-hour working day, or the terrible slums
which make American cities the disgrace of the world.
At this writing there are estimated to be 2,000,000

workingmen on strike in the United States, most of
them for a living wage, or an eight-hour day, or the
right to bargain collectively, or all of these things.

In the National City Bank’s December letter about
the American International Corporation it says:

“Generally throughout the industries in which
male labor is required, the limit of capacity of the
present labor supply is about reached. This is a
fact for the consideration of people who have been
favoring drastic changes in our immigration laws.
We may plan for the expansion of our industries
and their entrance into foreign markets, but the
plans cannot be carried on without the immigrant.
The common labor supply comes from no other
source.”

The limit of capacity has indeed been about reached.

We must have more
cheap labor from abroad, so that the great army of
the unemployed will be always available to break
strikes, depress wages, and recruit the public and pri
vate armies which defend property.

Congressmen Keating and Tavenner have called at
tention to the fact that 2% of the people of the United
States own 60% of the property of the country, 65%
own only 5%, and that 98% own only 40%. The Amer
ican people have been so thoroughly drained and ex
ploited that capital can no longer make the swift, enor

(Continned on page 24)

Labor can be no further driven.
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Drawn by Cornelia.Barns.

The Flight of the Innocents
An alarmed patriotess has appealed to the ladies of the Boston Auxiliary

of the National Security League to “register their automobiles for the purpose of
carrying the virgins inland in case of invasion.”

Political Stew
THE

Hughes victory in Vermont, we are told, was

due to the large supply of stickers bearing the

justice’s name. Evidently the Vermontaneers
couldn’t resist the temptation to lick stickers and

T. R. at the same time. '

HUGHES
is by all odds the most promising Re

publican candidate. So far as is known, he

has no convictions on any subject. Between Hughes,
who has no opinions, and Wilson, who has all kinds,

we can have a very pretty quarrel.

AS the primary votes roll in, the Supreme Court
justice must feel a thrill of pride at the large

number of people who do not believe he meant what
he said about not being a candidate.

WICKERSHAM
says of Elihu Root: “If by my

signature I could make him president, I
would do so.” The fathers slipped up badly when
they devised our electoral system.

M ASSACHUSETTS went unheroic by 15,000.

’I‘HE
campaign has now left the every-man-for

himself and entered the conspiracy stage. T.

R. and Hughes are conspiring with or against each

other. The favorite sons afe allied against them

both and in favor of some gentleman whose name

we shall know as soon as it is good for us. Root is

being used as a stalking horse for Hughes, and vice

versa, and Penrose will vote for anybody, especially

Knox.

THE
Colonel is said to have been gratified be

cause Judge Hughes was beaten more soundly
than he was, and because Ford in Pennsylvania fell
far short of the 100,000 which somebody feared.
With the mellowing influence of the years, Roosevelt
is geting ’easier and easier to please.

INDIANA
takes its pleasure sadly. In celebration

of its one hundredth anniversary as a state, it

has to choose between Jim Watson and Tom Taggert

for the Senate and vote for Fairbanks in the Repub

lican convention.

THE
President says he is not sleeping well these

nights. Maybe he is worrying about the size of

the Fairbanks boom.

WILLIAM
HALE THOMPSON may reasonably I

expect solid support from the home folks for

his presidential bee. After having had him as mayOr

for a year, Chicago will do anything within reason

to get him off its hands. '

UR favorite ticket, duPont and Little Marjorie,

has come apart and we cannot make it run.

The powder manufacturer has come out against pre

paredness.

THE
publisher of the Topeka State Journal pleads

with Taft and the Colonel to forgive and for

get, but he isn’t holding the press until they fall

upon each other’s neck.

IN
this slippery political year Congress is not tak

ing any chances with the hyphenated vote. It
has made no hostile move against any foreign peo

ple except the Filipinos.

OUR
statesmen have fallen into a strange brood~

silence upon the dangerous subject of Brandeis.
After reflection most of them have decided to speak

a kind word for Lincoln and deplore the high price

of gasoline.

S
OMEBODY has opened Burton headquarters in

New York. George W. Perkins denies that he

will be secretary of the treasury under Roosevelt,

Missouri has gone for Champ Clark, and the interior

of the coliseum at St. Louis will be pure white.

NOT
that it matters at all.

HOWARDBRUBAKER.

FI‘OZCH
HE Chicago Tribune lets out the real idealism

of the military patriot, in these lines:

“It was a sight to kindle patriotism in the cold—

est breast to watch the long lines come to ‘pre

sent arms, when Gen. Obregon's carriage hove in

sight. A thousand soldiers handled their rifles

as one man with machinelike precision.

T

“ ‘Present arms.’

“Up and down the avenue as far as the eye could

see American soldiers in their clean khaki uni

forms obeyed as one man. The infantrymen stood

like frozen images with their brightly burnished

rifles at salute."

I suppose that when the entire population of the

country behave like machines, and look like frozen im

ages, the ultimate ideal of these patriots of the republic

will be achieved. But why a republic?
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A TALK ACROSS THE BORDER
A FINE, old typical American—he looked like the

pictures of Uncle Sam—was standing, with
his elbows over the wire fence that happened to
mark the boundary between Texas, U. S. A., and
Mexico. His gaze stared wistfully out through the
blazing sunshine across the desert, till it turned to
look at a horseman who came jogging easily along
the border trail. A fine, young, typical Mexican,
the rider was, and his mount was a high-bred mule.
Both man and animal were gorgeously caparisoned.
The man wore a high-peaked, broad-brimmed hat of
black felt, trimmed with gold; a short, green velvet
jacket with polished dollars for buttons, opened to
show a white, fine linen shirt, caught at the throat
by a red, red handkerchief. A belt of pistol cart
ridges held the slender waist of his white, dust-red
dened trousers, which followed closely the curving
lines of his short, stout legs to the ankle; there they
fiared out over his fine, light, high-heeled, big
spurred boots.

“Good days,” he greeted, with a graceful bow to
Uncle Sam, who answered heartily: “Good day.”
And as the older man saw that the younger was go
ing on by, he called again.

“Excuse me, Don José,
progress, but ”

“Nothing, Seiior,” said Don José, pulling up
sharply, and sweeping off his hat. “It is pleasure
before business with us; pleasure today, business
tomorrow.”

The American started a bit at the answer. It
was just what he had been thinking about the Mex

for interrupting your

icans: “Mafiana, mafiana. Will they never grow
up?” But his neighbor’s politeness suppressed his
thought. Putting business before pleasure, he said:

“Did you happen to see or hear of a bunch of my
boys that I sent off down into your countr ?”

“I met them on my way,” said Don José, “and a
fine lot of gentlemen they were, very serious, very
very much in a hurry, but but I welcomed them
to my country. My country is theirs, and yours,
Sefior, and everything that is in it.”

“But they—we don’t want your country,” said
Uncle Sam, and he was so sincere, so earnest in his
protestations, that the Mexican was forced to
answer.

“If you do not want my country, Sefior,” he said,
“you will not take my country. All I say is that if
you do, it is yours, Sefior—like my house, like ”

And Don José waved his hand broadly around
over the country back of Uncle Sam. But the Mexi
can was so insincere, so very polite that the Ameri
can felt compelled, by his own honesty, to answer:

“I know what you mean,” he said. “You mean
that we did take California, New Mexico, Texas—
the very ground I’m standing on, and—”

The Mexican raised his two hands and stayed the
American’s speech.

“The Sefior American does me a grave injustice,”
he said. “I do not mean what he says.” He smiled.
“I hardly mean what I say. I mean,” he sharpened
his look and his voice—“I mean only what I mean:
that it is a very pleasant day, and that the Ameri
can soldiers are very welcome indeed upon my coun
try’s hospitable soil.”

Again the Mexican smiled, and smiling, he asked:
“,When do you expect them back, Sefior?”
“That is something I was wondering and worrying

Lincoln Steffens

about myself,” said Uncle Sam. “They went over 10

catch a bandit, who invaded American soil and raid

ed an American town.”

“So they told me,” said Don José. “I couldn’t

quite understand all that they said, but what I gath

ered was that this Mexican traitor they were after

had gone into Texas at the hospitable invitation of

an American—Pardon me, Sefior; it is only with

your gracious permission that I say
that

your sol

diers seemedto say that our Mexican bandit-traitors

did what they did at the behest of an American han

dit or bandits who had treasonably planned thus to

get your people and mine into a war. I asked them

—after I had hidden them welcome to our country

and to our bandit, if they could catch him—I asked

them, and I would ask you also, Sefior, why they

didn’t pursue your bandit. I do not comprehend.

But not, you understand, not that you are not we]

come to ours.”

Uncle Sam searched shrewdly the amiable, hand

some face of Don José. He half-suspected the Mexi

canl was making fun of him, but, no, he dismissed

the thought. Don José was so polite, s0 grave and,

besides, foreigners have no humor. Uncle Sam

answered seriously, therefore, the serious inquiry of

his neighbor. .
“Our great country,” he said, “is too big and too

developed, and our bandits are too smart, too many

and too powerful, to make such hunting good over

here. The trails of treason are a maze; they run
everywhere and always under-ground. We cannot

see them from above, and no honest man could fol

low one and not get lost. No, a civilized country is

no place to go looking for traitors in. But yours,

Don José, yours is a comparatively small, open, un

civilized country, and the trails of evil are all on

the surface. We should be able to see your bandit

from a flying machine, and catch him with a few

troops of cavalry.”

Don José turned in his saddle to look long into

the distances of Mexico. When his innocent eyes

came back to the shrewd face of the American, he

asked:

“And is your cavalry to pursue our bandit as long

and as far as he runs?”

“That’s their orders,” the American said heroic

ally. “They were to go until they got him.”

Don José looked troubled for once. “Isn’t that
going too far?” he asked.

“It had to be done,” said Uncle Sam. “The
American people ” ~

“Ah?” said the Mexican. “The people! Haven’t
you a strong government? That’s what the Gringoes

recommend to us, to put our people down. Haven’t
you put down yours?”

“The American people are a free people,” said
the older man proudly.

“Yes, yes, I remember now,” said the Mexican.
“I have read or heard somewhere that you had a
revolution like ours, once, long, long ago, and that
you achieved then—liberty, was it? Or, was it
merely independence? ‘ Independence from some for
eign, interfering, neighboring country?”

“England,” prompted Uncle Sam. “It was Eng
land.”

“Right,” said Don José, “you have right. It was
England whose paternalism and intervention you
resented and put an end to. So you and your free

and independent people can understand that we are
fighting for our independence, now; for freedom
from all interference hy—any foreign country.”

“Yes,” said Uncle Sam heartily, “we can and we
wanted, if—and we only want to help you.”

“As England helped you?”

The American felt that he saw through the Mexi

can’s manners to his meaning.

“I see’what you mean by interfering neighbors,”
he said. “You mean us; you mean us Americans.
You mean that the 'very expedition to help you catch
your bandit is—is intervention. But, my dear sir

’7

“Pardon me,” said Don José, with commanding
dignity. “You are putting words into my mouth
and taking them out of yours. I mean no such
thing. Why, if I thought that this were interven
tion; if my people thought that—we would
With your permission, I will say that we would—
fight, Sefior. We would fight. But you have said
and we believe that you mean only to help us; that
all you do is for our good.”

“That’s it,” said the American. “I’m glad that
you understand. I’ve always been afraid that you
wouldn’t, tha ” 4

“Impossible,” said Don José. “How could we mis
understand, when not only your government, but all
—all the Americans that come to Mexico say and
have shown by their works, Sefior, that they are
there to develop our country for us and uplift us,
the people.”

Uncle Sam was in doubt again. The Mexicans-—
all foreigners are queer. They are not open and
honest like us; they don’t say all that they think.
They seem to hold back their innermost thought,
imply some things and, generally, to leave a lot to
the intelligence. But the honest American decided
to let the polite Mexican be as circuitous 'as he
would, he, the American, would be honest, frank
and plain.

“Then, why won’t you let us come over there now
and help you get your house in order?” he said,
right out.

The Mexican was rolling a cigarette, and think
ing. He rolled the cigarette with that dextrous
skill which is so characteristic of an artistic people.
Then he spoke.

“Senor,” he said, “We are-very reluctant to put
you to the trouble of putting our house in order.”

“That’s all right,” said the American, kindly, “we
like to help others. We have done it for Cuba, and
Porto Rico, the Philippines and we intend to help
China some day and, maybe, later, Europe. But
America, and especially South America, all you—all
the helpless Latin Americans—have the first claim
upon us, for charity begins at home, you know. And
Mexico ”

Don José had‘ lit his cigarette.
match, and shot it high in the air.

f‘At home, yes,” he said. “At home. And that’s
another reason why we Mexicans dislike to accept
your generous offers to put our house in order. We
realize that you still have a lot of house-cleaning to
do at home.”

“Oh, but we have done that,” said the American,
“we got our house in pretty good shape now, so that
we could easily spare time and—our genius to fix
you up. We want to.”

He pinched out the
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The American Soldiers Are 011 the Wrong Trail

“The noble sefior is very kind,” said the courtly
Mexican, “but—but—if you will not laugh at me for
saying it, we Mexicans are trying just now to fix

ourselves up. And we want awfully to do it—our
selves.”

“Fine, very natural, very—but why don’t you do

it?” the honest American blurted. “Why don’t you

reestablish law and order down there?”
“Because,” the Mexican began sharply, but he

softened his tone, “because,” he paused, “we don’t
put law and order first.”

The American was amazed. “But, how,” he ex
claimed, “how in the world can you start up business

again without law and order?”
“But,” the Mexican protested, “we don’t put busi

ness first, either, nor second.”

“Well, but what in the world can be more impor

tant than good government and good business?

What do you put ahead of them?”

“As I said when you—greeted me, Senor,” said

Don José, “we Mexicans, all Latins, I think, we put

pleasure before business, pleasure and independence,

liberty and justice, land and wealth for everybody.”

“Yes, but most of those are American ideals,”

said the American. “Only, you see, you can’t have

them without law and order, and business. Why,

liberty and justice without law are license and—im
possible. And, as for wealth, how can you get

wealth except in business? No, Don José, what you

say you want is good, very good, but I can see that
you don’t know how to get those fine things. And we

Americans do. You’d better let us come over there

and give them to you. Come now, honest Injun,

what do _you say?”

The Mexican frowned, then he smiled, and he
picked up his reins.

“I say,” he said, “I say that I fear, Sefior, that

you and I, and your people and my people, are dif
ferent people, speak a different language and mean
different things when we speak and when we do
deeds.”

“But why, Don José? I can’t see that. It’s all
perfectly plain, what I say; what I propose; what
we Americans could do in Mexico for you Mexicans."

“I’m afraid it is,” said Don José. “I’m afraid
that what you propose is to make Mexico just like
the United States."

“That’s it,” said the American gladly, “that’s it

exactly. So, you see, you do understand me.”

“Yes,” said the Mexican, “I’m afraid I do.
afraid ” He paused.

I’m
“Senor,” he said, “adios.”

And he drove his spurs cruelly into his high-bred,
high-spirited mule, and—was off on his way.

“Queer fellow,” said Uncle Sam.
bors. Queer people.”

“Queer neigh

VISITS

l

\NANTED to see the houses of the Poor, and there
was a settlement nurse to take me. We knocked.

An old woman greeted us—wrinkled, stout and mis

shapen from child bearing. (Still in her twenties the

The room was warm and

dark. There were some children on the bed. One

older child clung to the nurse’s skirt.

nurse said afterwards.)

The nurse looked

at his head,and said to the mother, “Have you used the

kerosene?” “Has Louis kept his job?”

I wanted to see the houses of the Rich. And there

was no one to take me. I went alone and rang at the

I asked if I might look. But the Butler, I think

it was the Butler, closed the door.
doon

JEANNETTE PHILLIPS.

Prize Baby

T\VO
babies had been selected from the candidates

as 100%perfect. They had been thumped, passed
over, pried into, manhandled by a committee of self
important strangers. One of them finally protested.

The prize was promptly awarded to the other. Such

is the idealism of a slave-holding civilization.
THE MAssss editors have mailed a special first prize

to the baby that hollered.

THE BOY WHO REFUSED TO GO
TO CHURCH

LEXIS ABERCROMBIE BIRCH
When young, refused to go to church;

Though 0ft commanded, as a rule

He’d balk before the vestibule:

He did not fear the cruel rods

Of bloody, Israelitish Gods,

Nor did he feel the better for

A sacrifice of human gore:

Though seas of sinners’ blood were spilt

In hymns of sanguinary lilt,

He did not care at all forsooth,—

And this, they said, was due to youth:

Alexis Abercrombie,—list!——

Became a wicked pacifist,

As would, ’twas stated, any Birch

Who never, never went to church.

SEYMOUR BARNARD.
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The Masses at The White House

RESIDENT WILSON represents our theo

retical popular sovereignty with beautiful dis

tinction. He is a graciously democratic aris

tocrat. He models his public style upon the

pattern of the eloquent Burke. Nobody else in the

United States has ever been affected by Burke’s

eloquence, because Burke’s speech on Conciliation

was a required reading in our high-schools. But

Wilson must have been educated at home. He

quotes Burke at length, and, if you can believe it
,

with real appreciation.

I had seen him and heard him quote Burke before,

but not with the dignity of office added to his natu

ral talents in that direction. You can easily see in

an hour’s conversation what power he wields over

our country post-office politicians. It is the power

of aristocratic and yet real knowledge. They are

treated handsomely, they know that, but they al

ways find themselves a little tongue-tied and unable

to answer back on the same level. For Mr. Wilson

not only quotes Burke, but he quotes Burke to the

point. He has an adroit logic, as well as a technical

knowledge and the dicti0n of a king’s minister. He

is the ablest man that has been in that office for

years.

After our call at the White House in the interest

of democracy against militarism, we retired to a

neighboring hotel, and unanimously agreed that we.“
The President had

'1
had been handled beautifully.

taken us into his intellectual bosom, told us all

about the delicate practical question of how far
“preparedness” must go in order to be adequate,

explained to our minds the difference between an

absolute principle and its specific applications which

are always relative, patiently and confidingly elu

cidated the difficulties of anyone but an expert’s

'deciding those relative questions, and throughout

the interview always referred to the Union Against

Militarism as though he were a member of. it. The

whole interview became in his hands a friendly and

harmonious discussion of how “we” could meet the

difficulties of national defense without the risks of

militarism.

We all liked him, and we all sincerely believed

that he sincerely believes he is anti-militarist. For

my part, more yet, I believe that he sincerely hates

his preparedness policies, and justifies them to his

mind in only one way. He knows that they are in

themselves a betrayal of the progress of civilization,

and his heart is in that progress as he understands
it. But he justifies those policies by dwelling very

strongly in his mind upon the idea of world-federa

tion and the international enforcement of peace. He

tries to think of our egregious war appropriations
merely as a step towards that practical hope. He

told us so. And though most of the newspapers

failed or refused to see it
,

that was the big result of

our interview. -

President Wilson spoke of the establishment of

world peace by means of a “family of nations” who

should say “we shall not have any war,” and back

that “shall” up with force, as the natural practical

thing to accomplish after the war is done. He

characterized it as a “very practical ideal,” and

alluded to it several times in answering our ques

tions. The close of our interview was characteristic:
“Mr Pinchot: Mr. President, it seems. f0 me that

athis perennial calamity.

Max Eastman

we have got to recognize the fact that we are just

like everybody else, and that we are not the least

bit less aggressive than any other nation. We are po—

tentially more aggressive,becauseour economic organ

izations are more active, more powerful, in reaching

out and grasping for the world trade. The organ

ization of the International Corporation is one of

the great trade factors of modern history; and it

seems to me that if you hitch up this tremendous

aggressive grabbing for the trade of the world with

a tendency to back up that trade, there is going to

be produced an aggressive nationalism.”

“The President: It might very easily, unless some

check was placed upon it by some international ar

rangement which we hope for. I quite see your

point.”

This puts President Wilson so far above and

beyond Theodore Roosevelt in sensing the tragedy

of the world today, and apprehending a road out

into the future, that it ought to be set in plain terms

before every citizen.

It is the true issue between the two candidates

for nomination. Preparedness is no issue. They

are all for that in the ruling class. But whether

those who control our society shall see the practical

wisdom of international action and undefstanding,

or whether they shall commit us to that insane and

bigoted nationalism which has ravaged Europe, is

a vital question for us all.
I

Roosevelt has announced his motto: Americanism

and Preparedness.

We will announce Wilson’s for him: International

A ction and Preparedness.

He will never announce it f0r himself, because he

is too much affected by the fear of Roosevelt’s

popularity. Roosevelt has already frightened him

into imitating those foolish and rabid Sayings about

the necessity of “intense Americanism” if anything

good or noble is to be done. His party advisers, I

suppose, think 'it is good politics for him to go be

fore the press club and imitate that bosh. But it is

not good politics.

The common people of this country do not want

war. They will vote for the man who holds out a

surety thatthere will be no war. They are divided

as to whether “preparedness” brings war or pre

vents it. But as to whether rabid nationalism brings

war or prevents it
,

they are not divided. They know

that rabid nationalism is the one indispensable con—

dition and sure cause of war the world over. That

is an article of common sense.

“Intense Americanism in everything”—a more

pitiable, small, egotistical and murder-breeding

motto at this time of the whole world’s tragedy

could hardly be devised.

Intense Germanism, intense Britishism—those are

the causes of the European war. The people of the

United States intuitively know this, and they will

reject the man with the jingo motto, and they will
accept the man who boldly points the way out of

I wish that President Wil
son might point the way to all as boldly as he did

to our committee,for there is no issue so great as that
in upper class politics today.

Address to the President
R. PRESIDENT, it is a privilege to take the plaee

of Mr. Maurer, the President of the Pennsylvania

State Federation of Labor, in representing the oppo

sition of the workingman—the so-called common man

—to an increase in our military and naval expenditures

at this time. As you know, the working people have

no distinct voice in the American Press. The news

papers are not published by them, and they are not

published for them. It is, therefore, only through

carefully noting certain inconspicuous incidents that

you can detect their wishes.

The greatest labor union in the country—the United

Mine Workers of America—unanimously adopted the

report of their President, stating not only that they

are opposed, but that it is
. their belief that organized

labor throughout the country is opposed to the whole

program of increased preparedness.

The Cleveland Federation of Labor, in a referen

dum vote, recorded itself 7%}to one against the move

ment for increased preparedness—and that in Spite of

the fact that Cleveland is making $40,000,000a month

out of the manufacture of munitions, and the jobs of

these workers are secure as never before.

Not only Mr. Maurer, the President of Pennsyl_

vania’s State Federation, but Mr. John B. Lennon, the

Teasurer of the American Federation of Labor, felt

[free to say at our hearing that, in their belief, the

laboring men of the whole country, both organized

and unorganized,—the men who enlist, Mr. President,

—are opposed to increasing-at this time our prepara

tions for war. _ _
The Industrial workers of the World-have officially

opposed every motion to increase the military tenden

cies of our times, from the day of their organization.

In every city that we visited on our tour, organized

labor took a major part in the arrangement and ad—

vertising of our meetings, and the response to Mr.

Maurer’s presentment of the common sense reasons

why labor opposes the preparedness program was tre

mendous in every audience. I

It seems to the leaders of these organizations, and

of the Socialist party which seeks to represent the in

terests of the laboring class as a whole, that interna

tional disputes can be settled without war in so far as

they are approached internationally. If I may assume
in any sense to represent them, I venture to say they

believe that the present dangerous crisis with Mexico

could be handled without the loss of another soldier’s
life, another workingman’s life, if a joint commission

of representativesof the de facto government and rep

resentatives of our government were appointed to co
operate in having our Southern borders patrolled, our

own troops on our own side of the border and the
Carranzatroops on theirs. v, .

It is by extending such international action, follow
ing a precedent that you yourself set in. the A. B. C.
conferences, that we believe the danger of foisting

the European evil, militarism, upon this country can
be averted, even in a crisis. _

In conclusion, I respectfully suggest, Mr. President,

that the customs of your office lead you most frequen

ly to address audiences recruited from the upper

classes in this country, and that the response you re

ceive from them upon the proposal to increase the
military, are misleading you as to the true sentiment
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THE MASSES. 17

of the country. If it could have happened, by some
extraordinary accident, that instead of addressing the

D. A._R., or the women’s section of the Navy League,

you had come to address such a representative body

as the 60,000striking garment workers in New York

City, I am sure you would have met a response very

different from this military excitement which seems to

have seized our ruling and leisure classes since the

European war, and the profits of the European war,

began.

Conscription Here
RESIDENT WILSON’S answer to our represen—

tation of the danger of militarism inherent in

the Preparedness fad, was to assure us that the heart

of the’country is too sound; the traditions of democ
racy are too deeply rooted here.

While he deceives himself with these elevated op
timisms, New York State adopts conscription. Royal
England fought conscription to the last ditch in war
time, but democratic New York has adopted it in

time of complete security without a murmur. On May

I5th Governor Whitman signed two bills which commit

us to the extreme evils of continental European mili

tarism:
The Welsh-Slater bill, providing for the com

pulsory military training of all boys of the State
between 16 and 19 years of age, except those reg
ularly employed as a means of livelihood. The
course is to be given after school hours, and pro

vision is made for Summer volunteer camps.
The Stivers bill authorizing the Governor to

order an enrollment of all male citizens between
18 and 45 years of age. From this list he may
order a draft at any time, whether the country be
at peace or war, in order to bring the National
Guard or any detachmentof it up to full strength.

For my part if Governor Whitman or any of his
war lords undertook to draft me into the National
Guard, I would barricade my house and start the war

And if the Board of Regents in its feudal ca—
pacity undertook to force military training on my
boy against his will, I would defend him in my castle.
I wonder how many other citizens of New York feel
this‘way.

Politely True
THERE

is a skeleton in the closet of every
republic. Behind all the eloquent cere—

monials of democracy, the high forms of
speech and procedure which celebrate with

courtliness the royalty of the
people—behind all this, which is beautiful,

there lurks furtively a dirty truth. The truth
is that those of the people who have no prop
erty or connections, the working-people, are
not royal in the least degree, and no amount
of ceremonial language or good political ma
chinery can make them so.
is not theirs. Human nature is not so con—
stituted that while they are poor it can be
theirs. The power and the influence which
speak through these democratic ceremonials
are attributes of aristocracy. The republican
experiment failed. Everybody knows this,
sees it. Like the intimate unpleasantness of

an unsuccessful marriage it lurks darkly in
the mind of every guest, but only a rude boob
or a fanatic would mention it at the table,

.or anywhere else.
Reflecting upon this, I took great pains to

choose polite and unfanatical words in re
minding the president of the attitude of labor

I had

there.

new—world

The government

to the huge armament program.

Employer:
pect you to enlist in time

'of war forlthe defense of
your country.”

Employee: “I can get slave
wages from any country.”

just read of his addressing certain enthusiastic
ladies of the Navy League on Preparedness; and
in the Same papers the strike of sixty thousand gar—
ment workers in New York. \Vhy should not the
president of a republic address an organization of
sixty thousand earnest and troubled men and women
like that, I had asked myself, instead of edifying with
patriotic platitudes a few light-hearted women of
wealth? Other people ask themselves these questions.

But rarely their neighbors. _I
t is rude, fanatical—it is

not good taste to talk this thing out, because it spoils

all our ritual idealisms, and besides it is utterly ob
vious. A sort of well-bred common sense leads us to
ignore it

,

except when we are joking. I felt as though

I were joking, or rather as though I were rude, when

about the garment workers to the President.

I suggested—even so politely—this important truth

It was

distinctly a
'

case of alluding to the skeleton. The

President felt as though I were rude, too.

And yet, after all, how can we go on ignoring this,

the great fact of modern life, for the sake of those

formulated

In spite of our elective ofiicialdom, society is, on the

whole, ruled both politically and socially, by a prop

Let us not be blind—or polite—

It is too important.

idealisms?

erticd aristocracy.

about that.

Some day this skeleton will walk. It is not dead or

decayed. More offensive than that—it is true. Some

day so great a multitude will visibly see this truth that

it will be impolite not to acknowledge it.

THE PITTSBURG STRIKE
Dante Barton

ITH a beginning of 60,000workers on strike
for the eight-hour day in the Pittsburg
district, Isaac W. Frank, multi-millionaire,
president of several great machine works

and head of the Employers’ Association of Pittsburg,
told the writer of this article that Frank P. Walsh,
Chairman of the Committee on Industrial Relations,
“ought to be assassinated.”

He rested his violent frame of mind against the
body of Frank Walsh on the assertion that Mr.
Walsh, as Chairman of the United States Commission
on Industrial Relations, had stimulated the demands
for the eight-hour day and for better wages to work
ers and for collective bargaining by workers, and
had “intimidated” the big employers of labor into

admitting that those demands were right.

Isaac W. Frank, along with the other Pittsburg

exploiters of labor, had seen the war profits of all
of them dwindling, or ceasing altogether, because
the workers had taken their opportunity to force
good wages, to force shorter hours, to force their

own control of their own lives.

The Steel Corporation, master of Pittsburg, master

of the Employers’ Association, and master of Isaac

“I would ex

Drawn by K. R. Chamberlain.

W. Frank, had seen the strike spreading to its own
great plants and threatening its own great profits.
One million dollars profits a day the Steel Trust
had made for nearly a year—and it saw the golden
flood dammed by the simple process of those who
poured it into their chests refusing longer to pour it.

Seeing those things had made the master Steel
Trust and its associate masters mad with fright and
mad with the rage of still unsatisfied greed.

Something had to be done.

Something was done.
The Steel Corporation remembered that the Car

negie slaughter of the workers in Homestead in 1892
had kept its companies absolute masters of its men

for a quarter of a century. It applied that lesson,

called to its Edgar Thomson works in Braddock the

Coal and Iron Guards of Gary—some of them Ludlow
“veterans”—and shot round after round from riot
guns into the crowds of men and women and children

who were calling to their fellow Workers to come

out from industrial slavery and be free industrial

men. It killed five workers and wounded sixty
others, among them several women. That act of

murderous violence linked up perfectly with the
expressed desire of murderous
against the body of Frank P. Walsh.

It was followed with the usual perfect pre

cision of the political-legal machine of the
state in arresting the wrong men—in arrest
ing and committing to jail not the employers

who had talked or acted murderously, but the
victims of the murderous talk and action—
some of them wounded, more of them not
wounded becausethey were not there.

The guards and the coroner and the state’s
attorney made one mistake. They did not
“get” Wiljem Laakso, Eskimo from the north
of Finland, American strike picket from the
same compasslesshumanity that led Ibrahim
Omar into the front ranks to be shot down by
the guards.

Wiljem Laakso had talked brotherhood and
workmen’s solidarity to the strikers. By all
the rules of that second day of May he had
deserved “assassination”—the Capital punish
ment that only in this United States private
Capital is permitted to administer from its
own hands. “I stand with you,” Laakso had
said to a great mass meeting of the workers—
“I stand with you because you my brother,

I your brother. I come from Finland to Con
neaut Harbor in Ohio. I come here to Pitts—

(Continued on Page 26.)

violence
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HE Irish Rebellion was brought to birth by

|
men who had given service to the working

class in all quarters of the globe. James

Connolly, who has sealed his belief in the

principles of eternal justice and the cause of the

common people, worked as an organizer for the So

cialist Party in Scotland, and for many years in

America. In 1907, when I found the work, which I
had set my hand to, required of me more than I
could give it, worn out in brain and physically unfit,

I appealed to Connolly to come home. I explained

the desperate nature of the undertaking, pointing

out to him that not only would he have to sacrifice

his position, the welfare of his wife and children

(six of whom were girls, one a boy, and they were

young in years and unable to work), and also made

clear to him the possibility that it might mean the

.sacrifice of his life.

Connolly, who knew only too well what the call

meant to him, never hesitated for a moment; he

broke up his home and upon landing in Ireland .i
n

1908 found that the man who had invited him home

was lying in jail, the movement had got a smashing

blow, the organized employers, the so-called Nation

alist Party, controlled by John Redmond, in collu

sion with the British government, not forgetting the

Clerical reactionists, determined to destroy; the

movement body and soul. No houselord would give

us shelter, the police were ordered to batter to death

the men who wore the Union Badge, our children 'in

some cases were refused entrance into the schools,

The Irish Rebellion
Jim Larkin

knowledge, we found out that we had also to give

them an opportunity to exercise their military ardor,

as a counter attraction to the recruiting officer and

the call of militarism, and as a means of self-pro

tection against the onslaughts of the hired assas

sins, soldiers and police of the capitalist class. We

organized the Citizen Army, every member of which

was a class-conscious member of the working class,

and of necessity had to be a member of his union.

This is the army which gave the world pause some

few days ago and in association with their fellows

of the Sinn Fien and National Volunteers, held the

City of Dublin for seven days, though badly

equipped. Let me say here that the statement that

the revolutionary movement was financed, organized,

or controlled from any German Source, is a deliber

ate and calculated lie. The Citizen Army was or

ganized in 1908, in Cork City. It was driven out of

existence by persecution and the jailing of its mem

bers, including myself, in 1909. It was reborn dur

ing the. big Transport Strike in England in 1911.

The uniforms, arms and equipment which they pos

sessed were owned and controlled by the unions with

which they were affiliated, but were paid for by the

me that the premature rising in Ireland was forced
upon them by the knowledge the insurgents

possessed that the British government were deter

mined to conscript them. The ultimate aim of their

work and endeavor, as set down in the declaration

they signed, and which Connolly and myself drafted,

was to set up a co-operative commonwealth in Ire

land, based on industrial democracy. The cuts that

have appeared in the papers of Liberty Hall, labelled

the headquarters of the Sinn Fein movement, were so

labelled with the purpose of confusing and mislead

ing those who saw such photographs. Liberty Hall,

Dublin, was the headquarters of the Irish Transport

and General Workers Union, of which I am the Gen

eral Secretary, and of which James Connolly, now

dead, was the General Organizer. That building was

bought and controlled by the members of that organ

ization.
’
It was also the headquarters of the ,Irish

Socialist Party. No organization other than Social

ist and Labor organizations, except the many activi

ties connected with the social and educational fea

tures of that movement, was allowed to function

there. r"The Sinn Fien headquarters, on the con

trary, was at Number 6 HarcOurt street, close unto

“biweekly contribution of the members of the organiza-d.»a mile and a half away, in the center of the city.:.9...

Our First Adjutant was Captain White, the-son of

General 'Sir', George White, who commanded; the

forces a
t

Ii'adysmith during the Boer War. “Impre
sided over the court martial which compelled‘White

to present his resignation under penalty of dismissal

iition. The officers were elected by the rank and file. If
"

The Irishsil'Transport and General Workers Union

QWned and Controlled three other halls". in Dublin,

Emmet Hall, Inchicore, the FintaiiitLalor Hall,

Aungier street, and the Workers Hall, High street, .
Dublin; In addition to them they had the Workers
Hall, -.,._,Corporationstreet, Belfast, Liberty 'Hall,

because we found him propagatinglthe idea among'féflzL'ynns Place, (Sligo,'_f.LibertyHall, Kingstown (Dunpriest and parson fulminated against us in their ‘ _
pulpits, some of the more intolerant Sinn Fien lead- the rank and file that the working class could not fiffle'ary), WOrkers Hall~,_,_Wexford,yLiberty Hall, Wa..

ers denounced us as tools of the English government. producemen who could guide themout of t jeicursed figurford, the O’NeilleI‘OWliéy“Hall, Merchant Quay,

Connolly never failed us, even in that hour of trial; ,.system"or capitalism into the ~'co-Operative,Eiimmoip Cork,‘v and "several other halls in" .different t9wns
waiting until I was released from prison, we gath'?"iiiwealthfbut ever insinuating that, the middle class throughout __'Irel'and,'ij-,‘Whioli rented, "7

?;

Liberty
'

ered the remnants of the army together, suppii-rted

"5 and. aristocrats should be appealed to to savei'them Hall, Dublin,_j§which-wasblohiifiéii'totpieces by thevshells
by a group of the most intelligent, loyal and deter-

" It is true, of course, and no aPology is;__necessary,‘ from the Bri'liiSh _g'11n503t§i;§0$t11$;7$30,000,and the

mined comrades a man ever had the bond? to aSso— that the Irish revolutionary movement “'Amer.ica-__,,.property destroyed therein; theiwaiypjof'IcO-opera
ciate with, or a movement ever produced; and so we

I

set out to walk in the footsteps of those who had

gone before us. We knew that to preach economic

determinism without having an industrial and social

organization behind it, and an armed force if neces

sary to protect this organization, would be futile.

Therefore, we designed a plan and method of organ

ization, which I submit, given a reasonable time to

develop, will yet prove the only successful method

of overthrowing the capitalist system. Organizing

the workers into industrial unions in'hthe several

industries, linking them up into one-homogeneous
whole, connecting the agricultural workers through

the eo-operative movement with the urban worker,

providing the members of the organization with the

means of social intercourse through the various ac

tivities we had‘ on foot—dramatic societies, orches
tras, choirs, bands, football clubs, medical clinics,
billiards, boxing, wrestling, and all the other con
comitants of the social life of communities, but all
directly linked up with the industrial organization;
never forgetting at all times to give them instruc
tion as to the real purpose of their existence. Taking
them from the fetid atmosphere of the slums into
healthy recreational pursuits, we took them mind
ward into the realms of art, literature and science—
always pointing out to them a belief and conscious
ness of their class. After many educating struggles
on the industrial field, which brought with them
sometimes tribulations, but always experience and

did open negotiations through Roger Casementlwith;
the German government. And it is lquite Within ‘thé’r’
bounds of probability that if the Irish revolutionary
movement at home could have held its position for
some time longer, it too would have Openedup nego
tiations with any ally for the purpose,qu getting
arms and equipment to carry their venture to suc
cess. Why apologize? Some day the organized
workers of the different nations that go to make up
the universe will take advantage of the experience
and practice of the capitalist governments, and will
appoint their ambassadorial staffs, connect'up theirs-w
organizations and be prepared to act in, assisting
each other, whenever attacked‘by the capitalist class
in their several countries. With suchan organiza- ,
tion and in such a day and hour, will we posshss at,“'

411:5?will be given therjop‘portunity; Out ofijthefourteeni;
real international working class movement. I ~

It is also necessary to state that each memberpf
the Citizen Army took an oath upon-5i"joining that h

e

_
would not fight outside the boundaries of his: Own
nation, except to assist the struggling. revolutionary
working class of another country, that he would
take no orders from King, Kaiser nor any capital
ist government, but would march and fight only by
instruction of the common people and to preserve the
rights of the common people. They refused to be
conscripted, preferring to die in Ireland than to
serve as hired assassins to shoot and maim members
of the working class of any country.

From letters which I have received it is plain to

’

tive goodsanother' be understood
that the union carried‘jon aco-operative business,
had 1itsm9wn-clothing stories, hair-dressers, shoemak
ing shops, anda freev foOd distribiitidn center for
the Poor

'
-.

. 1745.3“-e-fl.~_\5. Mi.., . h .1.-..x-M

'To go into the detailed vWork(if-this movement

:

would take up too much space, and I'want to close
by assuring your readersthat the men who founded
this movement, some-of whom have been hOnored by
being permitted to seal their belief in it in blbod,
who lived for it and who were honored in dying

for it, have left behind them comrades who are. de

termined to bring it to fulfilment. Though fate de
nied-some of us the opportunity of striking a blow
for human freedom»,we vlive'-"*-injh0peschat- we, too',

men who were shotto death‘zi’fivewere members-of

the Irish Socialist" and labor movement. All'of the -

others, while notaafiiliated withwour movement, were
‘

men imbued with .af‘ideepfi'loveI-Ofi' their fellows.

I would like to have theéi'priy’ilege in your ne’itt
issue of attempting’to interpret-their work?“ I can
not close, however, without mentioning that heroic
soul the Countess of Markevitch, who for years has
been associated with James Connolly and myself,
and who helped materially in assisting my sister,
Miss Larkin, to found the Irish Women Workers
Union. Many of the members of this Union fought
with their brothers, and some of them have had the
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Drawn by K. R. Chamberlain.
IRELAND

PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF SMALL NATIONS
O

privilege of dying for the cause they espoused. Con
nolly and his colleagues, nearly all of them, were
married men with large families dependent upon
them, Connolly having seven children and a Wife,
six of these children girls, one only of whom was
able to work, being a factory worker in Belfast.
The responsibility of providing for these families
is a heavy one.

It is possible that amongst your readers there are
men and women who may, though thinking the rebel
lion an unwise one, cherish the ideals these men and
women lived and died for, and it must be admitted
that the most glorious thing that has happened dur
ing this carnival of blood lust in Europe was the

self-sacrifice and devotion of these men to a cause

which they believed in. Is it not possible, therefore,
that the call of these women and children may re

ceive an echoing response? Knowing the Board of

Editors of THE MASSES, I feel sure they will be only

too pleased to accept on behalf of these women and

children any material help your readers may wish to

offer. The woes of Belgium have been depicted in

song and story, but Ireland and her people have

been crucified for seven centuries. To Connolly’s old

comrades in the Socialist movement in this country,

I leave the case of his wife and children. I hope to

have the opportunity of speaking more fully of
these matters at a meeting in New York City, and

any one who desires to get copies of Connolly’s books
and pamphlets, may write me at 1046 North Frank
lin street, Chicago.
“Heed a word, a word in season, for the‘ day is

drawing nigh,
When the Cause shall call upon us, some to live and

some to die.
He that dies shall not die lonely, many a one hath

gone before,
He that lives shall bear no burden heavier than the

one they bore.
E’en the tidings we are telling, were the same for

which they bled,
E’en the Cause that our hearts cherish, was the

same for which they fell.”

James Connolly and his comrades heard the call.
(See also next page.)
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THE MASSES.

A Note on the “Sinn Fein“
(Seethelast twopages.)

WORD of explanation: You have all been ob
sessed during the past fateful days by the

term “Sinn Fein.” The scribes of the press have ex

hibited their ignorance in their columns; some after

perusing the Encyclopedia Brittanica and others

seeking the aid of news clipping agencies have tried

to explain that this revolutionary movement in Ire

land was organized and controlled by Sinn Feinners,

and they have translated the Gaelic phrase, “Sinn

Fein,” to mean something narrow and parochial such

as :“ourselves alone.” Those two English words are

entirely inadequate to express the meaning behind

the words Sinn Fein. Nietzsche has spoken of “the

ascending will of the people”; such a term would be

a more literal translation; and yet though all Social

ists and radicals could appreciate the soul and mean

ing of such terms, it is necessary to explain right

here that though the Sinn Fein movement from the

intellectual side was approved of by the Irish revo

lutionary section of the working class, its economic

basis as interpreted by the political section of that

movement, by writers such as Arthur Griffiths, Bul
mer, Hobson, and others, was strongly assailed. It
should be understood that Griffiths and his narrow

school of political propagandists imported the polit

ical and economic side of Sinn Fein from Hungary,

a bastardized translatidn of Liszt’s economic phi

losophy. The Irish revolutionary movement, which

IN

W
IN

Drawn by Arthur Young.

Mike (tired of the struggle): “Once is enough. Doc l“

comprised at least four-fifths of the men under arms
in the late rebellion, never at any time identified
itself with the Sinn Fein position. On the contrary,
we at all times exposed their ignorance of economics,
and their lack of knowledge of the interdependence
of nation with nation, but were at one with them in
their idea of building up a self-reliant nation.

The British Lie
The British government, that “friend of small

nationalities,” has been discovered; what has been
foreordained has now come to pass. The govern
ment that has been the curse of humanity for cen
turies, the high-priest of commercial and economic
exploitation, that was responsible for the birth of
militarism, has been exposed in all its nakedness
and brutality; it is well that this exposure has been
made by the Irish revolutionary movement.

I. L.

THE UNCHANGING

HE law of the Medes and Persians which
altereth not

Is become a saying of the lips;
Something to look up in a hand-book,
To set in a foot note for high school girls;
Who are not even curious about you,—

O Medes and Persians,
O Persians and Medes!

HELEN HOYT

Preacher: “ You must be born again!“
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FROM THE TOWER

xx HE stars in the sky
xx Are silver
They twinkle like ice.
The stars on the earth
Are golden
They beckon and smile.
Little black people

Flutter about them,
In and out and across. .

The city is a great grey dragon
Reaching out with its long claws
And clutching the water.
Winding its sprawling body
Over the land,

Lashing the purple hills with its tail.

There is a mist before my eyes
And in my heart are tears.
In a little while, beloved,

I will go down into those crooked streets
Smiling and looking about me
When know there is nothing
Any more In?
To search for

Nor any goal to reach. M
,
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THE MASSES.

Sheney
E was not the sort of man you would think would

like poetry. His name was T. Sidney Booth,

and be dealt avariciously in real estate, loans, rentals

and insurance. By inheritance and by marriage he had
acquired wealth; by his own acumen he had doubled
his acquisitions. His trade
standing were unquestioned.

sagacity and financial

Grace and ease of manner, a studiously unobtrusive
elegance in dress, and a very few articles of quaint,

individual jewelry, indicated his prosperity, social po—
sition, and the possession of some artistic taste. Fine
lines around a weak mouth, and a slight pastiness of
skin whispered of long-continued but carefully hidden
excesses.
secnet.

In fact, T. Sidney Booth was poetry’s devotee. He
worshipped at its shrine with a fervor all the more
fanatical because it was the one positive beauty
amidst the debasing restrictions of his life. It was a

delectable drug to quiet the racking revolts of his in

stinctively clean body against the sordid ugliness of

physical necessity.

But his passion for poetry was a deeper

His necessity was women. It is true, he specialized

in them, exercising a nice discrimination, and employ

ing caution and business judgment. In this way he

protected his health, and safeguarded the serenity of

his home and the sanctity of his bank account. It is

only in youth that sin can b
e spontaneous and un

trammeled. At forty-six, a consistent sinner must

needs have perfected a system and acquired a finesse.

It was his finesse that attracted Doris. She was
eighteen, a stenographer in a conveniently adjacent

office. She combined health and unsophistication with

a generous predilection for amorous adventure. Her

mental background was a melange of Jean Ingelow

and “The Duchess," a result of the warring influences

of a poetry-loving, whiskey-drinking father and a sen—

timental, hysterical mother. Her moral code was an

injudicious mixture of sexual ignorance, barbaric ten

dencies transmitted through a long line of highly im

moral ancestors, and a diligent, conscientious, personal

application of “The Chaperon’s”

City Star every Monday.

They met with mutual attraction.

advice in the Kansas

He flashed across

her enraptured senses all the allure the middle-aged

cultured, artistic philanderer has for the youthful fe—

male. She was healthy, gbod looking and full blooded

and therefore desirable to him.

In due time they came to the consideration of a place

His prominence made it unwise to choose any

of the respectany improper places; her ignorance made

it possible to select a wholly disreputable one. They

went to the Johnson House, down by the depot.

A well chosen dinner and several bottles of wine

awaited them. The discreet waiter departed. Booth

locked the door and helped the frightened girl remove

her wraps. He took off his own coat and hat and

threw them onto the rickety, white iron bed. As the

coat fell across the foot rail 2
1

small, worn book slipped

from the pocket to the dirty carpet. The girl, to cover

her embarrassment, stooped and picked it up. It was

a volume of Shelley’s poems.

He snatchedthe book from her jealously, as a pious

monk would rescue the precious shin bone of a saint

from the defiling touch of the unbeliever. But his

hand, even in that brief contact, noted, with the pre

cision of a diagnostician, ‘the cold trembling of hers.

He looked her over critically, still holding the book in

his hand.

She was too 'new at the game to be hurried. Young

girls sometimes do desperate things when they are

to go.

frightened. Her attention must be' diverted and she

must be given time to calm herself.
best sedative he knew. Hoping to allay her nervous
ness and thus to come more gently and efficacioust to

the business of the evening, he therefore sat down

casually on the edge of the bed.
“Do you know Shelley?" he asked her.
“No, sir,” she responded shyly.
“Would you like to hear some of his short poems?"

“Oh yes, sir, very much, Mr. Booth.”
He opened the book at random. As he glanced at

the page a smile came to his sensitive mouth. “Just
listen to this,” he said, and began to read slowly, in

the low-pitched, reverential tone of the true disciple:

Poetry was the

“I arise from dreams of thee . . . .”

He finished this and several others of the shorter
poems, now and then glancing quickly at the girl.

Toward the end he began to read somewhat breath
lessly, his voice growing thick and his words seeming

to come automatically. Then he closed the book softly

and with face flushed reached again for her hand. He

drew her into his arms and felt her still trembling.

Shelley had dropped from his nerveless grasp face
upwards on the bed. The leaves fluttered and he saw
“Love’s Philosophy."
ganda.

He recognized it as good propa—

Holding the girl still pressed closely against
him, he read in a stifled, pulsating voice:

“The fountain mingles with the river
And the river with the ocean;

The winds of heaven mix forever

With a sweet emotion;

Nothing in the world is single,

All things, by a law divine,

In one spirit meet and mingle—

VVhy not I with thine?”

He continued reading, the words meaningless to him,

until his racing heart choked him. With a low ex

clamation he turned convulsively to her. She was lean

ing against him calmly, her eyes bright, her very soul
bare to the revelation of a new and wonderful beauty.

There was not a trace of physical emotion in her face.

She had forgotten everything but Shelley.

“Go on, Mr. Booth,” she whispered.

isn’t it ?”

Her impersonal attitude was like a shower bath.

Somewhat confused and considerably cooled, he turned
to Shelley again as to a refuge.

“It’s pretty,

Soon he was passing

familiarly from one poem to the next, reading them as

a lover scans the delicious confidencesof her whom his
being adores. Slowly his wet hands became dry, his
breathing more controlled, his parched gray lips moist
ened and reddened, the strained clasp of his arm
loosened.

An hour passed. Booth turned a page abstractedly

and began a new theme. It was the “Ode to a Sky

lark”:

“Hail to thee, blithe spirit!

Bird thou never wert, I
That from Heaven, or near it

,

Pourest thy full heart

In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.

“Higher still and higher

From the earth thou springest

Like a cloud of fire;

The deep blue thou wingest .

And singing still dost soar, and soaring ever singest!”

He stopped suddenly and shut the book. The girl,

freed by his movement, stood clear of his embrace. He

23

looked around him as one newly awakened—at the

sickly gas lights sputtering in the fly-specked fixtures,

at the stained and faded carpet, at the cheap lace cur

tains, ragged with age, at the dirty bed, foul and pol

luted with unspeakable associations, at the cold, un

inviting dinner, at the deliberate cockroach which pur

sued its matter-of-fact way across the table. A pro

found nausea seized him.

“God! let's go home!” said T. Sidney Booth.

G. C. M.

SOLACE

OTHING I do can change the song

Of the bees in the sunwarmed vine—

Or the pace of the waters that slip along:

Neither my sorrow, nor joy of mine-—

My life is their dream:

In the old time, so sounded the bees.

So ran the stream—

This is the solace of these.

LYDIA GIBSON.

GERANIUMS

M Y geraniums, poor neglected frost-bitten things,

Have been brought low by the knife;

So draggled and grey they lie, that so brief a while

back

Bore with sturdy joy, crimson and wine-red blossoms.

ROSALIND WINSLOW.

THE INSCRUTABLE GODS

HEY make the fire to burn,

Yet keep the green wood wet;

And urging life to understand

They let it still forget.

For when we seek to learn,

They baffle and abet,

And make youth slow to understand

But slow, slow, to forget;

And when the long tides turn,

They urge and hinder yet;

For age, grown quick to understand,

Is quick, quick, to forget

O strange gods, kind and stern,

That build and then upset,

What would you? Lest we understand

Too much, must we forget?

Or, seeing all fuels burn

To ashes, must we let

The soul flame on to understand,

But what it burns forget? ~

M. E. BUHLER.

THE DREAM -BEARER

W HERE weary folk toil, black with smoke,

And hear but whistles scream,

I went, all fresh from dawn and dew,

To carry them a dream.

I went to bitter lanes and dark,

Who once had known the sky,

To carry them a dream—and found

They had more dreams than I.

MARY CAROLINE DAVIES.
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The Romance Of War
PATRIOTISM

is undoubtedly the supreme passion.
It has demandedcompletesacrifice of all the other

passions, from human brotherhood to human mother
hood. Now comes England’s “League for the Marry
ing of Broken Heroes," an organization to substitute
patriotism for sex attraction and induce the maidens
of Merrie England to mate with half and three-quarter
remnants of manhood as they return from the front.
The new situation demands a new poetic expression.
Charles W. Wood submits the following:

MODERN LOVE LETTER

P UT your wooden arms around me,
Hold me in a cork embrace.

Let me kiss that northeast section
Where you used to keep your face.

You are mine and mine forever,
Darling patriotic boob:

And my lips they long to press the
End of that new silver tube. '

Get yourself all tied together,
Fly to me by parcels post.

Whom the Lord hath put asunder
I would join—at least, almost.

Methodistic

THE Methodist Episcopal Convention, after a two
days’ argument, refused to declare for the Em

ployment of Union Labor. “Nevertheless,” says Rev.
Harry F. Ward, the leader of the Social Service move_
ment in that church, “consider what it means that for
the first time in history a world-wide church should.
decide what policy it would adopt as an employer of

labor !”

We have, and it seems to mean that after twenty

centuries of the indwelling of the spirit of Christ.
organized pressure from the outside has at last com
pelled these disciples to think about, although they,re—
fuse to act upon, His teaching.

Churchly Statistics
NOWING, as every alert observer does, that our

age is drawing away from the miasmas of Chris
tian theology, and the habits of Sabbath day emotion,

it has always puzzled us to read the annual statistics
of church membership. We can walk into almost any

church in the land and see the congregation dwindle
before our eyes. We know that people as a whole
are more and more learning to think and live their
morals out in the clear air. But every year in every

denomination those appalling statistics of “the growth
of the church” are issued upon us.

The Rev. Joseph W. Kemp, of New York, is an hon
est man who throws some light on this subject. I
quote the news of his action:

“Whether half the total membership of the New
York City churches is on paper rather than in fact
was the question raised by the drastic action of Cal
vary Baptist Church Monday night. Urging upon his
congregation that it was ‘a species of ecclesiastical
hypocrisy’ to claim the membership of hundreds of
persons with whom it has altogether lost touch, the
Rev. Dr. joseph W. Kemp, pastor of Calvary, caused
1,361names out of a total of 2,300to be dropped from
the rolls. '

“ ‘It simply means,’ said Dr. Kemp to-day, ‘that that
number of persons had lapsed, and we wanted to get
down to a working basis. Why, we have had on the
rolls the names of persons who have not been inside
the church for twenty years.’

“In the opinion of Dr. Kemp the majority of

churches throughout the entire country have a larger

membership on paper than in actuality. He believes

that there is unjustifiable misrepresentation in the dis

play of totals by that system and that it would be ex

ceedingly difficult to build up a really strong church

until it has been abandoned.”

Rev. Arthur F. Mabon, of the Collegiate Church of

St. Nicholas, contributes to the interview:

“You would be surprised,” he says, “to know how

difficult it is for a church to keep track of its mem

bers."

REBELLION
HE Storm-wind smote the oak’s proud wood;

The daisy bent its head, and stood.

Yet I would rather be the oak

That fell beneaththe tempest’sstroke.

HARRY KEM P.

COLLEGE

IRST I became
A copy of a book.

Then I became
A copy of a man

Who was also
A copy of a book.

Now
I would not know
What I am

Except that I have
On my wall
A framed' paper

Which explains it fully.

I\IARY CAROLYNDAVIES.

At the Throat of the Republic
(Continued from page 12)

clothing, rent and household furniture, have increased

over 40%. And the monopolists who have lowered the

American standard of living by raising the prices of

food, fuel, clothing and rent, and by keeping wages

down, are those very “patriots” who are back of the

National Security League, the Navy League and sim

ilar organizations—and at the same time launching

$50,000,000corporations to exploit foreign peoples on

a basis of cheap labor at home!

Patriots at Work
\Vhat are these gentlemen doing to increase the pa

triotism of their own workers?

Last year our “patriotic” directors of the Navy

League paid to the great army of foreign-born steel

workers, who constitute over 70% of the entire force,

wages of less than $500a year. At the same time the

value of Bethlehem Steel stock, for example, rose over

1,000%!

Youngstown, Ohio, is a typical United States Steel

Corporation town. Sanitary conditions there are shock—

ing. A Government report in 1910 showed that 40%
of the heads of families earned less than $400 a year,

65% of the families kept boarders, and an average of

3.34 persons occupied each sleeping room. Since then

wages in the Steel Corporation have increased, largely

because of the Youngstown strike and wide-spread

threats of unionism. The United States Health Service

reports that $800 a year is the very least a family of

average size can live on in decency. Yet under the

new “high wages" paid by the Steel Corporation, the

steel workers who gets only $2.43 for ten hours work

can only make $753.30a year, if he works every week

day in the year and never gets sick. And yet Judge

Gary is a director of the Americanization Committee to

Uplift the Foreign-born Workers!

In the plants of the United States Steel Corporation.

organized labor has been utterly crushed, and workmen

are worked 12 hours a day, or from 72 to 84 hours a

week (the maximum weekly labor of English steel

workers is 54 hours). And in the coal and copper

mines and coke districts and other great industrial

fields owned by the financial Preparedness group, labor

is denied the slightest voice in fixing the conditions

under which it must live.

tile towns dominated by our “patriots,” conditions are

so horrible that it is more dangerous for a child to be

In the coal, steel, and tex

born and live a year, than for a man to serve a year

in the European trenches!

More than 100,000young children die each year in

the United States through poverty, overwork, underpay

and the awful labor conditions their parents must sub

mit to. Besides, over 250,000men, women and children

are killed each year in the United States, and 4,700,000

are injured, becauseof the atrocities daily practised in

the mills and factories owned by those who are now

the loudest advocates of a great Army and Navy.

Major-General William C. Gorgas, the great sani—

tarian who cleaned up the Panama Canal, says:

“The preventable mortality in this country is
greater than that caused by the European war.
Science knows that the chief cause of disease is
poverty.”

Louis D. Brandeis pointed out to the Stanley Com

mittee in 1912that the very men who are now so deep

1y concerned about the wage—earners’lack of desire to

defend American democracy have been for years en

gaged in stamping out American democracy.

' A Bitter Mockery

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt constantly reminds us

that there are “higher things in life than the soft and

Mr. Elihu Root,

in a speechbefore the Bar Association, recently said:

easy enjoyment of material comfort.”

“The principles of American liberty stand in need
of a renewed devotion on the part of the American
people. We have forgotten that in our vast mate
rial prosperity. We have grown so rich, we have
lived in ease and comfort and peace so long, that
we have forgotten to what we owe these agreeable
instances of life.”

To state that the average man, whose income is less

than $700a year, or the average working-woman, who

makes less than $6 a week, has “grown rich, and lived
in soft and easy enjoyment of material comfort and
peace,” that he has forgotten to what he owes “these
agreeable instances of life,” is either sickening hypoc
risy or an astounding ignorance of actual conditions,

which is unbelievable in these two Preparedness advo—

cates.

Preparedness {01‘ Labor

The workingman has not forgotten. He knows to
whom he owes “these agreeable instances of life.”
He will do well to realize that his enemy is not
Germany, nor Japan; his enemy is that 2% of the
people of the United States who own 60% of the
national wealth, that band of unscrupulous “patriots”
who have already robbed him of all he has, and are
now planning to make a soldier out of him to defend
their loot. We advocate that the workingman pre
pare himself against that enemy. This is our Pre
paredness.
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JO DAVIDSQN
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A PEACE SONG OF THE BRITISH
SOLDIERS

D AMN the Kaiser, damn the Huns,

Damn the man who invented guns,
Damn the army, damn the War—

0 what a bloody lot of fools we are!

' From a letterfromthe trenchesin Flanders.

The Pittsburg Strike
(Conlimu'd from page I7)

It’s all the same where I come from.
here. We workers stand together." Pole and Lithuani—
an, Turk and Englishman and Irishman all had shouted
tremendously when Laakso had come modestly to
tell why he had been the most tireless picket of all.
They shouted again at his brotherhood talk.

That brotherhood talk and that brotherhood spirit
had to be suppressed. They were dangerous. The
brotherhood spirit actually had spread to the police
force of North Braddock. Every man of the ten
men on the force had refused to serve on guard duty

for the Steel Trust’s Edgar Thomson plant. They

would not line up with the Coal and Iron Guards of
Gary. They would not place themselves under or

ders to shoot their neighbors—workers who talked
and practised brotherhood for the rights to eat and

to have leisure and to bring up their families decent
ly. Of course the policemen were discharged by the
borough commissioners—“for the honor of the bor

ough of North Braddock”--it being deeply dishonor
able in Steel Trust ethics for policemen to be broth
ers with workers.

The ferocity with which the plant was “protected”

in the “riot”-in which not a single guard or de

tective or company man was hurt—was no doubt in

burg. I come

tensified by the terrifying incident of brotherhood
infecting the police! The ferocity with which Fred
Merrick and John Hall and Anna Bell and eight or
nine others of the strike’s leaders had been jailed—
without bail and without due process of justice—had
sprung, too, from the same reasoned terror of broth
erhood—brotherhood becomea contagion in the very

blood of the state.

Fred Merrick had quoted the Constitutional Bill
of Rights for the right of citizens to bear arms. At
a meeting of workers he had displayed a shotgun

as Exhibit A to his constitutional remarks. He had

assumed that the right of self-defense was the same
in a man who worked 12 hours a day as in a man

who rested 24 hours a day. For that he was log

ically a marked man for the coroner, who, in the

ghoulishly candid code of the Pittsburg industrial
district, is given jurisdiction for such emergencies.

John Hall had asked for more wages and fewer

hours of work. The “American' Industrial Union,”

a small and loosely federated body among the many

thousand Westinghouse workers, was his creation.

He was sent to jail, too—the reason being that he

was not where he could be shot when the shooting

was doing. It is only fair to the coroner to say that

he would not have put Hall in jail if he had been

shot by the guards.

To jail along with Merrick and Hall the coroner

sent Anna Bell—also on a charge of accessory to

the murder of her friends and comrades in the strike,

friends and comrades whom the guards had killed.

The Joan of Arc of the strike, Anna Bell had been

called. When the men started out from the West

inghouse Electric plant the first day of the strike,

April 21, Anna had waved her coat above her head

and had run through the workshop aisles shouting,

“Come on, girls, don’t scab.” And they came and

“READY TO GO
TO JAIL FOR

BIRTH-CONTROL“

Ben Reitman at the

Carnegie Hall Meeting

Sketched by

Boardman ROIDIIISOI‘I

didn’t scab. Anna’s philosophy of work and life was
simple and dangerous. “The girls start in section E
at 98 cents, and when they get into section T they

start at $1; but, believe me, Mister, them few cents
counts”—a simple and dangerous philosophy, denot
ing a sense of the value of money much to be dis

couraged in a worker.

Poor little Joan of Arc, who was only sent to jail
without bond and without trial because the strike
had aroused a sort of unreasoning historic prejudice.

On the side lines of the strike in May was Bridget

Kenny, the Joan of the 1914 walkout. In that other

strike “Biddy” Kenny had stood in front of the state
constabulary waving an American flag. “Ye think

so much 0’ the stars and stripes, git down and salute
thim now,” she cried. They did, all of them.

“No, sire, it is a revolution,” said the Minister of

Louis Sixteenth to whom the Bourbon had spoken of
“the revolt.”

There are fluctuations, ups and downs, surgences

and resurgences in every changing order, in every

dramatic period of every changing order, in every
intense phase of every such period. The Pittsburg

strike, revolt or revolution came nourished with a

deep, abounding sustenance. It sprang out of the

unorganized working class—out of its misery and
out of its aspiration. It illustrated all the patience
of the workers, their heroism, their desire, their
splendid springs of revolt.

It sprang toward organization.

self-mastery.

The guns were all in the hands of the organized
employers. The state militia and the processes of
the courts were all in their hands. If against those
odds the tide of revolt ebbs back, let no one be
fooled. The waves of revolt are piled up and are
piling up for a higher flood tide.

The workers in the Pittsburg industrial district
have memories. Memories of suffering, of degrada
tion, of humiliating slavery at the hands of employ
ing masters, too incompetent even to “give” them a
meager living. _Memories that start in hot anger
when. the master employers advertise now of wages
lost because of the strike—memories of wages and
earnings never received when it was to the interest
of the employers to strike and close their plants.
The workers have been striking for the eight-hour
day and have been told that it is “impossible.” They
remember when the Westinghouse plants of Pitts
burg forced them to an eight hour day for three days
a week each alternate week. Their wages then, in
1908,had average, for skilled men and unskilled men,
$14.40 a month.

From January 1, 1915, to September 15, 1915, the
average wage received by unskilled workers in typ
ical Pittsburg plants (one of them a Carnegie Steel
Trust mill) was $4.66 a week.

When 40,000 men and women of one industrial
concern (only 1,000of them allied with trade unions)
quit their work together on a hasty summons; when
quite as many more in allied industries in the same
district cease their work in quick harmony of re
volt; when only slaughter and the threat of further
slaughter keeps profit-making on its legs; when
slaughter succeeds and dominates still only because
the few employers and their guards are disciplined
and organized and the many workers are undisci—
plined and unorganized—then the violent panic of
employers protected temporarily by the Steel Trust
guards can be appreciated. When these things are,
and when Labor has its opportunity and realizes it

(even though as yet only haltingly) then one can
appreciate, too, the frightened rage which wishes
the assassination of changers of an industrial hell.

It sprang toward
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THE Memes RE015w
WANTED—A HERO .3

REMARKABLE document concocted in behalf

of Colonel Roosevelt’s presidential ambitions,

has been appearing in the advertising pages of the

periodical press. It is “An Open Letter to Patriotic

Americans,” and it offers to explain “Why Roose

velt Would Be Our Best Guarantee of Peace.” After

a description of his character as being that of a

man who would “compel” peace, it proceeds to re

late the history of seven different occasions in Colo

nel Roosevelt’s seven and a half years of presiden

tial rule when he did “compel” peace.

The record is very illuminating. In a dispute

with England over a strip of Alaskan territory,

Roosevelt refused to arbitrate, “sent troops to occu

py the disputed region,” and “cleverly gave the

British a chance to turn down their own claim”

rather than go to war. It was all done on the q. t.,

thus avoiding “all peril of angry public discussion.”

Here is the first of the methods by which Colonel

Roosevelt guarantees us peace—if we elect him

president: the well-known method of secret diplo

macy by which Europe intrigued itself into the

present war.

Then Germany and the Venezuela dispute. Ger

many refused to arbitrate—just as Roosevelt had

done in the Alaskan case. Roosevelt gave the

Kaiser ten days to consent; then, changing his mind,

remarked “pleasantly” to the German ambassador:

“If the assurance doesn’t come in 48 hours, Dewey

will sail.” The assurance came, all right, all right.

And here we see Colonel Roosevelt in his well-known

imitation of the German Kaiser, “donning his shin

ing armor,” “rattling the saber.” It worked for

Roosevelt as it used to work for the Kaiser. This

is the second of the methods by which Roosevelt

guarantees us peace—if we, in a heroic mood, elect

him president. Here, too, the Colonel “kept saga

eiously silentabout the inner facts.”

The Japanese affair, in which Roosevelt brought

suit against California to compel a part observance

of our treaty with Japan, while the rest of the treaty

was rendered inoperative by private agreements

with JapaneSe officials that were “unpublished, and

thus free from misconstruction‘by the public,” the

whole being topped off by sending our entire navy

to poke its friendly guns under Japan’s nose, fur
nishes another triumph of Rooseveltian diplomacy.

Besides this there were dealings with Santo Domin
go, Cuba and Colombia—where, surprising as it may
seem, the shining armor and the rattling saber of

the Colonel produced its due effect.
These stale old tricks of diplomacy are to pro

duce nothing less than a “just and early settlement

of the present European war”--if Mr. Roosevelt is
elected. He will throw a scare into them! On the
“following day” after his election, “every Govern
ment in the world would begin to shape its course by
its abundant knowledge of Roosevelt’s past record.”
While if “a new man” were elected, they would say,
“We will wait and try him out for a year or two!”

Here, in these childish sentences, we have the real
basis of the Roosevelt cult. He is our Hero, our
Thor of the Hammer, our St. George the Dragon
Slayer, our Perseus, our Theseus, our Hercules. His

powers are more than mortal, his luck goes with
him. He is the Deliverer, the Shining Knight at
whose entrance the Dragon turns to flee. It is a
fairy-tale world, and the Colonel is the Champion
whose timely arrival saves the Lady Civilization
from cruel death. Remembbring the sacred stories
of Jack the Giant Killer, learned at your mothers
knee, can you vote against him? If you do, the
light of nurserydom goes out and a Hero is doomed
to fret in mere ignoble private citizenship! Every
body speak up:

“Do you believe in fairies?”

BIR TH -CON TR OL
HE Birth-control meeting at Carnegie Hall was a

significant date in American legislative history.

On that date the law which forbids the giving of in~

formation on the subject of birth—controlwas publicly

abrogated.

It is true that this Act has not yet been ratified by
our legislatures, nor officially taken cognizanceof by

the courts. It will not be without further struggle.

The history of the process by which this law has

been all but formally 'torn from our statute books is

worth repeating again. To begin with, it was evaded

from the start by practically everybody who could

possibly evade it; that is to say, everybody who pos

sessedthat knowledge—including all the well-to-do and

well-informed classes of the population—passed it on

It thus ex

isted as a law applying only to the poor and in this

respect the ignorant. It was supported by the gen

eral consent of those who themselves evaded it.

The preliminary work of destruction was a long
campaign of public education which was carried on
almost single-handed by Dr. William J. Robinson in
his journal, The Critic and Guide. The next impor

tant step was taken by Margaret Sanger, who gave
publicity to the situation by announcing her intention
of ignoring the law, and. getting herself arrested for
it. So powerful were the forces of public opinion

that rallied to her support that her case, when it finally

came up, was dismissed—but not before her husband
had been sent to prison for a similar “offense.” Mean—

while Emma Goldman had been treating the law as
non-existent; and apparently upon the theory that who

ever goes free, Emma Goldman should be punished.

she was sent to prison.

as a matter of course; but only secretly.

It is worthy of note, how—
ever, that the courts had so far taken account of the

general disrepute of the law as to impose rather light

sentences. The imprisonment of Emma Goldman was

Rose Pastor Stokes

repeated her “offense” at a semi-public occasion, and

the signal of renewed activities.

again, in the full light of nation-wide newspaper pub

licity, gave the forbidden information to thousands of

people at Carnegie Hall. She had announced her in

tention to do so beforehand. Not a policeman was

on hand. She was not arrested.

Since that date Ben Reitman, who also gave out the
forbidden information on this occasion, has been ar
rested, and is now serving a two-months’ sentence in

It has come to this, that the law is being en

forced only in cases where the police and the courts

feel that they can get away with it. That is next thing

prison.

to a dead~letterlaw, but it is for all that a mischiev—
ous state of affairs. It means that this law, otherwise
fallen into contempt and neglect, can be used against
people whose political or economic activities are dis
approved by the police.

The fight must go on. It is going on. As this an
ticle is written, the newspapers tell of a meeting in
Union Square at which Jessie Ashley and Ida Rauh
distributed birth-control leaflets containing the
information freely to the public. So far no one has
been arrested, and the newspapersreport that it is said
that the district attorney has agreed not to make any
more arrests provided the law is broken “decently.”

, _Meanwhile Ben Reitman is in prison, and the law
still stands on the statute books.

THE ANTI—IRA CITE
ARGEEMEN T

HE anthracite miners, 170,000 of them, have
accepted a new agreement fixing wages and

conditions for the next four years. The great ma
jority of them—110,000—win a reduction in hours
from nine to eight, and a three per cent. increase in
wages. Figuring wages on the hour basis, the
shorter day and the three per cent. reduction in
hours, means an increase in wages of fifteen and a
half per cent. Contract miners get a seven per
cent. increase.

The strike threat was used in getting it. An
ultimatum embodying all the miners hoped to get
was delivered, and for three days a strike was ex
pected.

The question is whether or not the miners would
have done better by striking. There is no doubt that
a strike would have punished the industry terribly.
It would have brought economic disaster to a dis
trict of nearly two million population. The market
for steam-sizes of anthracite would have been cap
tured in its entirety by the soft-coal operators, tem
porarily, and much of this market might never have
been regained. Such disasters are incidental to the
use of the strike-weapon in such cases, and they are
to be accepted if there is a real gain to be had by
striking. Was there such a gain forfeited here?

The anthracite industry is a monopoly controlled
by a very few financial interests. The dominating
one is J. P. Morgan & C0. and their Philadelphia
associate, E. T. Stotesbury. These men and their
agents are the successors of the late George F. Baer,
who believed that God in his infinite wisdom had
given them the ownership and control of the coal
supply. They are fanatically faithful to the Baer
tradition. They can afford to be sentimental in this
loyalty. Economic determinism functions very
-weakly in a personal choice between losing a penny
or gratifying a pet emotion—and the financial loss
of a strike in the anthracite would not greatly ex
ceed, for these men, the loss of a penny for you or
me.

The only hope of winning the strike would have
been the pilloring of Morgan and Stotesbury before
public opinion. Could that be done in this year of
patriotic hysteria and preparation for war?

The anthracite miners are not “Americanized.”
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28 THE MASSES REVIEW

They do not worship law and order. They no not

live under the delusion that this is the grandest,

freest, most glorious land under the sun. The minute

a strike were declared in the “anthracite,” hell would

break loose. A few young ladies in the Greenwich

village table-d’hotes would clap their hands and tell

each'other it was splendid. But by the time the

constabulary and the state militia had killed or

jailed the miners’ leaders, these young ladies would

have turned their attention back to psycho-analysis,

and everyone else (including the Scranton and

Wilkes-Barre newspaper editors, who are now

friendly) would be condemning the anarchistic con

duct of “these deluded foreigners.” The final set

tlement would grant about two-thirds of what the

men have won by negotiation, and the men would

go back to work with their union disorganized, dis
'
credited, bankrupt.

Can’t you see the coal company brigade parading

in the cities of “the anthracite,” carrying the Amer

ican flag and banners inscribed “America First?”
It would be too easy.

“What, then,” you say, “is the situation so hope

less?”

There is nothing hopeless about it. The United

Mine Workers are the most hopeful thing in Amer

ica. More than 100,000of them work in the anthra

cite coal mines. They carry their heads high. They

have forced the respect and support of every daily

paper in the district. They are free men in spirit.

They are learning how to becomefree in fact. Their

leaders preach fundamental economic reform. They

preach public ownership of the mines. The union

is a great debating society, and hot, blind resentment

and anger are being welded, by the union, into in

telligent revolt. The union grows steadily in

strength and resources. The day is coming. It is

not yet here. It will not be here in two years or

four years or ten. Today the greatest and best

thing the miners can do is to develop their organiza

tion as a model for the labor movement of America.

It is the biggest and the most progressive union. It
is the only great international union, with one ex

ception, that is formally on record against the pre

paredness hysteria. It is an inspiration to every

radical in the land. And its work has only begun.

GEORGEP. WEST.

IMPERIA L DEMOCRA CY
“ HE role of the United States after the war!”

Listen! A man who writes for the manufac—

turer’s organ, American Industries, tells us what that

is to be. He says that the real test of American de

mocracy will come during the next five years. He

warns manufacturers against their traditional depend

ence on inventive genius. He thinks that is an anti—
quated method of meeting the problems of industry

to—day. He calls dependenceon our inventive genius

“a last extreme.”
He says it is the combination of financiers and

manufacturers for the conquering of the world market

that is to be the salvation of American democracy.

When

we planted what we called democracy in this country,
nearly one hundred and fifty years ago, it was a sub—
stitution of a regime of imperial capital for the rule
of an imperial government. But don’t let us forget
that imperial capital has not yet worn the imperial
crown; its imperialism has not extended outside of the
borders of our own country and inside those borders
we have kept up the pretensethat it was not imperial.

He is right, that is “American” democracy.

The writer of the article says that now or after the

war is the'opportunity for American democracy. “N0

vacillating policies should be tolerated in our insular

possessionsand especially in the Philippines. We need

them [italics mine] as feeders, and one day they may

determine our rank among the nations of the earth.”

And then he adds a little further on “the American

International Corporation is organized for the very

purposes outlined above. It is founded appar

ently on solid lines with some of America’s best busi

ness men behind it.”

It was America’s best business men who got their

workers in line in New York’s preparednessparade on

the I3th of May. There were thousands of them under

their masters’ banners, marching in their masters’ divi—

sion, at their masters’ orders. The masters were prov—

ing that the president knew what he was counting on

when a few months ago in his messageto Congress he

said he did not doubt the patriotic devotion of em—

ployers for whose benefit the workingmen would enlist.

Going back to the article of C. L. Penny’s which I have

beenquoting, he says, “The whole country is crying out

for preparedness” and against being “subjected by

He makes no bones about it; he

does not pretend that we are in danger from political
fianancial conquest.”

conquest; the danger to our American democracy is

He is right. It takes the American manu

facturer to blurt out the truth. It is Wall street which
financial.

talks about political invasion.

The financial conquestof the world market by Amer

ica is to be made,not by the people of the country, but

by the American International Corporation. That is,

the Steel Trust men, the Standard Oil people, the rail—

road directors, etc. Remember that, if you were one

of the marchers in the preparedness parade of May

13th.

It looks as though the Marxian interpretation of his—

tory was coming true. The working class does not get

on to it as fast as the manufacturers, who indeed know

it without being told. That is the way the working—
men know it

,

when they do know it. Those who know

it know that they have something to prepare against

less mythical and nearer home than the German Kaiser,

or the Mikado somewhere across the Pacific Ocean.

H. M.

Argyin’ with Elder Walling
Eugene Wooal

OR severalyears William English Walling has been

conducting what is to me a sort of Pastor’s Bible—

class in Socialism. Just now, though, I am in the fix of

the sixteen-year-old who begins to wonder it Free

Will is as dead—open—and-shuta proposition as the

pastor makes out; if there isn’t about as much to say

for Foreordination as agin it.

We used to agree together so beautifully, E. W. and

W. E. W.! and isn’t it a pity we do not now? It’s the

war has done it
,

the war that has raised the price of

everything except our labor; it is especially the dog

gone Germans who, if the truth was known, are the

fellows that made the winter last so long.

At. the start of the war, I was dead against them.

They began it. They were the cause of all the trouble.

And when they took to biting the noses off of priests,

and chopping off little Belgian children’s hands and boil—
ing them up with sour-crout, when they shot hard steel

shells at handsomebuildings instead of feather pillows

as they should have, then my blood boiled with rage.

(As a matter of fact, I dislike extremely all nation

alities except the natives of the Middle West and I’m
getting kind of sick of them. But I am naturally down
on the Dutch more than any of them.)

In war-time I understand that both sides lie as hard
as ever they can, but the censors passedonly the lies of
the Entente Powers. Both sides get out the most boo—
hoo sentimentality that will stay on the paper, but the
censors only let through such stuff as that touching

French letter written to the poor orphan soldier that
had no Pa and no Ma and no sister and no brother and
no Uncle George and no Aunt Emmeline and no grand—
pa and no grandma and no cousin—nobody to write a

letter to him, all, all alone in the world—that beautiful,
sweet, bread-pudding of a letter. “Ne pleurez pas!
Don’t cry, poor soldier!”

It got kind of sickening. It did. I began to think

there was a rat in the plastering that was not a live rat.
Of course, Germany had no more show than a clean

shirt in a fight. But, by golly! as time passed, she

didn’t seem so rumpled up, after all. So, much as I

personally disliked the Germans on account of their
awful sinning, I began to give their efficiencya grudg

ing admiration. Not that it makesadevil of a lot of dif

ference which side I take or anybody else. Taking sides.

is emotional, dc fide; it is an obscure, esoteric affair
that Freud wants to look into someday. As far as rea—
sons are concerned, they come afterward. First you
chooseyour side; then you give reasons to excuse your
choice. You may think you do that to changethe other
fellow’s mind. But that’s absurd by now. By this.
time everybody from President Wilson down has placed
his bet and is deaf to argument.

Which side Elder Walling is on makes no difference
to me. I will not “argy” with him about that. But
what does trouble me is a sentenceof his in the June
issue of THE MAsSEs: “Democracy is a means to,

achieve social happiness and well-being,”_a theorem
which he proves by the next clause, “if those blessings.‘
can be achieved without it

,

nobody would ever mention;

the word again.”

How about that, anyhow?
If a schemedoesn’t achieve social happinessand well—v

being then it just blows out like a candle in the wind,.
and you don’t hear anything more of it

,

eh?
What’s this jigger they fasten slantwise on door-jams.

and kiss as they go in and out? Mezuza. Kissing the
mezuza is a means to achieve social happiness and’
well—being; if these blessings could be achieved with

Is that right?‘
Sprinkling holy water is a means of achieving social‘

happiness and well-being; if these blessings could be
achievedwithout holy water there wouldn’t be any more
brought home from church. Is that right?

Carrying the corpse out feet foremost is a means of
achieving social happiness and well—beingbecause by
doing that the corpse sees the way to go but not the
way to come back and spook around, scaring everybody
stiff; if theseblessings could be achievedany other way,
the undertaker need not bother which end of the cofiinl
went out first. Is that right?

Biting a dog’s tail off instead of chopping it off,
looking at the new moon over the right shoulder, burn
ing the first clippings of the baby’s hair, knocking oni
wood when you speak of your sound health—all these
are means of achieving social happinessand well-being ;.

their persistence is not a proof that they really do)
achieve theseblessings, is it? Is it

,

Elder?

out them you’d never see any mezuzim.
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These superstitious practises originated at exactly the

same cultural period as democracy.

that has the purest democracy. It wasn’t invented in

1776;they didn’t claim it was; they claimed for it that

it was a return to the blessed state we were in before

we were corrupted by civilization.

What I want Elder Walling to tell me is this: Is

there any recorded experience to give reason to sup

pose that democracy has ever been a means to achieve

social happiness and well-being?

To be sure the pleasure of casting a vote may be con—

sidered justification for desiring democracy, just as the

wish of the layman to partake of the eucharist under

both species is justification enough for him to be

priested, but is there in history one solitary instance of

where any betterment of physical or mental condition

It is the savage

originated from the 51 per cent. of the population?

Is the public school system democratic? Why, then,

is education compulsory?

Is the Board of Health a democratic institution?

What would 51 per cent. of the population say to an

anti-spitting ordinance when first proposed?

THE .lfASSES REVIEW

Elder Walling knows about how it is on the other
side; I have never been nearer to London than New
London, never nearer to Berlin than New Berlin.
Which does the better thinking, the working-class popu—

lation of democratic America or the working-class of
imperial Germany? Does the son of the poorest paid

laborer in the United States find it much easier to be
come, say, a mechanical engineer than the son of the
poorest paid laborer in Germany? There ought to be
an overwhelming preponderancein favor of the Ameri
can boy. Is there?

To take as nearly as possible parallel instances: How

much harder is it for a poor Jew boy with ability in
tyrannical Germany, than for a poor “nigger” boy with
ability in free America?

Is democracy really a means of achieving betterment
or is it something that is popular because it is primi—
tive, something off the same bolt of goods as shooting

the man who runs away with a person’s wife?
It’s a good deal like starting up an “argyment” on

Free Will and Foreordination, but I’d like to hear what
Elder Walling has to say.

THE POE TS
’ RE VOLUT]ON

Louise Bryant

HE Irish Revolution is the most hopeful thing

that has happened since the world went war

mad. Ever since August, 1914,we have been asking

one another why the Socialists didn’t do more. We

wondered why they preferred to die somewhere in

France fighting for something they hated instead of

dying at home gloriously for something they loved.

A practical world answered us that “human nature”

is not constituted that way. We were assured that at

the first call of the bugle we would all rush to arms

to fight for “our country right or wrong.” With hor

ror we have beheld so many champions of the Brother

hood of Man go down before the scorching flame of

race-hatred—though we all know that the present

struggle is merely a commercial war without the

shadow of an ideal to inspire anyone.

ary spirit seemeddead.

The revolution

Every time we read in the British controlled press

how the Irish, the Hindoos, the Canadians and the

Australians were rallying to the aid of England we

felt sick. We saw a carefully fostered Pro-Ally feel—

ing growing up in this county, fed on such sentimental

lies as England’s motherly feeling for small nations

like Belgium and Serbia, her overwhelming love for

America, her fake tears over the death of Miss Cavell

and her sorrow over Rupert Brooke. The public

seemedso hopelessly deluded by all this that they for

got India, they forgot South Africa and they even

forgot Ireland.

Then suddenly came the splendid revolt of the Irish

——arevolt led by poets and scholars—a revolt which

actually lasted but a few hours and which was doomed

to defeat from the start, yet which won the greatest

victory of the whole bloody war.

I do not over emphasize the significance of this sub

lime protest of the “dreamers” when I say that it has

given to a depressedand bewildered world a new faith

in mankind. That handful of revolutionists fighting

with the fervor of saints “with a copy of Sophocles in

one hand and a rifle in the other,” as one correspond

ent described them, have done more for the progress

of the world than all the millions who have hope

lessly shed their blood on the battlefields of Europe.

One proof of this is the wave of warm-hearted in

dignation that has swept the usually cold and preju

diced editorial pages of American newspapers this past

week. They have begun uttering strange truths and

admitting that they have been pretty badly fooled by

a little soft talk. They have discovered with great

surprise that England would have shot every one of

the signers of our own Declaration of Independence

if she could have laid hands on them at the time. Hor

rified editors of unimpeachable conventionality have

announced that Sir Roger Casement did no more in

going to Germany for assistancethan Benjamin Frank—

lin did in going to France during our Revolution.

They have unanimously denounced England’s brutality,

and have requested her with dignity not to mention

Belgium again. This turning inward of the eyes of

the American people cannot help but be of some ben

efit and may possibly help to counteract the hysterical

Preparedness propaganda so fostered by England in

her desire to drag us into war against “the Hun.”

The Irish Revolution was the natural outcome of

the Irish Labor Movement led by Jim Larkin, and of

the so-called “Celtic Revival.” Unlike the old Land

League and other movements, both of these were ab

solutely non-political, and on account of their very

abstractnessseemedto unite the Irish in an extraordi—

nary way. Larkinism was a purely economic revolu

tion closely akin to syndicalism. The Celtic revival

was .a conscious artistic and philosophic movement.

Larkinism raised the workers from hopeless wage

slavery to The

Gaelic League in reviving art in Ireland revived also
the realization of their manhood.

the ancient legends of Irish freedom and a longing for

liberty. The results were so far reaching that Eng

land was having a~hard time stirring up quarrels be

tween the Catholics and the Protestants. Religious

differences between Irishmen were always highly arti

ficial anyway. James Stephens expressed well their

feeling when he said of some peasants that, “as to re

ligion they were Catholics, but deeper than that they

were Irish folk.” And that is true. It runs deeper

than their religion, this feeling of brotherhood. It

29

has never been difficult to unite Irish Catholics under

Protestant leaders like Emmett.

As for Home Rule, the Irish people have never been

offered the right to govern themselves. Even the last

bill only half-heartedly provided for an Irish parlia

ment that was merely a sub-committee of Westmin
ster. To quote an Irish witticism, “compared to. noth—
ing this Home Rule Bill was something, but compared

to something it was nothing.”

And this little scrap that was tossed to them was
balked by the threat of open rebellion on the part of

Ulster at which the British army openly connived and

which the British goverrg'nentmade no attempt to sup
press. The leader, Sir Edward Carson, is now a

British Cabinet Minister. This destroyed the;last hope

of the Irish in England’s good faith.
'

To aged Irish peasants the terrible old days of fani-I
ine and oppression seemedto come again.

forbiddergto speak Gaelic.

over half the crops.

They were

War taxes amounted to

The people were face to face

with actual starvation, and on top of all that the young

men knew that sooner or later conscription was in

evitable.
I

The immediate cause of the revolt was the discovery

of an order which had been sent to the military author

ities in Dublin, authorizing the arrest and imprison

ment of all the principal Sinn Feiners. This order

was stolen from Dublin Castle by one of the rebels,

and that was why they struck when they did, knowing

well that it meant the end for them.

Up to the time of writing this, fourteen of the lead

ers of the Sinn Fein, signers of the declaration of the

Irish Republic, have been put to death, and over fif—

teen hundred other Irishmen have been arrested and

without a trial of any sort kidnapped to England and

jailed. Many of them had no connection with any

uprising, they are being punished simply because they

are Irish and the world knows it.

A typical example of English “frightfulness” was

the execution of F. Sheehy Skefiington, who had noth

ing at all to do with the Revolution. Skeffington’s

“crime” was that every Sunday morning he made

speeches against Conscription in St. Stephen’s Green,.

and his words had tremendous effect. Liberal-minded

Irishmen have had no sympathy for any of the bel

ligerent nations since the war began; their wishes

have been all for Ireland. Even the bitterest of the

Revolutionists adopted the motto: “We serve neither

King nor Kaiser." Skefiington did not go so far. He

merely objected to the British scheme for driving the

Irish to fight her battles for her, as they have always

done; and so England killed him.

Looking at it from this distance it seems unbeliev

able that England could have been so stupid. She has

created a deep feeling of resentment,not only in Ire

land but in the heart of every lover of justice in the

world.

In old times in Ireland a proverb ran, “it is death

to kill a poet and death to mock one,” because it was

believed that poets were fostered by the Shee. And

Ancient Irish law placed the blood-money for a poet

so high that it could only be paid by the death of the

murderer. It is a wise nation that so cherishes its

poets, and it is a foolish and shortsighted one that

stands them up against a wall and shoots them be

cause they believe in freedom.

We shall continue to give in these pages

each month a review of the revolution in

thought and action all over the world.
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THE MASSES REVIEIV

BOOKS
Enter Sandburg

E NTER Sandburg—formally. That is, in a book.*

Sandburg has already made an impressive en

trance—several of them, in fact—and some of his

best and boldest pieces originally appeared in this

magazine. Readers of THE MASSES will call to mind

that biting portrait of Billy Sunday entitled “To a

Contemporary Bunkshooter,” the ironic “Buttons,”

and the poignant “Murmurings in a Field Hospital,”

one of the finest things in the present volume. In

fact these very three poems with their range of dif

ferences and mood reveal all of Sandburg’s power

and personality. “At times the most brutal, and at

times the most tender of our living poets,” I said of

him elsewhere, “he proves Synge’s contention that

‘it is the timber of poetry that wears most surely,

and there is no timber that has not strong roots

among the clay and worms.’ ” His hate, a strength

ening and challenging force, might overbalance the

power of his work, were it not exceededby the fiercer

virility of his love.
See, for instance, this brief poem:

THEY WILL SAY

Of my city the worst that men will ever say is this:
You took little children away from the sun and the

. dew,
And the glimmer-s that played in the grass under the

great sky,
And the reckless rain; you put them between walls
To work, broken and smothered, for bread and wages,
To eat dust in their throats and die empty-hearted
For a little handful of pay on a few Saturday nights.

or this more chiselled and brilliant bit:

SUBWAY

Down between the walls of shadow
Where the iron laws insist,

The hunger voices mock.

The worn wayfaring men
With the hunched and humble shoulders,

Throw their laughter into toil.

In this last example, Sandburg’s finest quality is

seen at its best. It is the etcher’s quality, with its
firm, clean-cut and always suggestive line. He is a
socialist and (or, if the opposition prefers, but) an

artist. Such things as “Halsted Street Car,” “Mill
Doors,” “Masses,” “Onion Days,” “Dynamiter,” (to
name only a few of the more obvious ones) could
only have been written by one who had the mingled
passions of both. And, as a blend of persons, he
achieves a directness and drive that is unequalled by
any contemporary poet, except, in a totally different
manner, by Robert Frost and occasionally by Arturo
Giovanitti.

I began to speak of Sandburg, the etcher, when I
was led away by Sandburg, the socialist. To return
to the former, I call your attention to the way he at
tains background and actors, story and swiftness and
surety with the fewest possible words (“economy of
line” is what, I believe,‘ my confrc‘re, Art Young,
would call it) ; how in a poem like “The Harbor” he
not only establishes a view of Whistlerian back yards
opening on to the river, but a vision of huddled souls

"‘Chicago Poems.”by Carl Sandberg.$1.25net. H -
Holt and Co.

em)For sale by THE MASSES BOOK SHOP.

opening out on a sea of freedom. Or, as a less
sweeping and more intimate etching, take this “Fish
Crier”:
I know a Jew fish crier down on Maxwell Street with

a voice like a north wind blowing over corn
stubble in January.

He dangles herring before prospective customers
evincing a joy identical with that of Pavlowa
dancing.

His face is that of a man terribly glad to be selling
fish, terribly glad that God made fish, and cus
tomers to whom he may call his wares from a
pushcart.

I do not mean to let my enthusiasm for this book

give the impression that everything in the volume is

up to its high levels. Being human, Carl Sandburg

slumps here and there, now and again, and even fre

T/zc Science

OR twenty-odd centuries the philosophers

have attempted to discover the nature and

the workings of the human soul. One of

the earliest subjects of speculation, it has

been the last to yield its secrets. When in the sev

enteenth century Newton reduced the falling of a

stone and the wheeling of the stars in their courses

to a simple formula, men were still about as far
from the heart of the mystery as Plato had been.

It is not strange, for the nearer we come to our

selves the more infinitely complex do facts appear

to become. A man’s hand is a mystery that rivals

the ribb’d universe—or whatever it was that Walt

Whitman asserted. And when the soul turns its

gaze inward upon itself it encounters a cloudy chaos,

in comparison to which the revolutions of planets

and electrons are simple and orderly matters.

When in the nineteenth century, Darwin formulated

the great theory of biological progress which linked

the highest achievements of mankind with the lowli

est beginnings of life on the globe, the soul of man

was still an unanswered riddle.
Nevertheless, quite outside the sublime theorizings

of the philosophers, in the humble studylof mental
disease, facts about the mind were being discovered

which were the beginnings of a new science of the

soul. Bit by bit in the last two hundred years the
data of psychic phenomena have been accumulated.
It waited, however, the advent of some bold investi
gator whose mind could pierce through these phe
nomena and discover their underlying laws. It is
clear that when this should be done we would have
a generalization as momentous to the world as New
ton’s; a discovery as startling and revolutionizing
in its effects as Darwin’s. Such was,‘ in fact, the
nature of the discovery and the generalization made
by Sigmund Freud. ,

The world has not yet had a chance to realize the
significance of the Freudian theory of the nature
and processes of the soul. When it does, a new
light will have been shed on education and morality,
to mention only the most obvious territories in which
its influence is bound to operate. A new direction
will in fact have been given to our thinking, and
the shape and color of our lives will be changed as
surely as the discovery of the uses of steam changed
the landscape of the earth.

There are two chief reasons why the significance
of the new discoveries about the soul are slow to
affect society at large—aside from the fact that so
revolutionary a discovery must necessarily lie under
deep suspicion and win its way against the resist
ance of a natural conservatism. One of these rea

quently. There is, even in the midst of his sincerity,

a note or a figure that is more strained than strong;

there is even, once in a while, a surprising artificial

ity of expression and gesture—an affectation (as in

“The Answer”) where rhetoric and twisted lines lead

up the same blind alley of literature that Ezra Pound

has chosen for his habitat.

But the majority of the volume is far different

than these few exceptions. It is a volume that is

vivid with the health of vulgarity; that has the

strength of sorrow as well as the gaiety of strength.

It is, at the last, an intensely personal volume, and

“who touches this book, touches (in the best sense in

which Walt Whitman ever meant it) a man.”

LOUIS UNTERMEYER.

of the Soul

sons, to put it bluntly, is the apparent inability of

these discoverers to write—in the orderly and logical

fashion commonly demanded of scientists. There is,

it is true, something in the study of fundamental

psychic processes which destroys respect for logic

by revealing its (factitiousness. Nevertheless, the

result is unhappy. If Darwin had been no more

careful a writer than Freud, or Huxley than Jung,

and if either of them had had the romantic notions

about what constitutes a clinching argument that

Freud and Jung display, we might all still be be

lieving that species were created one Friday and

Saturday in the year 4004 B. C.

The other reason is that this discovery is still

complicated and involved with a theory of the treat

ment of neuroses, out of which it sprang. Freud

had tried hypnotism on his patients, and wanted

something better to get at the hidden part of their

minds, and so elaborated the technique of dream

analysis; a fact which has a little, but not much

more importance than the apple which is supposed

to have fallen on Sir Isaac Newton’s head and set

him thinking about gravitation. Darwin’s generali

zation was illustrated and proved by a host of obser

vations, from which, however, the generalization

itself has been set free. We do not think of the

theory of “mutation” in terms of the Dutch prim

roses—was it primroses ?—by which it was originally

worked out. Our conception of the germ theory of

disease is not cluttered up with the particular

slides which were used in originally demonstrating

it. But it is the misfortune of the new discovery

that practically all its literature deals with the tech

nique of psycho-analysis rather than the more sig

nificant revelations achieved through the use of that

instrument.

It is from that situation that Jung has apparently

sought to deliver the new science, by means of his

book, “Psychology of the Unconscious.” More

exactly, the book is a loose exemplification of the

contribution which he himself has already made to

this growing science, in setting it free from some of

the entanglements incident to its origin.

By means of the technique of dream-analysis,

Freud has discovered that the “unconscious,” the

hidden part of the mind, is full of “complexes,”
knotted groups of emotions and thoughts, which have

been “repressed,” thrust back out of consciousness as

shameful. He found, moreover, that these repressed

1“Psychologyof the Unconscious.”3. Study of the Trans
formationsandSymbolismsof theLibido: A Contributionto the
History of the Evolution of Thought,by Dr. C. G. Jung
A‘uthorizedtranslatlon,with introduction, by Beatrice M.
Hmkle. M. D. Moffat. Yard & Co.. $4 net. For sale by
MassesBook Shop.
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complexes were sexual in character. Repression,
that is to say, was‘ shown to be one way in which
the mind deals with emotional force—“libido”—
which cannot find free play in civilized life. It is,
however, a poor way, for the repression may' give
rise to a symptom called neurosis. What other way
is there of dealing with this emotional force? It is
clear that in many people the “libido,” meeting the
barrier which civilization puts up against its abso
lutely free play, transcends those barriers in the
“sublimated” form of artistic or other expression.
Such, roughly, is the core of the Freudian hypothe
sis. It had, however, some sub-theories which
seemedscarcely less important. One of these dealt
with the original causes of repression. It was at
first Freud’s belief, based upon his patients’ child
hood memories long forgotten and recovered by
dream-analysis, that some early shock which had
produced a painful impression and been repressed
into the unconsciousness, was responsible for later
appearing neuroses: a theory which he later found
untenable, but not before it had set afoot some very
valuable investigations into the psychology of child
hood and infancy. Another theoryawas based upon
the universal emergence, among neurotic persons, of
a morbid emotional attachment to a parent; the so
called “father-” or “mother-complex.” Into the ex
position of these theories, which was, to begin with,
almost entirely from the practitioner’s viewpoint,
was imparted an intolerable garrulousness on the
subject of sex and dreams;!this was, per haps, in
evitable, for the shock with which conservative
minds received the news that sexual emotions could
not be repressed without morbid consequences, and
the skepticism of other minds with regard to the
significance of dreams, seemed to require endless
explanations, in the reverberations of which the
real significance2 of the Freudian discoveries was
almost lost.

Jung’s chief contributions to this young science
were: first, he freed the term “libido” from exclu
sively sexual connotations, so that it became equiv
alent to the Life Force, the whole sum of human
energy. Second, he finished the destruction of
Freud’s early notion that neuroses were due to in
cidents occurring in childhood; he showed that the
emergence of infantile memories is due to the fact

that
the life energy, having turned away from the

real
or present world, goes into the past, where it re

vwes infantile memories and fantasies. The effect
of this revision is to take attention away from the
past and place it in the present; for it is Jung’s
conviction that the cause of neurosis is a refusal or
failure to meeet the difliculties and dangers of life in
the actual world“. If this is true, then the specific
contents of the patient’s dream is a matter of no
great consequence, except as it may serve to show
him with what subjects his unconscious mind is occu
pied—a healthful revelation of his basically animal
nature. With the revisions of Jung we have in
sharper outlines cleared of the labyrinthine detail of
dream-interpretation and the monotonous insistence
on sexual matters a revolutionizing science of man’s
psychical life: a science which explains the obscure
causes and effects of his acceptance or refusal of the
difficult realities of life.

We come now to Jung’s very remarkable book,

“Psychology of the Unconscious.” At first glance
1t does not seem at all to fit in with the de

2I. e.. 'the loss of a vast portionof the psychicenergyof
the racein neuroses(insanity)as the result of a blockingof
“_Spath‘into the outer world of reality—ablockingfor which
CIVlllZatlpnmaybe,andcertainlyto a largeextentis, to blame.

3It Will be noticedthatJung’s revisionnutson the individual
the_responsibilityfor failure to adjusthis psychicenergiesto
Tealltyibut this failure maystill be, not so mucha failure to
adaPthasderire: to reality. as a failure to remouldreality
nearerto the heart’sdesire! Even if civilizationis at fault,
manmustfaceit, andif he cannotendureit, mustre-shapeit.

THE .lIASSES REVIEI-V

scription of his attitude as stated above. It is a long
analysis of a book in which an American girl records
certain fantasies; but this is merely the starting
point: the explanation proceeds to involve all the
myth, legend, and folk-lore of five continents, with
liberal excerpts from Byron, Shakespeare and
Goethe; it becomes a history of various important
events in the life of mankind, from the discovery of
fire to the rise of Christianity, with a whole volume
of scholarship tucked away in notes at the back.
And, above everything, it is an account of the
“mother-complex” in all its forms, transformations
and ramifications. It is, in short, not exactly what
one would expect.

The explanation appears to be this. Jung found
this new science deeply involved in detailed study
of dreams, and confused by an erroneous esti
mate of the sexual character of the unconscious ac
tivities of the mind. From his point of view it was
a pity to waste so much energy in interpreting
dreams, since all dreams were, in the end, one dream
—the dream of escape from the realities and difli
culties and dangers of life. _I

t was a pity to put so

much emphasis on sex, since the sexuality of the

unconscious is an infantile sexuality whose desire
is to return to the rest and comfort of the mother’s
breast, or the more perfect peace o

f the mother’s
womb.

Now it was impossible for Jung to analyze all the

dream-fantasies in the world and show that they

all meant the same thing. But he could analyze all

the myth-fantasies in the world and show it, and he

pretty nearly did. If his exposition fails of persua
siveness in detail, it is extremely impressive in its

total effect. And his treatment of the sexuality of

the unconscious very effectively reduces it to the

motif of this universal myth-fantasy—the desire to

escape from reality. By an exhaustive analysis
of fantasy he has shown us once for all its superficial

character; and he has shown the superficial char

acter of unconscious sexuality by the same gigantic

process: and he has put in place of these the thing
' which actually underlies both—the refusal of the in

dividual to meet the terms of life.

Life is in its preliminary aspect an acceptance of

the necessity of adapting oneself to changing reali

ties. The' first such necessity comes to the infant

when it is compelled to take its food in some other

way than from the mother’s breast; and all subse

quent dealings with changing realities have some

thing of the painful and childish quality of “wean

ing” in them. They are succeeded by the necessity

not merely to accept new realities but to impose

one’s own will upon them. That is even more pain

ful, and it is from that necessity that the too-sensi

tive soul recoils into a dream which is an imaginative

restoration of the conditions of infantile irrespon

sibility and peace. Thus all ascending life, all strug

gle, adventure, effort, is an “escape from the

mother”; and all relapsing life, all cowardice, hypoc

risy, evasion, surrender, and substitution of the

easy dream for the difficult reality, whether it take

the form. of a. belief in paradise to come, or a mere

putting off till an imaginary tomorrow of the thing

that should be done today, or some more dangerous

neurotic compensation, is a “return to the mother.”

The facts are not quite so simple as this: for rest,

the return, the retiring into oneself for the obscure

nourishment of dreams, is a preliminary to all great

effort. But in that return lies the danger. If one’s

Life Force comes out again to the real world it is

with renewed power; but it may become beguiled by

the dream and not come out. The dream thus pos

sesses the double quality of savior and destroyer,

and the greatest problem of any man’s life is to

31

determine, if such a thing is possible, which it shall

be. Such is the contribution of Jung.

And thus the way is left clear for the next great

step of psychic science: to investigate more fully the

quality of that dangerous moment when the dream

either destroys or saves. Here, as in other of Jung’s

writings, there are hints of tremendous suggestive

ness, and the book is well worth reading by the

seeker after knowledge for those hints alone. It is

far from being a popular account of either the

achievements or the possibilities of psycho-analysis;

but it is a.profound and valuable work, and the best

that has yet appeared on the subject. It is indispen

sable to the student who wishes to keep in touch with

science as it is being made—who wishes to stand

in the forge and see the sparks fly as the sword of a

new and splendid and terrible knowledge is being

hammered out. F. D.

CORRESPONDENCE

Relaxation in Verse

FREE
verse has already been so analyzed and dis

sected that to offer any additions to the results,

Be that as it

may, it occurred to me while reading the critique in

the last issue of THE Masses, “Poison vs. Play” (I

believe it was Mr. Dell’s), that here, too, lay vseveral

psychological reasons for the birth, or rather the re

birth of this form of verse.

it seems almost necessary to apologize.

This article, briefly reviewing an old theory, states

that, “those centers of the brain which were latest to

be developed and which were more and more strenu

ously called into use by an increasing civilization—the
centers which make possible sustained voluntary atten

tion, controlled association, concentration and analysis,

together with the inhibition of other older and easier

psychic activities—” found it necessary to have some

form of unconscious relaxation.

need to follow the critique.

Supposing this to be the case, was it not in the tem—

peraments of poets who are writing free verse, tem—

peraments to which hidebound convention and estab

lished laws of thought were distasteful, that this form

of verse re-arose in the nature of revolt or relaxa—

tion? Was it not also in the minds of the thinking

men and women, to whom the tiresome routine of

business and other such aspects of life were disagree

able, that it received its first serious consideration?

For granting that there are subjects which are neces

sarily too broad for metric treatment, free verse, I
believe, is a reversion to the savage. A reversion which

to most people at all times is agreeable, whether the

savage crops up in literature or music. No doubt

there are those who disagree with me, but a super

ficial knowledge of Indian lyrics (I refer more to

those of the Six Nations) is the cause of my conclu

sion that these two forms are, in many ways, alike.

Coinciding with this theory, in a sense, I might cite

the peculiar effects and incidents related with regard

to the music of savage tribes.

The above is a thought I have never seen in print,

but should it have been advanced before, I offer my

apologies accordingly. a

This is as far as we

MURRAY G. BREESE.
New York City.

[The theory is, so far as we know, new; it is cer
tainly interesting and impressive. We hope to take

it into account in a discussion of the form and con
tent of contemporary verse which will appear later
in these pages—THE EDITORSJ
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THE MASSES REVIEW

PARLIAMEN TAR Y ET]QUETTE
A rturo Giovanilti

HE United States Congress has been

devoting a. little of its time lately to

affairs of state. One of the less im

portant of these from the congressional

point of view is the bill which gives citizenship

to the Porto Ricans. It bestows this gift in the

left-handed manner characteristic of the times,

by excepting some 163,000 out of a total 200,000

adult Porto Rican males from the privilege of
the franchise. In the course of the house de

bate on this bill, the lone Socialist congressman,

Meyer London, rose to point out that the bill

would be the cause of insurrection in Porto Rico.

“Three-fourths of the working people who

will be disfranchised,” the Sun reports Mr. Lon
don as saying, “will have the right to use the re

volver. i‘ * * The man whose vote you take

away will have the right to put the knife of an

assassin into the heart of any man who attempts

to govern him against his will.”
These remarks, it is true, are a mere restating

in more dramatic language of the doctrine that

a people has the right to abolish, “by force of
arms,” any form of government which does not

rest on the consent of the governed: a doctrine

which is usually attributed to Thomas Jefferson,

one-time President of the United States, and

which is recorded as a “self-evident truth” in

the second paragraph of the Declaration of In
dependence. It was perhaps the naivete of a
neophyte in the etiquettial mysteries of the High
er Legislation in America, which led Mr. London
to assume that the re-statement of this historical

American doctrine was not out of place in the

Congress of the United States.

This was apparently a mistaken assumption:

for it ignored entirely the newer role of Con

gress as a select club with its own special and

highly refined rules as to what may and may not

be uttered in its presence. Confronted with the

distressing gaucheri'e of Mr. London, it promptly

laid all other business aside, and devoted half an

hour of its precious time to giving the new mem

ber a lesson in manners.

First, by way of making him feel what an af
front he had offered to its dignity, “the gentle

man” from Tennessee stated his regret that he
could not make a motion to expel Mr. London
from the House. The offensive words were

solemnly taken down. Speaker Clark was called

in to take the chair. “The House, unusually si—

lent, then proceeded to discuss gravely what

should be done.” Precedent was invoked. Fi—

nally it was decided to give Mr. London a chance

to “explain.” This Mr. London did, mollifying
somewhat, according to the Sun, the dramatic ex

pressiveness of his previous utterance. But this

was not sufficient, and Mr. London was asked to

withdraw his remarks altogether. Mr. London

withdrew them. The objectionable words having

been unsaid, the dignity of the House having

been dis-afi'ronted, the gentlemen turned again

to the less important business of disfranchising

the Porto Ricans.

It is difficult, doubtless, to remember all the

entangled contours of the rules; still more diffi

cult to remember the unwritten standards. So

difficult, that in remembering them it is possible

to forget that other unwritten rule, which is that

no revolutionary lawmaker ever conforms to

those rules.

Revolutionary non-conformity is an important

part'of legislative etiquette, one whose precedents

runs back to the days of the Gracchi, and has

conspicuous recent exemplification in the con

duct of the spumeous Grayson of England and

the tempestuous Ferri of Italy, who have com

pelled the select legislative clubs, into which they

intruded, to listen to just such utterances as the

one from Mr. London which so astonished the

gentleman froin Tennessee.

There was in fact a certain naivete in the at—

titude of the House toward Mr. London’s re

marks. And if he had chosen to abide by his

own precedents rather than those quoted by “the

gentlemen,” he might have given us the more

edifying spectacle of a revolutionary lawmaker

standing in company with all the great of revo

lutionary history. For that part of history which

is registered in the minutes of parliaments rather

than engraved with musket balls on the ruins

of the battered strongholds of privilege and ty

ranny, is replete with examples of men who,

while pleading the cause of liberty, overstepped

the bounds of established proprieties. Men who

were delegated t'ofcarry into legislative halls the

tumults and the shouting of the mobs in the

squares below, have never undertaken to conform

t0' the niceties and dignities of legislative pro

cedure. Whenever the Revolution forced itself

or was admitted into the throneroom, it kept its

hat on, and if it polished anything before it en

tered, it was its sword and its head-axe, not its

language and manners. Danton never opened his

mouth to advocate the plebiscite without threat

ening in his first words an unprising of the sans—

culottes. Robespierre, in his maiden speech at

the first Assembly, avouched that the rope was!
an obsolete argument for democracy, and there—l.

by furnished Dr. Guillotin, that great professor

of social hygiene, with an immortal idea. The
short gladium of Scevola, and the still shorter

poignard of Cassius, have been favorite figures

of speech with all the great modern tribunes,

from Rienzi to Jaures. The latter referred often

to ‘la pique et le flambeau,” while in our own

Senate one senator became famous as late as a

decade ago by a happy rhetorical allusion to “the

people and the lamp-post.”

Why, indeed, should a representative who as

a Socialist openly advocates the overthrow of all

existing standards of politics, refrain from men

tioning such a simple and old-fashioned and well

established political device as a dagger finding

1916.

Becker,9 West 14thSt.. New York. N.
N

its way to the entrails of tyrants who refuse to

allow people to express their political views in

any other way? This may very well hurt the

tender feelings of his honorable colleagues, but

it is impossible to conduct a revolution without

hurting feelings. Consideration for these same

colleagues should be mitigated by the fact that

their sole function (as Mr. London said before

he was elected) is that of keeping the working

class in ignorance and slavery. Are we, then, no

longer to fight “like tigers on the barricades”—

as Mr. Hillquit once put it—if the right to peace

fully legislate ourselves into economic and politi

cal freedom is denied us?

It is true that if Mr. London had stuck by that

second paragraph of the Declaration of Inde

pendence, he might have suffered the obloquy of
a vote of censure from the men whom he was

elected to oppose and if possible to rout out of
the sanctuary of the Republic. Such a vote of
censure, one might have imagined, would be

eagerly sought as a certificate of good and faith

ful service to the cause of the Revolutio'n. To

gain such a certificate in the halls of Congress

would be, incidentally, a means of rehabilitating

political action even in the eyes of such rabid

syndicalists as myself.

Mr. London was sent to Congress with the

idea that he would be one disreputable and live

person in a mausoleum of respectability. Is it

possible that under the insalubrious influences of

the atmosphere of Washington, D. G, Mr. Lon
don is growing refined? I wonder. I hope not.
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N. Y._: Ellis 0. Jones, 17 West 31stSt., New York, N. Y.;
Horatio Winslow.520East 77thSt., New York, N. Y.; Cor
nelia Barnes,28 S. 51stSt., Philadelphia,Pa.; Glenn0. Cole
man,9 PatchenPlace,New York, N. Y.; GeorgeBellows,146
East 19thSt., New York, N. Y.; StuartDavis,153S. Arling
ton Ave., East Orange,N. J.; K. R. Chamberlain,98 So. Elliot
Place, Brooklyn,N. Y.; William English Walling, Greenwich,

gggg'm
thugrjt'oungtQWVEast17th St., New York, N Y.;' . urii‘éf,'14'TV. '29th St., New York', ‘N‘. Y.; Maurice

_ Y.; John Reed, 43
WashingtonSquare,New York, Y.; Howard Brubaker,
GreensFarms,Conn.;Mary H. VorseO’Brien,121Washingtou
Place,NewYork, N. Y.; RobertCarltonBrown,Tenafly,N. J.:Louis Untermeyer,231 \Nest 97th St., New York, N. Y.
3. That the_knownbondholders,mortgagees,and othersecurity
holdersowningor holding1 per centor moreof total amount
of bonds,mortgages,or othersecuritiesare: (If thereare none,
so‘state.) None. 4. That the two paragraphsnext above.
givmgthenamesof theowners,stoekholders,andsecurityholders'any, containnot only the list of stockholdersand security
holdersas theyappearuponthebooksof thecompanybutalso,
in caseswherethe stockholderor securityholderappearsupon
the booksof the companyas trusteeor in any otherfiduciary
relationnthename_ofthe personor corporationfor whomsuch
trusteeis acting.is given; also that the said two paragraph-"v
containstatementsembracingafiiant’sfull knowledgeandbelief
as to the circumstancesand conditionsunder which stock
holdersandsecurityholderswhodo not appearuponthe books
of the companyas trustees.hold stock and securitiesin acapacityotherthanthat of a bonafide owner;and this afiiant
has no reasonto believethat any otherperson,association.0rcorporationhas any interestdirect or indirect in the saidstock,bonds,or othersecuritiesthanas so statedby him.

B
JOHN

{irons1151118553.113.er.
191ngorn

to and subscribedbeforeme this 22nddaygof May.

.[smrm]
_ . . EDWINBREDEN.(My commisSionexpiresMarch 30, 1918.)
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MASSES BOOK SHOP

(Continued from page 4.)

The Sexual Life, by C. W. Malchow,
M.D. Third edition. Price, $3.
Sold only to physicians, dentists,
lawyers, clergymen, also students of
sociology.

Kisch on the Sexual Life of Woman.
Medical Edition, $5.00. New gen
eral edition, $1.60postpaid. This is
the first time that Prof. Heinrich
Kisch’s exhaustive study of woman
is obtainable by the lay reader. Jur
ists, officers, social workers and
writers will find this famous work
of inestimable value.

Love, by Dr. Bernard S. Talmey. A
Treatise on the Science of Sex At—
traction. For the use of physicians,
lawyers, sociologists and writers on
the subject. Price $4.

Krafft-Ebing’s Psychopathia Sexu
alis. Only authorized English
translation of 12th German Edition
by F. J. Rebm‘an. Price, $4.35. Spe
cial thin paperedition, $1.60. Sold
only to physicians, jurists, clergy
men and educators.

The Sexual Question, by Prof. August
Forel (Zurich). A scientific, psy
chological, hygienic, legal and socio
logical work for the cultured classes.
By Europe’s foremost nerve spec
ialist. Medical edition $5.50. Posi
tively the same book, cheaper bind
ing, now $1.60.

Diseases of Men, by Bernarr Macfad
den. Self-diagnosis and self-treat
ment for the diseases of men wih
simple h0me remedies. Price. $1.

Sexual Knowledge, by Winfield Scott
Hall, Ph.D. (Leipzig), M.D. (Leip
zig). Sexual knowledge in plain
and simple language; for the in—
struction of young men and young
women, young wives and young
husbands. $1 net.

Determination of Sex, by Dr. L. Don

Doncastger.
Cambridge University

2.15.

GENERAL
The Crimes of England, by G. K.

Chesterton, author of “Heretics,”
“Orthodoxy,” etc. Brilliant, politi
cal, historical, social, and topical es
says. Net, $1.00. Y

Press.

The Path of Glory, by Anatole France.
Gallant and tender anecdotes in—

;pired
by the war. Illustrated. Net,

1.50.

The Doom of Dogma, by Dr. Henry
Frank. Third Edition of this re-

‘5 the trouble", 3°°\pp" $200 net' -

markable work. 400 Pages- $160 Ferdinand Lassalle, by George Bran
postpaid. des. Price $1.25.

"‘

Red Horizon, by Patrick MacGill, theWaeterlinck, by Una Taylor.
Navvy “El-115110?of" “The-'ARa‘tr’Pit?‘-» 1min Study. $2 net.
The story of the troops in action. _ _ _
“These sketches could hardly be Poe’s Es§ays and Stones- Wlth m‘
bettered in unforced descriptive tI'OdUCthn by Hafdl‘ess O’Gl'adY
power.” $1.35 postpaid.

Above the Battle, by Romain Rolland.
“No saner counsel has yet been
heard above the turmoil of the con
flict.” He sees his mission in up
holding the ideals of brotherhood
that national hatreds have broken
down.” $1.00.

The Book of the Homeless (Le Livre
Des Sans-Foyer). Ed. by Edith
Wharton. 179 pp. Illus. Some in
colors. Contributors of poetry and
music include Rupert Brooke, Paul
Claude], Josephine Preston Pea
body, Rostand, Verhaeren, Stravin
sky, and d’Indy, etc.; of prose,
Bernhardt, Conrad, Galsworthy,
Henry James, Mrs. Ward, etc. Mrs.
\Vharton made the translation from
the French. $5.25 postpaid.

The _War in Eastern Europe, de
scribed by John Reed and pictured
by Boardman Robinson—two wel
come contributors to THE MASSES
They viewed not only the battle
fronts, but obtained the homely, un
familiar life of the people at the
crucial period. $2.10 postpaid.

A Frenchman’s Thoughts on the War,
by Paul Sabatier, the distinguished
author of “St. Francis of Assisi.”
$1.35 postpaid.

The Life and Exploits of Jehovah, by
Henry .M. Tichenor. A rationalistic
discussmn of the Bible which com
bines “the satire of a Voltaire and
the seriousness of a Tom Paine.”
$1.00 postpaid.

The Irish Orators, by Claude Bowers.
“A treasurehouse of information on
a noble subject.” $1.50net.

First and Last Things, by H. G.
Wells. An explanation of how and
what a modern man thinks about
life. Price, $1.50.

Boon: The Mind of the Race, The
Wild Asses of the Devil, and The
Last Trump, by H. G. Wells. Start
ling and amusing satires on his con
temporaries. Price, $1.35.

Shakespeare, by John Masefield. A
syr_npathet1c and valuable study.
Pr1ce, 50 cents.

Radical Views, by Ralph Brandt. An
interesting collection. Bound in
limp leather. Price, $1.00.

My Childhood, by Maxim Gorky.
Send $2.15. Tells the story of the
life of the famous Russian novelist
from his earliest recollection to the
age of seventeen.

Revelations of an International Spy,
by I. T. T. Lincoln. This former
Liberal member of Parliament, and
a native of Hungary, recently es—
caped and was captured by U. 5.
Secret Service. Send $1.60.

The Soul of Woman, An Interpreta
tion of the Philosophy of Feminism,
by Paul Jordan Smith, English De
partment, Universrty of California.
Price $1.00postpaid. _

Under the Apple Trees, by John Bur
roughs. The wide variety of topics
touched upon—biology, philosophy,
and literature, California nature and
the winter birds of Georgia—give it
a wide appeal. $1.15net. Riverside
edition, $1.50 net. (Ready in May.)

“Visions and Revisions," bv John
Cowper Powys. A book of essays
on great literature. The New York
Times said “It is too brilliant, that

THE MASSES.

Adventures in Common Sense, by Dr.
Frank Crane. A new note in litera
ture. The essay made modern,
readable, piquant, understandable.
Net, $1.00.

Child and Country. By Will Leving
ton Comfort. Will Comfort’s home
making on the shores of Lake Erie.
Out-of-doors, and freedom, rose cul
ture and child culture. A book to
love. Send $1.35.

Reveries Over Childhood and Youth,
by William Butler Yeats. For those
who have been interested in the
author’s work or in the Irish drama
the reveries will be found valuable
as supplying a sort of spiritual and
emotional biography of Yeats’s
early years.

The Vocation of Man, by Johann
Gottlieb Fichte, translated by Dr.
William Smith. Price, 50c.

Enquiry Concerning the Human Un
derstanding and Selections from a
Treatise of Human Nature, by
David Hume, with Hume’s Auto
biography and a letter from Adam
Smith. Edited by T. J. McCormack
and Mary Whiton Calkins. 45c.

A Treatise, Concerning the Principles
of Human Knowledge, by George
Berkeley. Reprint edition. 35c.

Ants and Some Other Insects, by Au
gust Forel. 68c.

33

SOCIALISM AND w'AR
By LOUIS B. BOUDIN

Authorof “TheTheoreticalSystunofKarl
Marx", “Governmentbyjudiciary“,Etc.

This book is an eminently
successful attempt at a Social
ist interpretation of the great
war. It is the first book of its
kind published in this or any
other country. It includes a
discussion of the general prob
lems of Socialism and War,
Nationalism and Internation
alism.

Price, One Dollar
THE MASSES BOOK STORE

33West l4th Street,NewYork

Canyougrowyoungat10?
ReadhowSanfordBennettdid It

.

OLD AGE—ITS CAUSE
AND PREVENTION
By SanfordBennett
Price $1.50Postpaid

Onenewsubscriptionto‘ TheMassesandtlsebook
togetherfor$1.75
A mostremarkablebook
of practicalbenefitby a

mostremarkableman.
Sold by

The MassesBook Store

The Metaphysical System of Hobbes.
Selected by Mary Whiton Calkins.
55C.

Locke’s Essay Concerning Human
Understanding, Selected bv Marv
Whiton Calkins. 68c.

The Principles of Descartes’s Philos
ophy, by Benedictus De Spinoza.
Translated from the Latin with an
Introduction by Halbert Hains Brit
an. 45c.

“SONGS of LOVE
and REBELLION”

By CovlngtonHall,
Being a collectionof his finestpoems
on Revolution,Love and Miscellane
ous Subjects. Finely boundin paper.
Single copies500; three volumesfor
$1.00;ten for $2.50.Postageprepaid.

MASSES BOOK STORE
88 West 14th Street, New York.

WOMEN
As Flghters—Artlsts—Lovers.
Readaboutthemin Floyd Dell'sbook.
“WomenasWorl Builders." ‘5 cents.
postpaid.Tn: ASSESBoo: Srou, 88
West14thSt., New York City.

The Labor Movement.Irom the Inside

d-Du-vi'!’

AMERICAN LABOR UNIONS

By HELEN MAROT

Frank Walsh, Chairman of the
Industrial Relations Commissions,
said of this book: “After I read

it
,

the whole problem of the
unions stood out naked and clear."

MassesBookShop Price $1.25

Bohn Library. 40c.

The Soliloquy of a Hermit, by Theo
dore Francis Powys. Price, $1.

Enjoyment of Poetry, by Max
Eastman. By mail $1.35.

Justice in War Time, by The Hon.
Bertrand Russell, the eminent Eng
lish Professor of Philosophy. Price,
$1.00.

Nights. Rome, Venice—in the Aes
thetic Eighties; Paris, London—in
the Fighting Nineties, by Elizabeth
Robins Pennell. Illustrations from
photographs and etchings. The
pleasure of association with equally
famous literary and artistic friends
has been the good fortune of the
Pennells- $3.00net.

30 Cents Postpaid
THE CHILDREN’S
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Why do we dream?
What is thunder?
What makes the rainbow?
Why do sea—shells“roar”?
Why are the lips red?
Why have fish fins?
Why have we two eyes?
“Armed with this little manu

al, which is admirably indexed,
and profusely illustrated, one
could face the most inquisitive
stranger, or even the infant son
with perfect cquanimity.”—San
Francisco Chronicle.

'I'l-IE MASSES BOOKSTORE
33 West 14th St., New York

Books You Should Ilsvs

'I'IIE SEXUAL LIFE
Embracing the natural sexual im
pulse, normal sexual habits, and
propagation, together with sexual
hysiology and hygiene By C. W.
ALCHOW, M.D. Third edition.

619 inches, 318 pages. Price, $3.00
Sold only to membersof the medicaland
ntsl professions,to lawyers,clergymen,

alsorecognizedstudentsof sociology).

NATURAL LAWS OF SEXUAL LIFE
Embracing medico-sociological re
searches. By ANTON NYSTROM,
M.D., Stockholm, Sweden. Trans—
lated by Carl Sandzen, M.D. 260
pages, 6x9 inches . . . . ..Price, $2.0o

CAUSES AND CURES OF CRIME

A popular study of Criminology
from the bio-social viewpoint. By
THOMAS SPEED MOSBY, former
Pardon Attorney State of Missouri,
Member American Institute of Crim
inal Law and CriminologyI etc. 356
pages,with 100original illustrations

Price, $2.00.

SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS,
APPLIED HYPNOTISM AND

PSYCHIC SCIENCE

A manual of practical psychotherapy
and hypnotism. By HENRY S

.

IUNRO, M.D., Omaha, Nebraska

a
t; pp. 6x9 inches, frontispieos.

'rd Edition . . . . . . . . ..Price, $4.50.

The 0
.

V
.

Mostly Comedy, Publisher
“1401 Ietropolltu Building

It. Louis, I. I. A.
IOLD BY m MASSES BOOK BT01},

38 WEST 11TH lT., NEW YORK
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34 MASSES.THE

Sexuaihiife of
Woman

IN ITS

Physiological and
Hygienic Aspect

BY
E. HEINRICH KlSCH, M. D.

Professor of the German Medical
Faculty of ’the University of
Prague;Physicianto the Hospital
and Spaof Marienbad;Member

of the Board of Health,
Etc., Etc.

New Edition
Cloth, $1.60, Postpaid

The mosl exhaustivework on [hesub
ject, hitherto published exclusively

for thephysician at $5.00.

The heavy and unex
pected demand by lawyers,
jurists, educators, sociolo
gists, clergymen and lay
leaders among the think—
ing and cultured classes
was the determiningrfactor
for this edition. All those
parts dealing with anat
omy, laboratory experi
ments, pathological condi
tions and medical or sur
gical professional treat
ment, have been eliminated.
in other words, all those
passages which are of
direct interest solely to the
medical man have been
omitted.

“ .. \Vhat rendersthis book pecu
liarly attractiveare the interestingand
instructiveexcursionswhich the author
makesinto thefieldsof hygieneandhis
tory. . . .

—.4ll_(/cmeinell’iener illedlsini'sche
Zeitung.

“. . . . It is a bookfor thepractising
physicianand the cultured lay reader
alike.. . .”

—-ll'icncrKlim'schclVoc/renrchrift.
“The great attentiongiven in this

work to questionsof educationandper
sonalhygienemakesit interesting."

~—/lmcricanPractitionerand News.—
“The book is free from the sensa

tionalismwhichcharacterizessomeof the
works that have been written on this
subject." -—.‘llabamaMedicalJournal.

“There are so many attractivesides
to this remarkablebook that one is at
a losswhereto begin. It is as interest
ing as a noveland while not in a class
with ‘PsychopathiaSexualis‘ it is far
aboveit in real scientificinterest."

~Railu'ay Surgical Journal.
“The book is pervadedby an atmos

phere of moral cleanlinesswhich is
highly gratifying; it uncoversthe ab
normalonly to point a way of correct
ing it."
Wl’ocificCoastJournal of HOHlOCOI‘afllj’.

“. . . It is the completinglink in the
chain wroughtby l’loss-Bartelsin rDas
Weib in der Natur uiid Volkerkunde.’
and by Krafit-Ebing iii. ‘Psychopathia
Sexualis.’ This bookdeservesa big cir
culation,not only amongthe members
of themedicalprofession,butalsoamongall thinkingand culturedclasses.. . .'

—-C_ynccologi'aHelvetica.
“This book standsin its classalone,

as the mostcompleteand exhaustive,as
_wellas the mosteruditeand fascinating accountof the influencesexercised
by the reproductiveorgansofwomandur
ingthe.timeof development,maturityand
involutiononthe lifehistoryof womanas
an_individualandher respectiveraceor
nationas a whole."
-~W.H. H., H!"DenverMedicalTimes."
_ “Each sectioncontainsinterestingand
instructive matter. It is indeed a
pleasureto _find here discussedin a
genuinelyscientificmannera medical,
historical and philosophicalquestion
whichhas beenmuchabusedin litera
ture,_andyet is everattractiveto every
thinkingman.and,aboveall, is to the
medicalmana constantsourceof newstartling.and cnigmaticalproblems."

,

wJim/nice Klinischc ll'ochcnschrifl.

CLOTH, $1.60, POSTPAID
Offeredbythe publishers

REBMAN & C0.
through

The Masses Book Shop
33 W. 14th St., New York

Three Explosive Plays!

Just Received from

"’ch 150ml»

Shop”
of London

tin-n-i+>—fl-i+

YOUTH
By Miles Malleson

40 cents

THE DEAR DEPARTED
By Andreyev

Translated by Julius West

25 cents

THEATRE OF THE SOUL
By Evreinof

Translated by Julius West

25 cents

Postage Extra. Send a dollar
for these three hitherto un
published plays. Only six
hundred copies received.

o‘er-o-u‘n-o-ic‘a

The Masses Book Shop

33West l4lh St. NewYork

The Book You Have Been Waiting for!
A Source Book of 500 Pages of the Whole Subject

Socialist Society.

Socialism of Today
Edited by William English Walling, Jessie WallaceHughan,J'. G. PhelpsStokes,
Harry W. Laidler, and other membersof a. committeeof the Intercollegiate

While theeditorsarefor themostpartmembersof themovement,
thoroughlyfamiliar with its internalhistory and organization,they
haveadopteda purelyscientificattitude. It aimsto includeall im
portantquestionsthathavebeentoucheduponin recentyearsby any
of the world'sleadingSocialistParties.

It _coversall the leadingcountriesfrom Russiaand Chinato Australiaand the
ArgentineRepublic(thoughhalf of the volumeis given,naturally,to Germany,
GreatBritain. and the United States).

Sent for $1.50
With a Year’s Subscription to The Masses for $2.00

Howl Jumped from $1500

to $50,000 Yearly

SALE OF

BRONZE MEDALLIUNS

Made of Corinthian Bronze, sol
idly riveted to handsome walnut
and hardwood panels, with spe
cial brass hangers enclosed, ready
for fastening on wall. 7” in di
ameter, on panel 9% x 12 inches.
Guaranteed.

We havea.few of thesebeautiful
art product regularly sold for

$3.00
which we want to close out at

$1.50
Only the following subjectsleft:

Bryant lingo Tennyson
Burns Lowell Voltairellyron MarkTwain WaltWhitman
Darwin \lllton Whittier
Dickens Poe Jefferson
Goethe S'chlller Lincoln
Holmes ShakespeareWashington

Sendcheck,stamps,cash
or moneyorder

Money refunded if not
satisfactory

THE MASSES
33 West 14th Street, New York

Partial Contents
TheLawofGreatThinking.
The Four Factorson

whichit Depends.
Howto developanalyt

icalpower.
How to think_ “all

around"anysubJeet.
Howto throwthemind

into deliberate,controlled, productive
thinking.

Detaileddirectionsfor
PerfectMind Concen
tratlon.

How to acquirethe
Powerof ConsecutiveThinking,Reasoning,
Analysis.

Howto acquiretheskill
of CreativeWriting.

How to guardagainst.
errorsin Thought.

Howto drivefromthe
mind all unwelcomethoughts.

Howto followanyline
of thoughtwithkeen,
concentratedPower.

Howto developReasoningPower.
HowtohandletheMind

in CreativeThinking
The secretof Building

MindPower.
HowtotestyourWill.
How a. StrongWill is

Masterof Body.
\Vliat createsHuman

Power.

What Users Say
"I handyou$3in pay

ment;fromwhatI have
alreadyseenI believeI
canget$300to $30,000
worthofgoodoutof it."
—C. D. Van Veehten,
GeneralAgent.No.West.
Life Ins. Co., Cedar
Rapids,Ia." 'Will Power’is a
compilationof might-y
force. My first week‘s
benefitin dollars is
$900.00— cost $3.00;
profit$897.00."——J.W.
Helstand,916 rl‘rlbune
Bldg, Chicago,111.

"In myjudgment'Pow
erofWill' is wonderful."
—0wenJ. McCaughey,
Secy.of Corp.Securities
Co.,St.Louis.Mo.

“The characterof
'Powerof Will’ is such
thathe whoreadsand
puts forth effortwill.
soonfindhimselfoutof
the commonherd.”—F.
A. Good.Pres.of Neb.
LumberDealers‘Assn.Cowles,Neb.

“ ‘Power of Will’ Was My Guide”
“Three years ago I was making $1500 a year

and working day and night. Today I make

a thousand dollars a week and have time

for other things as well. To the lessons

in ‘Power of \Nill’ more than any other

thing do I owe this sudden rise.”

These are the exactwords of an owner of “Power of Will.”

His name is not published for obvious reasons, but will
be gladly given in confidence on request to anyone
ordering “Power of Will.” ~

As remarkable as is his experience it might almost be
called typical of what this wonderful course in \Nill
Training is doing for thousands of men and women in
every walk of life who are using “Power of \Vill" as
the stepping stone to greater accomplishment.

What is “Will-Poweri’T?
The Will is the motive power of the brain. Without a
highly trained inflexible will, a man has about as much
chance of obtaining success in life as a railway engine
has of crossing the continent without steam. The big
gest ideas have no value without Will Power to “put
them over.” Yet the Will, hitherto entirely neglected,
can be trained into wonderful power like the brain or
memory and by the very same method, by intelligent
exercise and use.
If you held your arm in a sling for two yearsit wouldbecome
powerlessto lift a feather,from lack of use. The‘sameis true
of the will—it becomesuselessfrom lack of practice. Because
we don’t use our wills—becausewe continuallyb0w to circum
stance. we becomeunableto assertourselves. What our wills
need is practice.

‘ ‘ Power of Will”
byFRANK CHANNINGHADDOCK,Ph.D..a scientistwhosenameranks
withsuchleadersof thoughtas James.BergsonandRoyce.is thefirst
thoroughcoursein Will Powereverconceived. is theresultof over20
yearsof researchandstudy.Yetyouwill findeverypagein the28_lessons
writtensosimplythatanyonecanunderstandthemandput:theprinciples.
methodsandrulesintopracticeat oncewithnoticeableresultsrightfrom
theverystart.

Meant for You
Thereareover75,000peoplein all walksof life whoown"Powerof Will."
AmongthemamsuchmastermenasJudgeBenB. Lindsay;SupremeCourt
JusticeParker;Wu Tinghang_ex-U.S. ChineseAmbassador;LleuL-Gov.
MeKelvieof Nebraska;AssistantPostmaster-GeneralBritt;GeneralManager
Christesonof Wells-FargoExpressCompany;E. St. ElmoLewis,nowVice
Pres.Art MetalConstructionCompany;Gov.Ferrisof Michigan,andmany
othersofequalprominence.
Neverin thehistoryof self-helpliteraturehastherebeensucha.record.
Andtheownersregardit asa veritabletext-book.It hasbeeninstrumental
in changingtheentirelivesof thousands—makingthemdominantpersonalities,
self-confidentandeager,in placeof thefearful,unhappy.unsuccessfulmen
andwomentheyformerlywere.No matterwhatyourposition—whetheran
errandboyor thepresidentof a mightycorporation—nomatterwhatyour
age,from17to 70,Powerof Will canchangeyourwholelife—canmakea

newmanofyoujustasit.hasforsomanyothers.Whatever
youwantin life is yours,beit.money,power,prestigeor
happinessif youbut masterthewonderfulsystemof p
will trainingtaughtin "Powerof Will." I

Send No Money! //Although"Powerof Will" is a 400-pageleather
boundbookcontainingmorematerialthanmany Pinon
$25correspondencecourses.Thepriceis only pun c°_
$3. Thepublisherswil gladlysenda.copy 5|_Kfree,forfivedays'inspection.Sendno wucoxB|ock_moneynow.Merelymailthecouponon Merlden_Conn.
theright,enclosingyourbusinesscard
orgivinga.reference.If youdecide/ GenH emen:—
tokeepthebook,sendthemoney./ Pleas?lendmea
If not, mail the bookback. W???”

0
Tearoutandfill in thecou- agreeto remit$3or reponnow,beforeyouturn mailthebookin 5 days.
thepage. /N

Address.....................
PeltonPuhfio. 5's'érllllfi°é.‘3'.fi°“/C... ........ ........ ..
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Allin

An Interesting
Selection from

Stokes’ List

The Unchastened
Woman
By LOUIS ANSPACHER. .\ remark
ablepictureof a worldlymodernwoman
and her influence. Mr. Anspacher‘s
greatestsuccessand New York’s suc
cessof the season—aplay to readas
well as to see. Net $1.25.

Dead Souls

By NIKOLAI GOGOL. “ ‘DeadSouls’
is Russiaherself. The charactershave
becomenationaltypes,and are more
alludedto by Russiansthan Mr. Pick
wick, SquireWestern,Falstaff,Micaw
ber,areby us.”-—Fromintroductionby
StephenGraham. \Vrittenby Gogolin
1837 “Dead Souls” is the greatest
humorousnovelin theRussianlanguage.
It is the mostpopularbookin Russia
and its appealis world-wide.

' Net $1.25.

The Confession
By MAXIM GORKY. Translatedby
Rose Strunsky. Gorky’sniost artistic
and philosophicalwork. It is wholly
fictionand not aboutthe authorhim
self. Behindthe powerfulstory of a
soul adjustingitself to life is a vivid
backgroundof exquisiteRussian pic
tures and characters. Net $1.35.

Why Be Fat?
By AMELIA SUMMERVILLE. The
only practicalbook on weight reduc
tion. The author,a beautifulactress,
reduced100 pounds in a year,with
vastimin‘ovementof health. She here
tells HOW and earnestlyassertsthat
everyonecan do as much. She also
givesmanyinvaluablebeautyhints for
women. Net 80cents.

What Women Want
By BEATRICE FORBES-ROBERT
SONHALE.‘ A treatmentof feminism
boundto interesteveryone;to sumup
and illuminethe movement.“A great
book. It standsbesidethoseof Olive
Sehreinerand Ellen Key.”——Prafess0.r
GeorgeHerbertPalmer. Net $1.25.

The Lord of
Misrule
By ALFRED NOYES. All Mr. Noyes'
lyric poetrysince“CollectedPoems”in
1913. With all the rich imageryand
splendidrythmof his earlierwork his
laterpoemsshowmorestronglyNoyes'
philosophy—aprotestagainstthe soul
lessscienceand joylessmaterialismof
the present. . . . and a promiseof
newhopefor the future. Net $1.60.

The Montessori
Method

By MARIA MONTESSORI. This is
'Dr. Montessori’sown book describing
fully her methodsof child education.
It containsa greatmessagefor every
oneapartfrom its interestto teachers.
Other booksmay interpret,but must,
if worthanything,lead readersto this
one. Net $1.75.

Frederick A. Stokes C0.
Publishers NEW YORK

The Pagan s

BELLOWS
SOLOGUB

OPOTAWSI-IU
SCHNITZLER

VAN PERRINE
AUERBACH-LEVY

One Dollar a Year
Teri (eats the Copy

And Othersas well as Ollrcrs
Art * Poetry * Literature

THE PAGAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
174 CentreStreet New York
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Monthly
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MSS. SUCCESSFULLY PLACED‘
Criticised,Revised.Typed.SendforleafletM.

References:EdwinMarkhamandothers.EstablishedI890
UNITED LITERARY PRESS,1235thAve.,N.Y.

“This book reads like a
. tragedy of

our times."—S[iringfieldRepublican.

THE DOOM 0F DOGMA
BY HENRYFRANK

Praised by leading critics on
two continentsas a deathblow

to superstition.
“The criticismin this work is fertile
and extreme.It is the fruit of much
thoughtfulnessand patient labor."—
The Dial.
400Pages.3rdEdition.$1.50Postpaid

PROGRESSIVE PRESS
25\Vest42ndSt.,Room617,NewYork

A War Time Bargain

PROBLEM§

o
r

SEX

y

Prolessor I. ARTHUR THOMSON
(Universina

t

Aberdeen)
and

ProlessorPATRICK GEOOES
(Universitya

t

SI.Andrews)
Authorsa

t

“TheEvolutiono
l

Sex"
We have obtained from the
publisherstheremainderstock
andno mo~rewill bepublished.
They are~ofl'eredto Masses
readersat

35 Cents

The Masses Book Shop
3

3

WestIllh St. NewYork

The list belowcomprisestitles of some
England.

1
.

*BELGIUM and “THE l5

*WHY BRITAIN SHOULD
DISARM.

I2. A GRATEFULCOUNTRY EWILL NEVER FORGET27_

G DDON
>YOU.

I3.
*CVI-TfiIRSTIANITY

ANDTHE 28_M|L|TAR|$M
l4. *THELASTWAR.

themaswidelyknownaspossible.

PRISONERS IN SI.

LANDAND THE EAST-34.

24. WARTRUSTEXPOSED 37.
25. DREADNOUGHTS N D

DIVIDENDS.2(5.MOROCCOAND

SCRAP 0 _H PACIFIST,
2. *How TFHgAPE‘REARl6. *FORTUNESOF POLITI

CAME. fifi'gsr
3. *PERSIA, FINLAND r7. *FRANCO-RUSSIANMILI

and OUR RUSSIAN TARI M.
ALLIANCE, I8. TOg'I‘lJéléDSA NEW EU

* r4'
isngERMgl‘izYIllllgillig IO. TopvéAARDsAPERMANENT
WRONG? 20. *Russiri' TURKEY ENG5. *soms REASONSWHY- ' '

THE WARSHOULDBE _ ERNQUESTION.STOPPED. 2|. “'PARLIAMENTANDFOR6. *PEACEAT ONCE. EIGNPOLICY.
7. *BRITAINANDTHEWAR. 22. THE WARANDTHE FAR
8. *NATIONALITYAND PA- EA

TRIOTISM.- 23
9. *BRITISH MILITARISM,
o. *DEVIL’SBUSINESS.

I.

HOWASQ'UITHHELPED40.
THE ARMOURRING.

29. ORIGINOF'THE GREATWAR, '

“SUPPRESSED”
_ importantarticlesthat have a cared inThosemarkedWith_a (*) havebeeninterdictedand the authorpiiiieshavesoughtto suppressthemdespitethe prominenceof the writers, severalbeingmem

bers of Parliament. Theseare beingrepublished,not for profit nor in a partisansplrit .but to acquaintthe peoplewith the deepercauses‘of the war.
Numbers 1

,
2

,
3

,
4 are refirintcdherewithand the othersare to arrear later.

*A LETTERTO AN EX- 30. WHYWEARE AT WAR—

A replyto Slr Edward
GrcY.

WHATOFGERMANMILI
TARISM—Shallit beReplacedbyTsarlsm?

32. ARE WE LIBERATING
EUROPE?-—Areplyto
thosewhodeclarethisto
be a “HolyWar,"

33. IS THIS A WAROF LIB
ERATION”?

WHY BRITAIN IS AT
AR—IsCommercialRivalryBehindIt?

35. SECRETDIPLOMACYTHE
CAUSEOFWAR—AnAp—
pealtotheBritishPeople,

WagsAND THE WORK-38. WAS BRITAIN PLEDGED
TO FRANCE,

GERMANYANDBELGIAN
NEUTRALITY.

'8. WHOWASRESPONSIBLE?
ARMA-39.

TH(E
WAR WE ESCAPED

in ISIII),
THE PLUNDERERSUN

MASKED—HowtheShip
plngRingControlsParlia
ment.

4|. TRUTHVERSUSFICTION.
It is hopedthat.readerswhoareimpressedwiththevalueof thesearticleswill aid in making

. It is suggestedthat.thosewhoareinterestedcanaccomplishthisbysendingfora quantityofcopiesanddistributingthemamongtheiracquaintances.printchoncheaperpaper,canbealsohadatone-halfthepriceof theregularedition.
Regulareditlonprices:IOOcopies,$7.50;50copies,$4.00;25copies,$2.25;Slnglecoples,I50.Thinpapereditionprices:[00copies,$3.75;50copies,$2.00;25coples,Sl.l5;Singlecopies,80.

Published by FRANK P. ILLSLEY, Detroit, Mich.

Anotheredition

theoryor system.”

TWO BOOKS BY POWYS
WOODAND STONE, a novelby John CowperPowys(SecondLargeEdition)...The irresistibledragof sexualattraction,clash

heartbreakingstrugglesof pureandnoblespiritscaughtin'theworldtrap—
suchare someof the principalnotesin this extraordinarybook.

VISIONS AND REVISIONS, LiteraryEssaysby John CowperPowys(4thedition) 2.00
WilliamMarion'Reedysays.“Powyskeepsyou wideawakein the reading
becausehe's thinkingand writing from the standpointof life, not of

_ $1.50
of opposrtehumantypes,the

ORDER THROUGH THE MASSES BOOK SHOP.

mlcribs

\\ .M\\.. .
\\\*s\\\\\\\ ‘mwssse

"
...

Acquainted" price.
Toeachpurchaserof100Edwm'sGenuineHavana
Values—pricedupto$12.00per100.Includethisin

WhenInNewMarkSAVE/910 X

_‘ Secondswevnllextendtheriviloa l d ' t 60additional,oneofEdwin’s"SAMPLECASES”containingoneslimplecigareachotc
a
l;

12Beastgellzrifilglor '6

yourorder—it'sthebiggestsamplevalueoveroflered.

’ _ _ Moneyrefpndcdif youdon'treceiveat leastdoube value.Whenorderingspecrfymild,mediumorstrong.\r ourcheckaccepted.Ourreferences,DunorBradstreet’soranyBank.
Bargain

In 760World
342 TIIIIIDAyiéfi~- 10050 wnv mas-EARN“?

.142

;.

A,a
are?" ' i

\\\___l

Etififii’i‘i; Haifana Seconds RQLfiom Factory D/recl‘ 70 YOU 5] Ex.01'Parce/ Pas! Prepaid
MadeofImportedHavanaPicadura,fromourownplantationsinCuba—leavesthataretooshortto ‘1rollintoourhigh-pricedcigars.They'renotpretty,:10bandsordecorations,butyoudon'tsmoke-looks.Customerscallthem“DiamondsintheRough."All 41/5inchesIon. Only100atthis“Get;

' editor

ALL ON ACCOUNT OF POETS

THE MASSES is going bank
rupt! That is what we
get for following the a

d

vice of crazy free-verse fanatics
who told us that we could make
this magazine self-supporting,
and also build a national free
sanatorium for the readers of
the same, if we invested every
cent we had or could borrow or
steal in buying the largest pos
sible number of copies of Edgar
Lee Master’s Spoon River An
tlzology.

Well, a man is supposed to go
through three different spells of
insanity in his lifetime. As our
business manager had already
gone through two of them (the
first when he chose to be honest
and the second when he gave up
a respectable job to become
what he is today), he decided
to go through the third experi
ence as quick as he could and be
done with it. Accordineg he
converted into cold cash every
thing he could lay his hands on,
including his wife’s wedding
ring and the venerable type
writer on which the managing

wrote indiscriminate
praise to all writers of rejected
free verse, and put all that enor
mous amount of money into the
hands of publishers. The exact
amount, to be accurate, was
$234,867.21, for which he got
enough “Anthologies” to fill up
not only the Spoon River, but

also the Ladle and the Soup Tu
reen, the Hudson and the Mis
sissippi Rivers.

Where all those copies went
to, we don’t know. Judging
from the fact that everybody
talks about Masters and his
stuff, we are led to believe that
they did not evaporate like the
water of their efiluvial title.

'However, we still have a few
copies on hand, about twenty or
thirty thousand of them, which
we are eager to dispose of as
early as possible before our book
store is raided again by futur—
ists, imagists, cubists, vers-lib
rists and such like pests who
have no earthly reason for call
ing on us save that they swipe
a copy or two whenever they do
so.

Therefore we call upon all
our readers who have the future
and the welfare of this maga
zine at heart to come to our res
cue and send in their orders for
couies of this book.

While thev last we shall, out
of the foolishness of our hearts,
sell them at the nominal price
of $1.25, when as a matter of
business we ought to sell them
for three times that amount.

If you want to own a copy
and are too far from our office
to come and get it, you have only
two ways of securing one.
Either send a remittance for
the aforementioned amount, or
apply to the nearest home
branch of the Black Hand, as
that organization has made it a
specialty to steal all unguarded
copies of this book, giving up
other lines of business which do
not pay so well.

Incidentally let us tell you
that after you have read this
marvelous book of REAL
POETRY you will want so much
to have read it sooner that you
will bribe us to set the entry of
your purchase six months ahead
on our sales books.

Hurry up before it is too late.
Send $1.25 at once to

THE MASSES BOOK SHOP
33WESTI4IhSTREET, NEWYORKCITY
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